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NOTATION 

A = total area within the unit cell 

Ac = area of cohesive soil within the unit cell 

AS 
= stone column area 

ah = design horizontal earthquake acceleration coefficient expressed as 
a fractional part of g 

a 
S 

= area replacement ratio, As/A 

B = foundation width 

C 
C 

= virgin compression index of cohesive soil from one-dimensional 
consolidation test 

C a = coefficient of secondary compression, C a = AH/(H LogLO t2/tl) 

C = cohesion of soil 

C 
V 

= coefficient of consolidation in vertical direction (equation 27) 

cV 
= coefficient of consolidation in radial direction (equation 28) 

r 

De = equivalent diameter of unit cell (equations 1 and 2) 

D = constructed diameter of stone column (Figs. 13 and 14) 

6 = constrained modulus of elasticity, 6 = E(l-u)/[(l+v)(l-Lv)] 

t 
= constrained modulus of elasticity of the tributary soil 

Es 
= constrained modulus of elasticity of the stone 

E = modulus of elasticity 

Eb = modulus of elasticity of thin boundary around the unit cell used in 
nonlinear finite element analysis 

EC 
= modulus of elasticity of soil within the unit cell 

ES 
= modulus of elasticity of the stone column 

e = initial void ratio of cohesive soil 
0 

17 = slleilr force 017, upper fallurc surfac*c! in stone column undergoing 
.I.ocill heilri.llg ' f:~ I I urt? (hppcndix I)) 
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NOTATIONS (continued) 

= Vesic cavity expansion factors (Fig. 16) 

= vertical height (or increment) of stone column treated ground over 
which settlements are calculated 

= height of embankment in stability analysis (Fig. 46) 

= rigidity index used in Vesic cavity expansion theory (equation 13) 

= proportionality constant for a normally consolidated c_lay between 
undrained shear strength and effective stress, K 1 = c/cl 

= caefficient of at-rest earth pressure 

= coefficient of passive earth pressure 

= permeability of soil in radial direction (Fig. 45) 

= permeability of soil in vertical direction 

= permeability of smear zone in radial direction (Fig. 45) 

= length of stone column 

= driving moment in a stability analysis (equation 44) 

= resisting moment in a stability analysis (equation 44) 

= number of drainage surfaces at the top and bottom of the layer 
(N = 4 or 2); also normal, force on lower failure surface in stone 
column undergoing Local bearing failure (Appendix B) 

= ultimate bearing capacity factor of stone column (equation 50) 

= stress concentration factor, as/o c (Fig; 14) 

= reduction factor for local bearing failure of a stone column 
(Appendix B) 

ratio of the unit cell radius to the radius of the drain (stone 
column radius less smear zone thickness), n* = re/rw (Fig.. 43) 

equivalent value of n* for a drain without smear, n* 
(Fig. 44) eq 

= r,/rG 

ultimate lateral resistance of clay acting on critical wedge for a 
local bearing failure of stone column (Appendix B) 

ratio of load carried per column in a group loaded by a rigid plate 
to I IIC loci c*;rrried by LL sLng.1~~ column loaded by a rigid plate 
il~ivin:: LlN* S;IIIIcb tri.butilry ilrCi1 ;I:; OIW CO1 Ilmll ill the groUp 

mc’;IIl IsoLrl’pi( strl’ss, ‘1 = (0 
I 

t ox f op 
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NOTATIONS (continued) 

‘1 u1.t = ultimate bearing capacity 
*.a 
4,lt = ultimate bearing capacity of stone column 

r e = radius of the unit cell (Fig. 45) 

r 
S 

= radius of smear zone (Fig. 45) 

r 
W 

= radius of the drain usually taken as the radius of the stone column 
less the thickness of the smear zone (Fig. 45) 

r* ’ w = radius of equivalent drain without smear (Fig. 45) 

s = settlement of unimproved ground 

s* = smear factor used in radial consolidation theory, S = kr(s*-l)/ks 

S 
i3 

= settlement of a stone column group (Fig. 50) 

3 = settlement of a single stone column (Fig. 50) 

st = settlement occurring in an increment ti of stank column treated 
ground 

., 
St = primary consolidation settlement at time t 

S = center to center spacing of stone columns (Pig. 13) 

s* = ratio of the radius af smear zone to radius of the drain, s* = 
,ys/rw (Fig. 44) 

T = shear force on ,loeer failure sur’face in stone coIumh undergoing 
local bearing failure (Appendix B) 

? 
T = assumed thickness of fictitious strip of soil used to obtain proper 

stress concentration in a computer stability analysis (Fig. 46) 

Tr = time factor for radial drainage, Tr - C 
V 

t/De)2 (Fig. 43) 
t 

T z = time factor for vertical drainage, T = cVt/(H/N)2 (Fig. 42) 
2 

u = average degree of consolidation considering both vettkal and 
radial drainage, U = 1 - (1-U )(l-Ur) 

2 

"z = average degree of consolidation in vertical direction (Fig. 42) 

"r = average degree of consolidation in radio1 (ltt~,:JzontaL) direction 
(Fig. 43) 

%I = effective normal force exerted on upper faiJ.ure wedge-local bearing 
failure (Appendix B) 
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NOTATIONS (continued) 

ws 

s 

W 

z 

ci 

(3 

Y 
avg 

Yc 

;c 

Ycf 

Ysf 

Ys 

?s 

= effective weight of stone in failure wedge-local bearing failure of 
stone column (Appendix B) 

= effective vertical force exerted on the circular arc failure surface 
or the upper surface of the failure wedge for local bearing failure, 
(Appendix B) 

=.width of equivalent, continuous stone strip used in a stability 
analysis w = As!s (Fig., 46) 

= depth below ground surface 

= inclination of lower failure surface in a stone column undergoing 
a local bearing failure (Appendix B) . 

= inclination of shear surface with respect to the horizontal 

= average unit weight of material within unit cell 

= saturated (wet) unit weight of cohesive soil 
. 

= bouyant unit weight of cohesive soil 

= weight of fictitious soil str_ip for use in computer stability 
analysis, yF = (I$ - l)ylH/T (Fig. 46) 

= weight of fictitious soil strip for use in computer stability 
analysis, y; = (cl, - l)ylH/T (Fig. 46) 

= saturated (wet) unit weight of stone column 

= bouyant unit weight of stone in failure wedge-local bearing failure 

Y1. I = unit weight of embankment in stability analysis (Fig. 46) 
' 

Act = increase in'undrained shear strength with time due to consolidation 
(equation 46) 

V = Poisson's ratio 

V 
C 

= Poisson's ratio of soil 

V 
S 

= Poisson's ratio of stone column 

9 ='tanor - tang (equation 56, Appendix B) 
* 

11 = reducfion factor to apply to measured field vane shear strengths (Fig. 73) 

I', = ratio of stress in cohesive soil to average stress, 11 
C~ll~lL lo11 1kl 

C 
= 'Ip, 

I1 = ratio of sir1~:;:; s iu st:onc~ ~~~~IUIIIII to avcrilgt sLrcc:s, I-I 
eclun L Len 811 

S 
= OslOI 
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METRIC CONVERSION FACTORS 

Approximate Conversions to Metric Measures Apprrximotr Convotsiolr from Metric Yooru~or 

Wbos You Knsw Yrlti~ly by 

LENGTH 

milliimUS 0.04 
cmhmew* 0.4 
INtam 3.3 
InBun 1.1 
kilatus 0.6 

AREA 

qwr* c4nlimmws 0.10 
equuu mmlws 1.2 
squaw kiiatem 
lwlwea l10.ooo 31 

0.4 
2.5 

MASS (woiabt) 

01 0.0% 
kikgrm 1.2 
loams lwao y 1.1 

VOLUMS 

rillili~ 0.03 
Iii 2.1 
litas 1.06 
YWH 0.20 
cukicmms 35 
cubicmmwa 1.3 

TEYPERATURE (oxw(i 

CdSiuS sis (Ihas 
I- 4323 

l f 
l f 32 960 a2 

S&d Whw Yw Kraw Multiply by 

LENGTH 
Ia 
is 

t: 
mi 

AREA 

:: 
mi’ 

squaw inches 5.5 
s4uw. ten 0.09 
squar. vwcls 0.8 
squm mtles 2.5 
XI., 0.4 

MASS (wcilhg 

01 
lb 

OYIIC.* 25 
w--s 0.45 
sswl lams 0.J 

l2oao lb) 

voufMc 

TEMPERAWt4 (exact) 
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CHAP'l'ERI 

INTRODUCTION 

Because of the ever increasing value of land, the de+elopment of mar- 
ginal sites, once cost prohibitive, is now often economically feasible. The 
increased cost of conventional foundations and numerous environmental con- 
straints greatly encourage the in-situ improvement of weak soil deposits. To 
economically develop marginal sites a number of new ground improvement 
techniques have been recently developed [1,3,5,6,7,67]. Some of these 
techniques are feasible for present use, but many require considerable addi- 
tional research. Nevertheless, an important need now exists for proven 
techniques which can be used as environmentally acceptable and economically 
viable alternatives to conventional foundation support systems. 

Construction of highway embankments using conventional design methods 
such as preloading, dredging, and soil displacement techniques can often no 
longer be used due to environmental restrictions and post-construction 
maintenance expenses [6]. Stone columns are one method of ground improvement 
having a proven record of experience. They are ideally suited for improving 
soft clays and silts and also for loose silty sands. Apparently, the concept 
was first applied in France in 1830 to improve a native soil [l]. Stone 
columns have been in somewhat limited use in the U.S. since 1972. However, 
this method has been used extensively in Europe for site improvement since 
the late 1950's. 

PURPOSE OF STUDY 

The purpose of this study is to synthesize the current state-of-the art 
of stonecolumn construction and design. To compile available information on 
stone columns, fact finding trips were made within the United States and 
also to Canada, Europe and Asia. Small-scale model tests were conducted and 
theory developed to supplement existing knowledge concerning the behavior 
mechanisms and design of stone columns. Throughout the report, emphasis is 
placed on the practical aspects of stone column design, construction, 
inspection and testing. 

A detailed discussion of the construction, utilization, and limitations 
of vibro-replacement and vibro-displacement stone columns is given in 
Chapter II. Failure mechanisms and analytical theories for predicting stone 
column performance are presented in Chapter III. Chapter IV contains a sum- 
mary of subsurface investigation and laboratory testing techniques associated 
with stone columns. A set of guide specifications for the construction of 
stone columns is given in Chapter V together with detailed construction 
inspection guidelines. Selecrted case histories illustrating the use of stone 
columns are given in Chapter 'JI. Pinally, Chapter VII synthesizes the 
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practical results of the study as related to design. Specific reconnnenda- 
tions are given in this chapter for the design of stone columns including its 
applications and limitations. 

The report is written so that each chapter is essentially independent 
of the others. Therefore, in reading the report, chapters can be omitted 
as desired without losing continuity. 

STONE COLUMN CONSTRUCTION 
. 

Stone column construction involves th$l partial replacement of unsuit- 
able subsurface soils with a compacted vertical column of stone that usually 
completely penetrates the weak strata. When jetting water is used the pro- 
cess is named vibro-replacement (or the,wet process). When used without 
jetting water in partially saturated soils,. such as old rubble fill, the 
process is known as vibro-displacement (or the dry process). To date only 
the wet process has been used in the U.S., although both the wet and dry 
processes have been used in Canada and Europe. These techniques have been 
used since the late 1950's to construct columns of stone in marginal soils. 

The stone is densified by the use of a vibrating probe originally 
developed in 1935 for the compaction of granular, noncohesive soils [13]. 
Although each specialty contractor,identifies their vibrator by a different 
name, the term Vibroflot or Poker is frequently used to describe the probe. 
Rotation of eccentric weights within the body of the probe using either 
electric or hydraulic power causes lateral vibration at the tip of the 
probe. In rhe wet process the Vlbroflot opens a hole by jetting,usinglarge 
quantities of water under high pressure. In the dry process, which may 
utilize air, the probe displaces the native soil laterally as it is advanced 
into the ground. In both methods the weight of follower tubes attached 
above the probe and the vibration of the probe aid in advancing the hole. 

The probe typically varies in diameter from 12 to 18 in (300-460 mm) 
depending on the individual contractors' equipment: Due to soil erosion and 
lateral compaction, the excavated hole is slightly larger than the probe. 
To construct the column, the hole is backfilled in 1 to 4 ft (0.3-1.2 m) 
lifts with the probe usually being left in the hole. Stone is dumped from 
the ground surface and allowed to fall through the annubar space provided 
between the probe and the sides of the enlarged hole. In soils which will 
not collapse, the probe is sometimes removed before adding the stone. Each 
lift is repenetrated several times with the vibrating probe to densify the 
stone and force it into the surrounding soil. The vibrating probe may also 
be momentarily left in a stationary position to densify the stone. Succes- 
sive lifts are placed and densified until a column of stone has been formed 
up to the ground surface of the native soil. 

MECHANISM OF PERFORMANCE 

In stone column construction, usually 15 to 35 percent of the weak soil 
volume is replaced by stone, Design loads on stone columns typically vary 
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from 20 to 50 tons. The presence of the column creates a composite material 
of lower overall compressibility and higher shear strength than the native 
soil alone. Confinement, and thus stiffness of the stone, is provided by 
the lateral stress within the weak soil. Upon application of vertical stress 
at the ground surface, the stone and weak soil move downward together 
resulting in an important concentration of stress within the stone column. 
The resulting stress concentration in the stone is primarily due to the 
column being stiffer than the soil. 

An axinl,ioad applied at the top of a single stone column produces a 
large bulge'tc a depth of 2 to 3 diameters beneath the surface. This bulge, 
in tv.rn, in&ases the lateral stress within the clay which provides addi- 
tion&l confinement for the stone. A&equilibrium state is eventually reached 
resulting in reduced vertical movement when compared to the unimproved soil. 
Stone column groups loaded over the entire area undergo less bulging than 
for a single stone column. 

When an embankment is constructed over soft ground, lateral spreading 
of the ground occurs beneath the embankment which reduces the confinement 
of the stone column. At higher stress levels relative displacement (slip) 
may also occur between the stone column and surrounding soil. The occur- 
rence of either lateral spreading or slip results in greater settlement of 
stone column improved ground than would otherwise occur. 

STONE COLUMN USES 

The stone column technique of ground treatment has proven successful 
in (1) improving slope stability of both eubankments and natural slopes, 
(2) increasing bearing capacity, (3) reducing total and differential settle- 
ments, (4) reducing the liquefaction poten!:ial of sands and (5) increasing 
the time rate of settlement. Stone columni are used to support structures 
overlying both very soft to firm cohesive soils and also loose silty sands 
having greater than about 15 percent fines. At the present time, more stone 
column projects in the U.S. have been constructed in silty sands rather than 
cohesive soils; worldwide the reverse is true. 

Previous Applications 

Stone columns have been used successfully in the U.S. before 1982 on 
21 projects including the following applications [68]: 

1. Embankment Fill Support - for highways, interchanges and bridge 
approaches. 

2. Miscellaneous Highway Facilities - hospitality station, box 
culvert. 

3. Structures - seven-story concrete library, two-story medical 
building, warehouses, shipbuilding facility, sewage treatment 
plant, parkirjg g+rage, misc.ellaneous office buildings. 
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4. Tanks - LGN storage tank, five million gallon water storage tank. 

5. M$scellaneous - railroad and wharf structure. 

In Europe stone columns have been used considerably more extensively 
than in either the U.S. or Canada. In England stone columns have been used 
to support about 40 bridge abutments. In France an approach Fill and rein- 
forced earth abutment have been constructed over a soft clay reinforced with 
stone columns. In general, however, stone columns have been used more 
extensively in Europe for the support of structures such as warehouses, 
tanks and buildings rather than embankments. 

Sand compaction piles are similar in general concept to stone columns. 
The difference, however, is that sand compaction piles are constructed by 
vibrating a closed end pipe to the required depth. As the pipe is subse- 
quently extracted from the ground, the hole is filled with sand. These 
piles offer an alternative to stone columns, particularly for embankment 
support.. In Japan, they have been used extensively for the support of fills, 
embankments, tanks, and structures [24,66]. 

Potential Highway.Uses 

Important potential uses of stone columns for highway applications are 
as follows: 

1. Embankments. The use of stone columns (or sand compaction piles) 
offers a practical alternative for the support of highway embank- 
ments where conventional embankments cannot be constructed due 
to stability considerations. Potential applications include 
moderate to high fills on soft soils and for fill, perhaps of 
Reinforced Earth, constructed on slopes where stability cannot 
otherwise be obtained. Stone columns were used at Hampton, Virginia 
[27] and -also Clark Fork, Idaho [lo], for the reasons just given 
although environmental factors were also an important consideration 
at Hampton, Virginia. Landslidesare alsoanimportantpotentialapplication. 

A considerable amount of widening and reconstruction work will be 
done in future years. Some of this work will involve building 
additional lanes immediately adjacent to existing highways con- 
structed on moderate to high fills over soft cohesive soils such 
as those found in marsh areas. For this application differential 
settlement between the old and new construction is an important 
problem in addition to embankment stability. 
fill on stone columns offers a viable design 
tional construction. 

2. Bridge Approach Fills. Stone colunms can be used to support bridge 
approach fills, to provide stability, and to reduce the costly 
maintenance problem at the joint between the fill and bridge. Stone 
columns have been used at Lake Okoboji, Iowa and Mobridge, South 
Dakota for a bridge approach and embankment, respectively. At 

Support of the new 
alternative to conven- 

Sioux City, Iowa, stone columns were used for an interchange [68]. 
Under favorable conditions stone column supported embankments can 
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be extended outward over wide, soft marsh areas and along rivers 
and lakes further than a conventional approach embankment. The 
potential therefore exists of reducing the length of costly bridge 
structures by extending the apprsoach fills supported 'on stone columns. 

3. Bridge Abutment and Foundation Support. Stone columns can be used 
to support bridge abutments at sites which are not capable of 
supporting abutments on conventional shallow foundations. At such 
sites an important additional application involves the use of a 
Reinforced Earth abutment supported on stone columns as was done 
at Rouen, France [63]. Of course, conventional reinforced concrete 
abutments can also be supported on stone columns as has sometimes 
been done in England. These abutments may or may not support the 
bridge superstructure. 

Anoth$r potentiall:rr cost effective alternative to pile foundations 
for favorable site conditions is to support on stone columns, single 
span bridges, their abutments and, if required, the approach fills. 
This technique minimizes the differential settlement between the 
bridge and approach fill. 

At bridge sites underlain by marginal soils, piles are normally used 
rather than conventional spread footings. An economical alternative 
is to use stone columns to support the spread footings rather than piles. 

4. Lizzfaction. In earthquake prone areas stone columns can be used 
5 r,zduce the liquefaction potential of cohesionless soils sup- 
portkng embankments, abutments and beneath shallow foundations. 
Stone columns can also be used to reduce the liquefaction potential 
of cohesionless soils surrounding existing or proposed pile founda- 
tions. Stone columns have been used, for example, at Santa 
Barbara, California [30,81] to reduce the liquefaction potential 
and also decrease foundation settlement. Stone columns have also 
been used at Kavala, Greece [126] to reduce liquefaction potential. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Stone columns are ideally suited for improving soft silts and clays and 
loose silty sands. Stone columns offer a valuable technique under suitable 
conditions for (1) increasing bearing capacity and slope stability, (2) 
reducing settlement, (3) increasing the time-rate of consolidation, and (4) 
reducing liquefact.ion potential. ApplicatTons of stone columns include the 
support of embankments, abutments, bridges and other type structures. Stone 
columns can also be used for stabilizing existing slopes. The use of stone 
columns to support Reinforced Earth structures results in a flexible type of 
structure which ,may be qu$te economical. . 

For each specific application, however, stone columns should be care- 
fully compared with other design alternatives considering both the 
advantages and limitations of each method. The installation of stone columns 
is more of an art than an exact science; 
control and an experienced contractor, 

therefore It requires careful field 
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CHAPTER11 

PRESENTSTATUSOFVlBRO-COMPACTEDSTONECOLUMNCONSTRUCTlON 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter summarizes present practices and equipment used to con- 
struct stone columns. The limitations of stone columns are also discussed. 
This review of stone column design and construction practices in the United 
States and Europe was developed from both literature and extensive inter- 
views with engineers and specialty contractors in the U.S., Europe and Asia. 
The companies and individuals participating in the interviews are given in 
Appendix A of this report together with their addresses. 

FEASIBILITY OF STONE COLUMN UTILIZATION 

The construction technique for stone columns is well documented [15,29] 
and used extensively in Europe for economical stabilization of "soft soil" 
sites. Table 1 presents a summary of the opinions of selected contractors 
and engineers regarding the applicability of stone column8 for various 
foundation treatments and site condition8 a8 well a8 limitations and com- 
ments on the technique and the current technology. Some generally slight 
differences.in opinions exist among the various individuals and organiza- 
tions. A generalized summary of the factor8 affecting the feasibility of 
stabilizing soft ground with stone columns is as follows: 

1. One of the best applications of stone column8 is for stabilizing 
large area load8 such a8 embankments, tank farms, and fill8 for 
overall stability and the control of total and differential settle- 
ments. 

2. The design loading on the stone column should be relatively uniform 
and Xmited to between 20 and 50 tons per column. 8 . ! 

3. / The most improvement is likely to be obtained in compressible 
silts and clay8 occurring near the surface and ranging in ehear 
strength from 300 to 1000 psf (15-50 kN/m2). The greatest economic 
advantage is generally realized if the depth to the bearing strata 
is between about 20 and 30 ft (6-10 m). 

4. Special care must be taken when using stone column8 in sensitive 
soil8 and in soils containing organics and peat lenses or layers. 
Because of the high COmpre88ibility of peat and organic 80118, 
little lateral support may be developed and large vertical deflec- 
tions of the columns may result. When the thickness of the organic 
layer is greater than 1 to 2 stone column diameters, vibro- 
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TABLE 1A. APPLICABILITY AND LIMITATIONS OF STONE COLUMN USAGE-PART 1(ls2). 

t%ntrutor/ 
coeedtinp 

rim 
Problem uftb TecihnQuo Lfmftatiow of stone coaentm on aiatiry 

colum uug. Netbuds and Puture Need. 

Vibro-CautNcted stow colums 

CKN Seller 
Ltd. 

Fill, embenlmenta. eree atebilize- Peet layera a3 f t. thick; Cereful with pea; l&t Ieetnmeetetioe of strew 
tion. imbwtrial altee; 6 controls Insufficient fluehing water; eppliceble in refuee; distribution 6 loed truufer 
for15-50fc.length8; lov ri*e (keratrew; Niuse; Kxpect Limit 40-50 ton/co1. IUI. 
housing foundotione; reduce 

vltb time needed for lerKe 
too ucb from apta; 

liquefaction potentie1 hadequate mail invew.igation 
stale project; Ur of ecelo 
mod01 remelts vith cution; 
Uee for stebility of fill L 
excavation 

c8wntation 
Piling and 
POU&CiOQS. 
Ltd. 

ts: <-zlka , mts. ripid 
ult-•tory l tr.; Structured 
projecta not sensitive to 6 

Per zilm and mL3itive Milm Ulit:c - 400-800psf Pull-ecele traltu bat; 
we wet technique and con in (uwd In soila of c - 
ad aut qekly 153 psf ; 5-15 tonrcolum 

Nor8 eettl-t rad*s aded; 
Settleeente wicelly rduced by 

(clay); 15-60 ton/colum l/2; tireful with PPM reaulta 
hem coil) 

Kerl Bauer 
Eperieltiefbal 
lull. 

?oundation etebilizetia. l-2 
etory bldta.; fill upport. 
6 control;20f~length moat 
l conmical 

Heevy (3-5 etory) bldge., Probe. in seneitive eilta Pielddete needed;urefulwitb 
irrwler loeda. bridge ds.eoft organice; Very 
fnde.; 

dutmentr; E improved by 1.5 to 
Soil report error*. eoft coil; Limit 10 -40 4; 6 rduced 20-302; 1El( uy 

old l guipment,nevcrew; toekol. (ng. 15-25 ton/ beueeful;Study el.@e+ group 
Peat l- col.) effect titb tiu. 

YibNfhtatiOa hbanbant. abtment~, mea Shear atrcapth < 150prf; 0rgeni.c leyer c 3-loft. Monitor ma full-ecele projattm; 
Foundation b. l tebilization. fdna.. elope 
L Vibroflotation 

Large diameter S-C.; thick; t -2OOto 400 Better enelyeis needed; PR4 
atebility; IMuce effect of oVerlwd Pef; Length c 

(U.K.) Ltd. 
potentielly powerful tool; 

aoil variebility vlcogected 15-40 ton/col. max. Earthqeeke reeiotwtce l poteetial 

at; Limit 6 UY 

Frank; Pile 
C-4-y 

Reduce tote1 6 end 
differeatiel 6; Stock- 
piles, wrehowes 
includi~ floor slab. 
foocig. oil tenks. 
Slope scebility 

Stability problems in 
cohwionlew and *oft 
clays vben CUX hilh; 
Good soil deecriptioa, 
CFT and premaraeter 
tests. 

Problems- stability 
Field inetmmentetion to better duriw coeetructioe cod 

bulgtng; Heed prelfrinery understand load trenefer end 
asseePIO*L of bulging load; deformations 
Uee r-d cola. if 
atability is problem 

Notee: 1. Teble 1 is conrioued on the following paSc. 

2. Notation Used: CUf - groundwater table; S.C. = atone colam~; FRI - finite elemenr wchod; 6 - settlement; w/ = with; bldg. - buildi-; 
ens*. - engineer; coet. - contracror; c - sheer strength of soil. 

3. Unit Conversione: 1 ft. - 0.305 r; 1 psf = 47.9 N/r’. 



TABLE 1B. APPLICABILITY AND LIMITATIONS OF STONE COLUMN USAGE - PART 2(l). 
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eoil vuiebility; Act .a drein; 
vu cmpncted mu to *tiffen 
col. 6 aurfece; Uesign 
wructur. to homdle differential 
6 

cont.nmiMtion of btone; 
Umcoafined pent lnyero; 
Uieuae 

c limit 400-low pof; 
Orgenic l ilt?, cleys end 
pciti at urfnce l re 

problem; Refuse ie 
problem 

Uot recownded for stability 
or mbnnlaent~; Abutmmts U. 
poeeiblc; fill-ecele FEN, 
model teun meeded 

Wd Stone Colmmn. 

matye. et nl. 
Famed Stone 
wum 

Stebility; Preloed for 6; 
Induetriel bldg; Bridge 
epproecb trensition; floating 
S.C. sometfmw ueed for 
l ebi1ity 

Nethod of const./instal. 
critical to perforPunce; 
Gap grad. .and/stone to 
prevent segregation 

Used for c z 100 pef Setter performence reported 
then for Vibro S.C.; Baaed 
S.C. wed on omly . fev 
project. 

Frnnki Pile 
WY- 
md Stone 
Slumll(2) 

Reduce total 6 differenti. 6; 
Stockpile., warehouses 
including floor slab. bldg. 
footinS& Oil t.ntS; SlOPc 
stebility; decrease leteral 
coil displacement 

Beneath CUT soft end low 20 to 60 tono/co1.; 
permeable soil CM Bulging is 1imitin.S 
P.n.tNt. atOn. et high condition; Sand gives more 
load - use finer gradation 6 thnn stone. but form. . 
or and. filter 

Rnnki WCS cwed hole compued 
to open hole of vibro technique; 
Capacity aidlu to Vibro 
of Ranki hole end c.simS dia. 
l imilu; Raoki capuity 
grwtu if rd S.C. dia. 
4ie.Sreet.t than dir. Of 
CM&,& 

Notes: 1. Notntion Used: M=groundueter table; S.C. - stone column; FQ4 - finite element method; 6 - b.ttl.ment; v/ - vith; bldg. - building; 
l ngr . - engineer; cont. - contractor; c - *bear StrcnSth of 8&l. 

2. Rued stone columns l r. constructed by Renki Pile Co. primarily in iklSi=. 
of Lurope, South Africa and Austrnlin. 

obey us. a vibrator to construct #tone col\~nr in other puta 

3. Unit Conversiona: 1 ft. - 0.305 m; 1 in. = 25.4 1; 1 prf - 47.9 u/m’. 



replacement should not be used. When thick peak deposits are 
encountered two vibrators are sometimes fastened together to keep 
the ratio of layer thickness to column diameter within allowable 
bounds. 

When used under the ideal conditions previously described, stone columns 
for certain conditions may be more economical than conventional alternatives 
such as complete replacement, and bored or driven piles. Ground improved 
with stone columns is believed to give settlements typically varying from 
30 to 50 percent of the unimproved ground response. As discussed in Chapter 
III and VII, however, actual reductions in settlement are often somewhat 
less than generally believed. An important secondary benefit of stone 
columns at favorable sites is that the time-rate of settlement is signifi- 
cantly decreased compared to unimproved ground. 

The length of stone columns used in Europe tend to be generally between 
13 and 33 ft (4-10 m). Complete removal and replacement, which is an 
alternative to stone columna, is usually practical and economical for depths 
less than about 20 ft (6 m). Stone column depths greater than about 30 ft 
(10 m) are usually not economically competitive with conventional deep 
foundations. Furthermore, construction of very deep stone columns is con- 
sidered by many to pose serious construction problems including stabiliza- 
tion of the hole and insuring that uncontaminated stone gets to the bottom 
and is properly densified. However, both European and American contractors 
have experience in the design ;rnd construction of stone columns as long as 
70 ft (21 m) with few problems being reported. Nevertheless, considerable 
caution should be exercised in constructing long stone columns. 

Stone columns have been used in soils having minimum (not average) 
undrained shear strengths as low as about 150 psf (7 kN/m2). The contractors 
agree that the fabric or structure of peat-like soils influence the lower 
allowable limit. A practical upper limit, due to the development of exces- 
sive resistance to penetration of the vibrator and economic considerations, 
is in the range of an undrained strength of 1000 to 2000 psf (50-100 kN/m2). 
Soils with greater shear strengths may, in fact, be strong enough to with- 
stand the loads without ground improvement. If ground stabilization is 
required in these stiff soils or through stiff lenses, the hole is fre- 
quently prebored, which is often the case in landslide projects. 

CONSTRUCTION OF STONE COLUMNS 

The improvement of a soft soil with stone or sand column3 can be 
accomplished using various excavation, replacement and compaction techniques. 
The principal construction methods, some of the firms that use these 
techniques and typical site conditions where the techniques are used are as 
follows: 

Vibro-Replacement (wet): In the vibro-replacement (wet) method, a hole 
is formed in the ground by jetting a probe down to the desired depth. 
The uncased hole is flushed out and then stone is added in 12 to 48 in 
(0.3-1.2 m) increments and densified by means of an electrically or 
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hydraulically actuated vibrator located near the bottom of the probe. 
Stone columns are presently constructed in this way by GKN Keller, Ltd. 
(Worldwide), Karl Bauer Spezialtiefbau CmbH (Europe, Middle East), 
Vibroflotation Foundation Company (Worldwide), and Cementation and 
Cementation Franki (Worldwide). The wet process is generally used 
where borehole stability is questionable. Therefore, it is sui.ted for 
sites underlain by very soft to firm soils and a high ground water 
table. 

Vibro-Displacement: The vibro;displacement method is a dry process 
sometimes referred to as vibro-replacement (dry). The main difference 
between vibro-displacement and vibro-replacement is the absence of 
jetting water during initial formation of the hole in the vibro- 
displacement method. Most contractors can use either the wet or dry 
process. To be able to use the vibro-displacement method the vibrated 
hole must be able to stand open upon extraction of the probe. There- 
fore, for vihro-displacement to be possible soils must exhibit undrained 
shear strengths in excess of about 850 to 1250 psf (40-60 kN/m2), with 
a relatively low ground water table being present at the site. 

In the past several years GKN Keller Ltd. and Karl Bauer Spezialtiefbau 
GmbH. have developed the capability to stabilize sites underlain by 
soft soils and high ground water using the dry process. Stabilization 
is made possible by using a new "bottom feed" type vibrator. Eccentric 
tubes adjacent to the probe allow delivery of stone, sand or concretetothe 
bottom of the excavated hole without extracting the vibrator. Using 
this method the vibrator serves as a casing which prevents collapse of 
the ho.',e, 

Rammed.Stone Columns: Rammed stone columns are constructed by either 
driving an open or closed end pipe in the ground or boring a hole. 
A mixture of sand and stone is placed in the hole in increments, and 

.rammed in using a heavy, falling weight [52-55,73,107,108]. 
Cementation Franki (formerly Franki Pile Co.) constructs rammed stone 
and also rarrdned sand columns primarily in Belgium. The consulting 
firm of Dubon Project Engineering PVT, Ltd., headed by K. R. Datye, has 
developed several techniques for the construction of rammed stone 
columns. in India. Since a casing is initially placed into the subsur- 
face soils, potential hole collapse is eliminated. Therefore, the 
technique has application in most soils treatable by the vibro- 
techniques. Disturbance and subsequent remolding of sensitive soils 
by the ramming operation, however, may limit its utility in these soils. 
A more detailed consideration of Franki rammed stone and sand columns 
is given in Appendix F. 

Sand Compaction Piles: Sand compaction piles and several modifications 
to this technique are used extensivel:t in Japan [24,66] and to a lesser 
extent in Taiwan. Sand compaction piles are constructed by driving a 
steel casing down to the desired elevation using a heavy, vertical 
vibratory hammer located at the top of the pile. As the pile is being 
driven the casing is filled with sand. The casing is then repeatedly 
extracted and partially redriven using the vibratory hammer. By the 
time the sand compaction pile has been completed the casing has been 



completely removed from the ground. Several variations of sand compac- 
tion pile construction procedures are used in Japan including placing 
a vibrator at the tip of the Casing. The concept of initial hole 
formation is similar to the Franki system and thus subject to its 
limitations. 

Sand compaction piles are used for stabilizing soft clays in the pre- 
sence of high ground water. The Japanese, by varying equipment size and 
compaction energy, have developed three related systems which are 
selected based on the anticipated use, site conditions and loading [66]. 

In this chapter the installation procedures, equipment and special 
considerations are presented for the vibro-replacement and vibro-displacement 
methods of stone column construction. These are the two methods of con- 
structing stone columns generally used in the western world at the present 
time. A general, summary of the vibro method of construction is given in 
Tables 2 through 4. Design and construction of rammed stone columns and sand 
compaction piles as performed in Japan and Taiwan are described elsewhere 
[52-55, 661. 

Vibrator 

Stone columns are generally constructed using either an electric or 
hydraulically actuated, cylindrical shapei; vibrating probe such as the one 
illustrated in Fig. 1 and 2. The vibrator, originally developed by. 
Steuerman [13], essentially .consists of a-hydraulic or electric motor 
mounted within a cylindrical casing approximately 14 to 18 in (360-460 mm) 
in diameter and 7 to 15 ft (2.0-4.5 m) in length. The motor powers a set 
of rotating eccentric weights which provide the lateral vibration and com- 
paction force. Dependingonthe specific unit selected, the lateral force 
varies from approximately 12 to 28 tons. Heavy wear plates are added to the 
sides of the vibrator protecting it from excessive wear during raising and 
lowering from the ground. Fins located on the sides of the vibrator prevent 
rotation. A small diameter vibration isolator is placed between the vibra- 
tor unit and the follower tubes. The heavy follower tubes serve the dual 
purpose of (1) providing the necessary vertical downward thrust to advance 
the probe and (2) providing an overall minimum length of about 33 ft (10 m). 
Although the overall length can easily be increased by adding additional 
follower tubes, a 33 ft (1Q m) length is adequate for most applications. 

The.'vibrator is suspended from the boom of a crane; a 33 ft (10 m) 
probe can be easily handled using a 40 ton crane with a 40 ft (12 m) boom. 
Penetration of the probe is accomplished by vibration, water jetting, and 
dead weight. New vibro units used by Keller and Bauer provide additional 
downward thrurt by using hydraulic jacks attached to the boom and the 
probe. &ICh 'pull-down' units, illustrated in Fig. 3, are self-contained 
and have beenused predominantly in Germany. The pull-down rig provides a 
good rate of installation, is of compact size, has bottom-feed capability, 
is self-contained, and does not require use of a crane. 

I 
!At the present time the optimum amplitude :lnd frequency of vibration 

for construction of stoue columns has not been established. GKN Keller 
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TABLE 2. CRARACTERISTICS OF PROBES USED TO FORM STONE COLUMNS BY THE VIBRO METHOD, 

contractor 

CKN Keller 

Iaetelletioa 
Method 

Vibro; seldom very preeoger; vet. dry 
bottom-feed 

r:::::" :P;" . 

2.4 a5 

2.4 

Die. 
(in.) lLp. 

12 46-66 

12 66 

Preq. 
(=Pd 

3,ooo 

3.~ 

lat*r.1(2’ Free 
FMW A-P. 
(mu) (in.) 

12 - 15 
0 kdel) 

0.28 

15 17 - 0.28 
(W) 

2.4 16 105 3.m &Ll, 0.55 

2.4 12-22' ;s 1.800 (S2L1) 0.63 

Yibro- 

I 

Vfbro; hard pr.au~cr 2 I 7.0 16 100 

flotation 

1,800 20 0.43 
to penetrate 
etiff soil; No veter 2 6.11 15 30 1,SDD 10 0.30 

$89 loeee or cley 2 7.0 16 lo0 1.800 26 0.59 
ehole 

iueacation Vibro; up preeuger 3-4 15.7 Nydreulic 1.800 L 
etiff cruet wet; 

11.8 
dry 

Ihwr Vibro; prebore only 
l ciff lenses end 
aIrface crwt 

4; 
pull 
down 
rig 

ale0 

10.5 12.8 Nydraulic l.lm- u(3) VariW 
4.ooo 

Preoki Vibro 1.3 6.2 14.6 Nydraulic; l.DDD- we Veriee 
iii e 2.5DD 290 ‘pl 
2500 t-pm 

Note*: 1. Ueight of vibrator section 
2. Centrifu_nel Lateral Force developed by'uchiee et opcretiqg epeed. 
3. At oeual operaring speed of ebout 3,DDO rpr. 



TABLE 3. INSTALLATION CHA&TERISTICS OF' STONE COLUMNS FORMED BY THE 
VIBRO METHOD. 

Contractor 
Column 
Diam. 
(ft.)(‘) 

Column 
Install 
Nate 

Jetting Mj. Hole 
Collapse 

Stone 
Backfill 

GKN Keller 

Vibro- 
flotation 

Cementiation 

Z-3.5 
avg. 

. 

c4 
WP. 

-3 

30-60 Generally Hay cause 3/a”-& in. 
ftfhr. 

70-100 ampr; 
water; prob. if genera ly; 1 

(avg. 1 
controls y ; 

801pc toi3 close; Softer amps used 
problems s>4 ft. (air) matl’s use varies from 
with air 8>5 ft. (water) 4 in. max. rite to site; 

do trial 
column to get 

. value 

40 ftfhr. Water C Some prob. 314 - 3 in. 80 amps 
(avg. 1 100 pal; in pre- angular; tYP. 

(soft Cool augered acme 
soil electric hole; 6 ft. conaultanto 

3OO-400’/ vibrator typ. prefer 
8 hr.) rounded 

40-65 ft J Prefer Very drill 3/4- 2 in.; Control conet. 
hr. 
(pro&c- zhod; 

pattern; weathered, time 6 quantit! 
drill rounded, of stone; amps 

tion) Uee wet center no laminate, not a8 
if in lant herd; important 
doubt 3-4 in. if 

dry 

Be& 2.3 
Germany aV8. 

Frank1 2.5-S 

100 rt./ Uae No prob. Clean, Use amp8 or 
hr. water; if strong hydraulic 

Air not r>4 ft. broken pressure; 
a0 material; Permanent 
efficient 0.6(1.2)- record coeta 

2.75 in.; extra 
stone 
f llterr 
roil ! 

1 probe U8e Spacing/ 0.2-1.2s Control time 
per hr. Water hole diam. or 2.5in.; and quantity 

ret10 round of atone; 
22 stone Hydreullc 

pressure not 
critical 

Notes : 1. The completed mtone column diameter varies with the rtrength of the soil. 
equipment used, end method of construction (refer to Table 13). 

2. Unit Convereionr: 1 ft.-O.305 m; 1 in.925.4 II; 1 prig6.89 W/m’. 
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TABLE 4. CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS FOR VIBRO-CONSTRUCTED STONE COLUMNS. 

Gmtractor 

m Keller 

Special Procedure ?lushinS Backfill Contauination stone e Problcu 
Con~iderationo Condition Bottom Conditions 

1-3 in. Stons (dry); Vibrate hole. Keep water Nin. fiou; Don’t scrape ground const?uct NOT PElWIITED: 
8omJ coMultant~ retract, dusp running tn Pront cod (flushing hole vi11 slouly; (1) Peat > 3 ft. 
l pecify 502 split atone (Zft. wash finea 6 loader cao be remove fined keep (21 Refuse in 
face*; Bottom- lif ta) ; vibro- for rtability; uwd f lushinS; Fill 
feed - us8 .A* vtvatcr; Oet Bet 6tOW t- Drive coma 
l tone Sood bar by bottob; 3 

2-3 flusher per ;rdt:jc 
repauetretions hole 

Vibro- 
flotation 

Cemeota- 
tioo 

Band backfill 
would l lou 
tOMtNCti‘"b 

Columl top- 
carrot ohaped, 
usually; NW 
compacted ut; 
Dig out and 
replace *oil 

flepeoetrate 
to vlio 
1-2 ft. of 
past level 

coMt?uct 
colun in 
l-2 ft. 
lifta 

Keep vater 
f 1WiaB 

NiSh 
water 
flw 
lvcwtant 

Fines vi11 Follou NOT FESMITED: 
vash out if procedure Organies 3-7 ft. 
water kept thick 
flowing 

Its careful Wn’t *coop Drive eonc Silts uy liquefy - 
oi C, of dirt up with somet imw construct quickly 
8tone *tmm used;{21 in eilt 

swe? 
b-Y 

K-P 
l xperieoced 
mgiwer 00 
site; Dry lkthod 
prohrred 
(cleaner) ; vet 
method takw 
haavicr load 

Peoetratcf faw Not wrried; Not NON NUI PSRlfIITED: 
flush 2-3 water use l-3 ft. uorriad confidence (1) soft 0rSanics: 
ti.W; l t?WB flouing lift uith vet (21 dacoaposable 
flushing thiclumaa rchod wtcrial; 
required 10 COSWtNCt fe*t 
*at io silt 

kaoki Nhm hole 
atability probla, 
r-d S.C. 
preferred 

- 1.6 ft. 
thick lift 

keP 
water 
over- 
f louing 

Enlarge 
base 

Itamrd S.C. prefarrec 
frou io*tallation 
viewpoint in refuse. 
otgantcs and peat 

Notes: 1. Doit Coowrrions: 1 ft. - 0.305 m; 1 in. u 25.6 1. 

2. lf problem ara suspectad, a 1 in. dia. drive cone is sonetiass driven (or attamptad to be driven) through the stone coluun; 
erratic resultr ars usually obtained; frequsntly ths cons does not reach the tip. 



FIGURE 1. TYPICAL VIBRATOR AND END DUMP BUCKPT TISP~ Wf titRl)nx'T.nTA'rTnhi 
FOUNDATION COMPANY - JOLIF!DAN ROP 

FIGURE 2. VIBRATOR USED BY FRANK1 FOUNDATION COMPANY (Courtesy of 
Franki - Belgium). 
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FIGURE 3. VIBROCAT PULL-DOWN RIG FOR STONE COLUMN CONSTRUCTION 
(Courtesy of GKN Keller, Inc.). 
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believes that high frequency and low amplitude is best for penetration of 
the soft soil and compaction; their units operate at 3000 rpm and 0.3 to 0.4 
in (7-10 mm) amplitude. .On the other hand, Vibroflotation Co. and 
Cementation use-a lower frequency (1800 rpm), higher amplitude unit (0.4 to 
0.6 in; 11-15 mm) because of the reportedly higher compaction efficiency. 
Bauer, who use a hydraulic unit, can continuously vary the vibration fre- 

, quency. Typically a frequency of 2800 to 3200 rpm is used for both pene- 
tration and compaction; their experience indicates that the higher frequency 
units are also better for compaction. Frequencies have been,used by them 
as high as 4000 rpm. However, for long machine life the frequency is 
usually limited to about 3200 rpm since excessive wear occurs on the motor 
bearings at high speeds. 

The principal advantages of a hydraulic motor compared to an electric 
motor appears to be the ability to vary vibration frequency and safety con- 
siderations. Vibroflotation, Ltd. is currently developing a variable fre- 
quency electric motor. Unfortunately, a direct comparison is not available 
of the penetration and compaction'efficiency and the resulting stone 
column strength obtained using various type, size and frequency vibrators. 
Over the years, however, each cont.ractor has developed considerable 
experience with their machines, and have optimized construction pro- 
cedures for their equipment and varying soil conditions. 

Wet Installation Method 

The details of construction using, the vibro-replacement (wet) and 
vibro-displacement (dry) technique have been well documented by Thornburn 
1181, DiMaggio 191, Greenwood [15] and others. To date vibro-displacement 
(dry) stone columns have not been constructed in the U.S.; they have been 
used on two projects in Nova Scotia, Canada and numerous projects in Europe. 
The vibro-replacement (wet) method must be used at sites consisting of very 
soft soils unable to stand in an unsupported hole, and when high ground 
water conditions exist. Water jets at the bottom and along the sides of 
the unit facilitate both penetration of the vibrator and flushing loose soil 
from the hole. The flowing water also is important in stabilizing the hole 
and washing soil from the sides. Contractors usually prefer, where hole 
stability is suspect using the wet technique because the hole is supported 
during construction reducing the chance of a collapse. Also, the water used 
during the jetting operation cools the mot:or, which is important for electric 
powered units. ._.".., , 

The principal disadvantage of the wet technique involves the large 
quantity of water which is required and which must later be disposed of 
without causing pollution. After being used for stone column construction, 
the water contains a significant quantity of suspended silt and clay. A 
large quantity of water should always be used in stone column construction 
to prevent collapse of the hole or contamination of the column; scarcity 
or high cost of water does not alter this requirement. Environmental 
regulations and low-lying or urban site conditions may restrict the drainage 
and disposal of the excess water-soil suspension. Unless properly handled 
by constructing sediment pot@, ditches and other drainage structures, 
pollution may occur. Further, standing pools of water may disrupt work and 
slow production; 
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Dry Installation Method 

The vibro-displacement (dry) process is much cleaner than the previously 
discussed wet technique since it does not use jetting and flushing water. 
Although under certain conditions the dry process may be less expensive than 
the wet technique, actual site conditioqs must be carefully evaluated to 
insure that hole collapse,is not a problem. The dry method is frequently 
used to carry stone columns through weak fills in developed areas because of 
the problems associated with the acquisition, retention, and disposal of 
significant amounts of water. 

The dry technique is suited for partially saturated soils which can 
stand unsupported, especially those which will densify as a result of lateral 
vibration. Air is sometimes used as a jetting medium to facilitate extrac- 
tion of the probe which occasionally adheres to the hole walls. Under 
suitable site conditions, contractors prefer the vibro-displacement (dry) 
process over vibro-replacement (wet). Owners also often prefer the absence 
of ponded, silt-laden water on site and may, in fact, realize an economic 
savings. However, when hole stability becomes uncertain water must be used. 
The question of economics must be considered on an individual basis. In 
general contractors have greater confidence in the consistency and integrity 
of stone columns formed using the wet process compared to the dry process. 
Also, the wet-formed columns are generally larger than their dry-formed 
counterparts. Therefore, the design load per column proposed by contractors 
for columns constructed using the wet process may be greater than for columns 
constructed using the dry process. 

As additional experience is gained using the pull-down, bottom feed 
units (used thus far in Germany), the reservations concerning vibro- 
displacement construction may be relaxed. Although columns are formed dry, 
the probe remains in the hole at all time. Thus, the problem of collapse 
is eliminated, and the range of treatable soils is expanded to include soft 
silts and clays and high ground water conditions. The operation of the 
pull-down, bottom feed rig differs from the conventional probe as follows (Fig.3): 

1. The pull-down unit is attached to the boom of a tractor mounted rig 
rather than hanging suspended from a crane. Hydraulic rams assist 
probe advancement into the subsurface soils, whereas heavy follower 
tubes assist the penetration of the crane-supported vibrator. 

2. The maximum length of completed column constructed with the pull- 
down rig is somewhat fixed due to its attachment to the crawler 
bo,om. In the conve>tional system, the heavy follower tubes are 
also used to determine the length of the completed column. 

3. Removal of the probe from the excavated borehole to facilitate 
the placement of stone is not necessary with the newer rig. 
Eccentric tubes mounted beside the probe permit stone to be 
added from a surface hopper and taken directly to the bottom of 
the Ilo.1.e. Optional use of compressed air atop the column of stone 



which is contained within these tubes assists in placement of the 
stone and minimizes clogging within the tubes. 

4. By injecting cement through the tube and into the voids within the 
stone, a rigid column may be fo:rmed. Concrete columns will be 
discussed in a subsequence section of this chapter and inchapter VI. 

The procedure of continuous repenetration of the stone with the vibra- 
, tor remains unchanged. Thus utility of the pull-down, bottom feed system 

may represent an economic advantage compared to the conventional vibro- 
displacement system, particularly on smaller job sites hating'stone columns 
less than about 30ft (10 m) in length. Pushing the tube into the soil 
causes a continuous bearing failure at the tip which is closed end. The 
successive shear failures result in complete remolding of the soil around 
the probe, and also drags the soil downward immediately adjacent to the 
probe. The combined effects of this construction sequence is called smear. 
Smear due to pushing a closed end pipe results in an important reduction in 
the horizontal permeability [99] of the soil surrounding the probe and hence, 
ultimately around the stone column. 

Stone Column Construction 

The stone column is advanced to the required depth using either the wet 
or dry process. For foundation support, the base of the stone column should 
be carried down to a firm bearing strata rather than "floating" the column 
in soft soil. Contractors have more confidence in a column founded on a firm 
bearing material and feel that the bearing stratum foundation minimizes the 
potential for deep-seated settlements beneath the stone columns due to trans- 
fer of stress to the base of the column. For stability applications such as 
landslides, this requirement can be relaxed if caution is exercised. As 
discussed previously, it may be necessary to preauger stiff clays and silts 
which cannot be economically penetrated by the probe. Preaugering, however, 
is expensive since a drilling rig is required and hence is not a common 
practice. 

After forming the hole to the required depth using the wet process, 
it is flushed out several times by raising and dropping the probe in the 
hole. Flushing the hole removes the silt and msy slightly increase the 
diameter of the hole. Usually 2 to 3 flushings are adequate. In soils 
with organics or peat, however, proper flushing may require more surge 
cycles. These deleterious materials should, however, be flushed from the 
hole before proceeding on with construction. 

. 
After flushing, some contractors may‘occasionally remove the probe to 

facilitate stone placement, although most prefer to leave the probe in the 
ground at all times with the jets operating. Surging of the probe at this 
stage helps clean the stone and assists rapid placement of the stone. If 
hole stability is questioned the probe is always left in the ground with the 
water jets engaged. Specifications usually require the probe to remain in 
the hole at all times during construction. 

Gradation of the stoneusedvaries greatly depending upon the available 
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sources of aggregate, subsurface conditions and the contractor. A range of 
successfully used gradation is given in Chapter V in the guide specifica- 
tions. In general a coarse, open-graded stone is used, varying from about 
0.5 to 3.0 in (12-75 mm) in size. Crushed stone is preferred although 
natural gravel is also used. In Europe, brick rubble or concrete debris is 
frequently used, particularly in developed urban areas. A small amount of 
fines in the vibro-replacement stone presents no problems since it is flushed 
to the surface b'y the upward flowing wat&r. For the dry method, a large 
stone up to 4.0 in (100 mm) in size may be used to help insure it reaches 
the bottom. The uncertainty of the stone reaching the bottom of the hole 
highlights another potential problem with the dry construction procedure. 
The contractors can modify the construction procedure to accommodate well- 
graded as well as single sized gradations. Stone specifications for the 
bottom feed units include round to angular sand or gravel up i:o about 1.5 
in (40 mm) in diameter. ' \ 

An important factor in successfully constructing stone columns is to 
keep water flowing from the jets at all times. This aids in stabilizing the 
hole and in washing soil (fines) from the hole to prevent it from 
settling out within the stone column. Sand cannot be used in columns con- 
structed using the vibro technique because the large quantity of upward 
flowing water makes it difficult or impossible to get the light sand 
particles to the bottom of the hole. 

The stone column is construct-?d in approximately 2 to 4 ft (0.6-1.2 m) 
lifts). The proper amount of stone is placed down the hole usually using 
an end dump bucket mounted on a front end loader. The previously placed 
stone is penetrated by the probe (which should have been left in the hole 
with jets running) several times to achieve good densification. As the 
probe densifies the stone, the power used by the vibrator motor generally 
increases. 

Power consumption is commonly used as a guide to help insure proper 
densification of the stone. An ammeter and automatic recorder is frequently 
used to monitor and record power consumption during stone column construc- 
tion if a permanent record is specified. Monitoring power consumption, 
however, does not alleviate the need for carefully inspecting the entire 
construction sequence. Indeed, some engineers feel a high power consump- 
tion simply insures good contact is achieved between the stone and probe. 
Good penetration of the probe as each lift is compacted should be con- 
sidered equally important to a build-up of power consumption as this pene- 
tration is the mechanism for driving the compacted stone into the adjacent 
soft soil thus increasing the column diameter. 

To construct a satisfactory stone column, a strong base of stone must 
be initially formed. Extra time should therefore be spent when stone is 
first added to the hole to fully penetrate the stone and create a large, 
well-compacted stone base upon which to build the remaining part of the 
column. Subsequent 1iEts are constructed by the addition of stone, and 
repeated penetration and retraction of the probe until the stone column is 
completed. The top section of the column is not subjected to excessive 
repenctratlon as the column nenr the top is generally larger due to the 
relatively low in-situ lateral :;oLl resi.stance and soil erosion. 
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Because of lateral displacement of the stone during vibration, the 
completed diameter of the hole is always greater than its initial diameter. 
Typical hole diameters vary from about 2.5 to 4.0 ft (0.8-1.2 m) depending 
upon the type soil, its undrained shear strength, stone size, characteristics 
of the vibrating probe, and the construction method. The diameter of the 
finished column is usually estimated using the stone take and by assuming a com- 
pacted density. Measurements that should be made to obtain a reasonable 
estimate of the diameter of the compactdd stone column are summarized in the 
model specifications given in Chapter V. Occasionally test pits are dug in 
the soil adjacent to the stone column to determine its diameter and verify 
its integrity. These test pits often reveal a "carrot-shaped" column profile, 
with a bulge concentrated near the top of the column. 

Subsequent stone columns are constructed by removal of the probe from 
the completed column and relocation of the crane to a predetermined adjacent 

* location. The construction procedure is then repeated. Typically stone 
column spacing is approximately 6 to 9 ft (1.8-2.7 m) although smaller 
spacing is possible. A minimum spacing of about 5 ft (1.5 m) is imposed 
because of potential construction problems. As the spacing of the stone 
columns decrease, the amount of replaced soil rapidly increases. At close 
column spacing, the residual lateral forces surrounding the completed column 
may cause difficult) in maintaining the adjacent hole open during construc- 
tion. These residual stresses, however, help provide lateral support for 
the constructed column. If a close spacing is used, a staggered construe- 
tion sequence should be developed whereby alternate columns or groups are 
initially formed followed by the construction of the columns in between. 
The construction rate for stone CO]WSIJJS depends upon the same factors that 
infJ.uence the corqpleted diameter. In addition, the construction of stone 
columns can be greatly hindered by the presence of obstructions such as 
buried trees, boulders, hard lenses, and miscellaneous materials such as 
encountered in old fills. Average reported construction rates are 3 to 6 
ft/min (l-2 m/min) for excavatiqn and 1.5 to 3 ft/min (0.5-l m/min) for 
backfill and compaction. 

RIGID STONE COLUMNS 

In Europe for some applications cement has been added for about 10 
years to the compacted stone column, thus forming a rigid column of con- 
crete. GKN Keller and Karl Bauer Spezialtiefbau currently construct this 
type column with apparent success. The cost of rigid columns in the U.S. 
would be about $15 to $20/ft ($50-$66/m) which is similar to conventional 
stone columns in price. The added cost of cement used in rigid columns 
is, approximately, offset by the faster construction time compared to con- 
ventional columns. 

A brief discussion of the more important aspects of this technique is 
summarized as follows: 

1. A rigid column is less dependent on lateral support supplied by 
the subsurface soils. Therefore, they can be used in very soft 
soils and are capable of carrying more load at smaller deformations 
than their uncemented counterparts. 
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2. The technique can be applied to form a continuous rigid column or 
can be used to stiffen the stone column in weak zones where high 
lateral deformations are anticipated. Cement can therefore be 
applied to the stone through a weak layer with the remaining 
portion of the column consisting of uncemented stone. Load would 
thus be transmitted through the weak layer by the rigid column to 
the underlying stone column. 

3. The load-deformation response of a rigid stone column is similar to 
a conventional pile. The ultimate load capacity can be more clearly 
defined than for a conventional stone column. 

4. Construction of the rigid column generally follows a vibro- 
displacement (dry) process. A bottom feed unit capable of 
suppl>,ing cement or grout is well-suited for this process. 

The mechanisms of performance of rigid stone columns are similar to 
conver$ional piles or piers. Therefore precast concrete piles, auger cast 
piles, timber piles and drilled piers in many applications such as founda- 
tion support would be direct competitors of rigid stone columns. Rigid stone 
columns appear to be best suited for (1) strengthening the stone column in 
locally weak zones and perhaps (2) for improving slope stability. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Stone columns constructed using vibro techniques have been used 
extensively in Europe for about 20 years. During this time the contractors, 
as well as engineers using the technique, have developed rules-of-thumb as 
well as basic philosophy regarding their use and construction. Conventional 
stone columns are not recommended at sites which contain extensive refuse 
or decomposable organic materials because of the possible lack of long- 
term lateral restraint for the column. Peat lenses are frequently 
encountered in soft compressible deposits. The thickness and structure of 
the peak layers are important parameters affecting the use of stone 
columns. A fibrous peat is considered preferable to non-fibrous peat due 
to the reinforcement provided by the fibers& 

To prevent probleIps with excessive settlement and stability of the 
stone column, the ratio of the peat layer thickness to the stone column 
diameter must always be kept less than two and generally less than one. As 
previously discussed, when peat is encountered all of the loose organic 
material must be flushed out of the hole as quickly as possible. Flushing 
may, however, create a large diameter hole in the peat layer. Stone of 4 
in (:I00 mm) diameter may be used t:, form a column through the peat layer 
altlwugl~ some contractors feel this is unnecessary (refer to Chapter V for 
anoLllt:r philosoplly OF sLone colunn~ consLruc:tion in peat). The purpose of the 
I;lrgc stune is I:() Iwlp bridge the weak peal. l;lyer ;IIU! prevent excessive 
penctrn~ion of stx~~~c Lntu the pent. When the pca~ lrryer is thick, two and 
sometimes up to four vibrators arc Eastc?iictl Loge~licr tu form a stour! column 
meeting the required thickness to diaulcter crlttrrion. 
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Special consideration must be given to the construction of stone 
columns in silts and sensitive clays which undergo large strength loss when 
subjected to vibrations during stone column construction. All contractors 
indicated that saturated silty soils tend to lose strength during stone 
column construction (i.e., to be sensitive). Saturated silts lose strength 
when subjected to vibration due to a build-up in pore pressure. Actual 
field trials at the site are used to establish the best construction proce- 
dures. To minimize the effect of strength loss in either silts or sensitive 
clays the vibro-replacement (wet) technique should be used, and construction 
carried out as rapidly as possi.ble. Prolonged compaction of the stone can 
result in a large diameter, poorly compacted column surrounded by a soil 
which has undergone significant strength loss due to excessive vibration. 

On a site underlain by soft soils and/or having a high groundwater 
table, an uncompacted mat of granular material should be placed to facilitate 
construction. The working platform serves a dual purpose by also improving 
the performance of the stone columns. The granular blanket forces the bulge 
to a lower depth where the overburden pressure is greater (Fig. 4), and hence 
results in a larger ultimate capacity of the column. Additionally, the 
working platform acts as a distribution blanket to help spread the load 
to the stone columns. The working platform should be about 1 to 3 ft. (0.3- 
1 m) thick and constructed using sand, gravel or crushed stone. When a 
working platform is not necessary, a granular blanket is occasionally placed 
after the columns are constructed. Also, the soil between the constructed 
columns is sometimes excavated and replaced with the granular material. The 
granular blanket also serves the important purpose in soft ground projects 
of an upper drainage layer for the dissipation of pore pressure. 

Load tests on single stone columns are often performed at the beginning 
of the project; load tests on small column groups are performed much less 
frequently. Although the test should be carried to failure, because of the 
cost of developing the required reaction, the typical load test is generally 
carried to loo-150 percent of the design load. On large projects using 
column groups to support structural load, area load tests should be employed 
to verify the design load. An area load test typically consists of 5 load 
increments up to the design load and costs about $7000. 

Proof testing of production columns is sometimes performed, particularly 
in Europe, to verify the w0rkmanshj.p and consistency of construction. 
testi should not be wndidehed a6 4% c&-ttivrative &)L am.a .&ad tuti. 

P/cOOb 
A 

proof test consisting of 3 load increments up to a maximum of 20 to 35 tons 
costs about $1,000 to $1,500 and takes 1 to 2 days to perform. The specific 
number of proof load tests to insure good workmanship depends, of course, on 
the size and importancv of the job and the subsurface conditions. Usually, 
British specifications require a minimum of two (2) proof load tests per 
contract or at a rate of 1 test per 300 columns. One additional proof test 
is usually performed for each additional 300 columns after the first 300. 

Typically the proof test consists of rapidly loading a 2 to 3 ft (0.6- 
1 m) square or circular footing placed on top of the column. A crane can be 
used to provide a reaction of about 10 to 20 tons. CKN Keller in England 
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now use a special H-shaped frame with four, 10 ton reaction weights in per- 
forming proof tests to free up use of the expensive crane. Proof tests are 
actually more a measure of consistency and workmanship than of group bearing 
capacity. As a rule-of-thumb, Cementation uses a 0.12 to 0.40 in (3-10 mm) 
settlement at a load of 11 tons applied to a 2 ft (0.6 m) diameter plate as 
an indicator of proper construction. For detailed analysis of this type of 
test with respect to bearing capacity, the confining effect of the equipment 
used for the reaction and the effect of bulge of the single column must be 
evaluated and related to the anticipated prototype conditions (refer to 
Chapter VII). 

I c 
Finally, contractors generally feel better subsurface information than 

is presently made available is needed for fully evaluating the applicability 
of stone columns for a particular site. To bid intelligently and stay out 
of trouble, contractors want complete and reliable information describing 
the subsurface conditions; this is more important for all ground modifica- 
tion methods than for conventional types of deep foundations. Frequently 
contractors have to base their design on a few widely spaced boring logs. 

Specifically the contractors want accurate logging of the test borings, 
classification and grain size of the subsurface soils together with vane 
shear, blow count, or dynamic penetrometer test results. The geologic 
history of the deposit and the sensitivity of the soil is also necessary. 
The undrained shear strength, consolidation characteristics, unit weight 
and water content are often considered necessary. Accurate information is 
particularly needed giving the occurrence and extent of silt and peat layers. 
In northern England, where the dry technique is often used on extremely 
heterogeneous deposits of rubble fill from urban redevelopment, test trenches 
and pits are often opened prior to bid preparation to allow contractors the 
opportunity to visually assess the actual conditions. Both engineers and 
contractors report that this approach is quite effective. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Stone columns have a definite role in the area of ground improvement 
and stabilization. Vibro-constructed stone columns are best suited for 
sites consisting of very soft and soft compressible silts and clays, and 
also for loose silty sands. For economic reasons, the thickness of the 
strata to be improved should usually be no greater than about 30 ft (9 m). 
In general the weak layer should be underlain by a competent bearing strata 
to realize optima utility and economy. The design load of stone columns 
is generally between 20 and 50 tons per column as described in Chapter III 
and VII. 

When properly constructed in suitable soils, stone columns offer a 
practical alternative to conventional techniques of ground improvement. By 
replacing a portion of the soft soils with a compacted granular backfill, 
a composite material is formed which is both stiffer and stronger than the 
unimproved native soil. Also the subsurface soils, when improved with stone 
columns, have more uniform strength and compressibility properties than 
prior to improvement. During the past 20 years specialty contractors have 
accumulated extensive experience in constructing and testing stone columns. 
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Stone colunms may be constructed by vibro-replacement (wet) process, 
vibro-displacement (dry) process or less frequently by ramming. In 
environmentally sensitive areas, stone columns in Europe are frequently con- 
structed by the vibro-displacement (dry) process rather than the vibro- 
replacement (wet) process which discharges ,large quantities of silty water. 
The type equipment and construction procedures used by the various vibro 
contractors in concept are quite similar, but specific details frequently 
vary considerably. A thorough subsurface investigation, proper construction 
technique and adequate inspection are all necessary to assure a satisfactory 
end product. Important factors in stone column construction include (1) 
keeping the probe in the hole at all times particularly in soft soils, (2) 
using a large quantity of water throughout construction, and (3) repene- 
trating the stone several times by the probe during the construction of each 
lift. 

Subsurface conditions for which stone columns are in general not 
suited include (1) layers of peat, decomposable organics or'refuse greater 
than 1 to 2 stone column diameters in thickness, (2) sensitive clays and 
silts which lose their strength when vibrated, and (3) weak strata not under- 
lain by a competent bearing layer. In special cases, even these soils 
may be improved, but not without extreme care and perhaps great expense. 
Rigid stone columns offer one solution to some of these limitations. For 
each ground improvement problem all feasible design alternatives must be 
thoroughly evaluated before selecting the most cost effective method which 
will perform satisfactorily. 
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CHAPTER 111 

THEORY 

INTRODUCTION 

Typical applications of stone columns have been described in Chapter I. 
To economically utilize stone columns to the fullest extent, theories must 
be available for considering settlement, belring capacity and general sta- 
bility for problems involving both single stone columns and stone column 
groups. In this chapter the failure mechanisms of both a single stone 
column and a stone column group are first described based on available 
information. Selected methods'are then presented for predicting settlement, 
bearing capacity and slope stability. Finally, an attempt is made based on 
limited full-scale test results to relate selected theories to observed 
field performance. Design recommendations for each mode of failure are 
given in Chapter VII, and example problems in Appendices C, 0, and E. 

FAILURE MECHANISMS 

Single Stone Columns 

Stone columns may be constructed as either end bearing on a firm stratum 
underlying soft soil, or as floating columns with the tip of the column 
embedded within the soft layer. In practice,however, end bearing stone 
columns have almost always been used in the past. 

Consider a stone column loaded over just the area of the column as 
shown in Fig. 5. Either end bearing or free floating stone columns greater 
than about three diameters in length fail in bulging [ll] as illustrated in 
Fig. 5a. A very short column bearing on a firm support will undergo either 
1 general or local bearing capacity type failure at the surface (Fig. Sb). 
Finally, a floating stone column less than about 2 to 3 diameters in length 
may fail in end bearing in the weak underlying layer bd?f!)re a bulging 
failure can develop (Fig. SC). For the subsurface conditions generally 
encountered in practice, however, bulging is usually t+ejcontrolling failure 
mechanism. 

Small scale model studies have shown that the bearing capacity and 
settlement behavior of a single stone column is significantly influenced 
by the method of applying the load as shown in Fig. 6. Applying the load 
through a rigid foundation over an area greater than the stone column (Fig. 
6a) increases the vertical and lateral stress in the surrounding soft soil. 
The larger bearing area together with the additional support of the stone 
column results in less bulging (Fig. 7) and a greater ultimate load capacity. 
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Model tests (Chapter VII) indicate the total ultimate capacity of a square 
foundation having a total area four times that of the stone column beneath 
it is about 1.7 times greater than if just the area of the stone column is 
loaded. For a given load, a stone column loaded by a large rigid plate 
settles less than if just the stone column is loaded since a portion of the 
load is carried by both the stone column and the soft clay. 

Stone Column Groups 

An isolated single column compared to a stone colu~pn group has a 
slightly smaller ultimate load capacity per column th+n in the group. As 
surrounding columns are added to form a group, the interior columns are con- 
fined and hence somewhat stiffened by the surrounding columns. This resrr zs 
in a slight increase in the ultimate load capacity per column. Small-SW 
model studies show, for groups having 1 and 2 rows of stone columns, thci* 
only a small increase in capacity per column occurs with increasing numb, 
of columns (Fig. 8). A rigid foundation loading was used in these tests. 

Now consider a wide flexible loading such as an embankment constructed 
over a stone column improved ground as illustrated in Figs. 6c and 9a. 
Vautrain [63] has found the settlement of the compressible soil and stone 
column to be approximately equal beneath an embankment. Due to the construd- 
tion of the embankment over the weak foundation, the soil beneath and to the 
sides of the foundation move laterally outward as illustrated in Fig. 9a and 
9b. This phenomenon is called "spreading" and has been considered for soft 
soils not reinforced with stone columns elsewhere [69,70]. Experience and 
finite element. analyses have shown, as would be expected, that settlements 
are greater when spreading occurs than if spreading is prevented. Compared 
to the restrained condition, spreading reduces the lateral support given to 
the stone column and surroundiog soil. Lateral spreading also slightly 
increases the amount of bulging the stone column undergoes compared to the 
condition of no spreading. 

The lateral spreading displacements observed using inclinometers at the 
Jourdan Road Terminal test embankment [71] located in New Orleans are illus- 
trated in Fig. 10. At this site a small Reinforced Earth retaining wall 
was supported by 14 stone columns 3.75 ft (1.1 m) in diameter- placed over 
an area of about 36 ft (11 m) by 14 ft (4 m) in plan. Soil surcharge was 
placed on the reinforced earth wall and then an excavation was made in front 
of the wall until a rotational stability failure occurred as illustrated 
in Fig. 11. , 

A group of stone columns in a soft ooil probably undergoes a combined 
bulging and .local bearing, type failure as illustrated in Fig. 9c. A local 
bearing failure is the punching of a relatively rigid stone column (or group) 
into the surrounding soft soil. Stone column groups having short column 
lengths can fail in end bearing (Fig. 9d) or perhaps undergo a bearing 
capacity failure of individual stone columns similar to the fiiilure mode of 
short, single stone columns. 
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Discussion 

The failure mechanisms described above are idealized, assuming uniform 
soil properties which of course seldom, if ever, are found in nature. 
Certainly more studies are needed to verify the failure modes of stone 
column groups. Experience indicates that isolated zones of very soft 
cohesive soils can result in significant bulging at both shallow and deep 
depths as illustrated in Fig. 12. A very soft zone at the surface, 3 to 10 
ft (l-3 m) thick, has a dominating influence on the settlement and ultimate 
strength of either stone column groups or single columns (Fig. 12a). 
Further, field experience indicates the presence of a very weak layer such as 
peat greater than about one column diameter in thickness can also seriously 
affect stone column performance (Fig. 12b and 12~). The lateral deformation 
pattern observed at the Jourdan Road Terminal test embankment suggests that 
lateral movements of the stone columns and adjacent soil in a localized zone 
may have played an important role in the performance of that test embankment. 

The failure mechanisms discussed above are based in part on field 
observations, model tests and finite element studies. Certainly more 
research in the form of full-scale experiments and model studies are needed 
to develop detailed knowledge,concerning,the behavior of stone columns. AS 
discussed later, relatively little is known concerning the interaction 
between the stone column and surrounding soft soil. 

BASIC RELATIONSHIPS 

Stone columns are constructed usually in an equilateral triangular 
pattern although a square pattarn is sometimes used. The equilateral 
triangle pattern gives the most dense packing of stone columns in a given 
area. A typical layout of stone columns in an equilateral triangular pattern 
is shown in Fig. 13. 

Unit Cell Concept 

Equivalent Diameter. For purposes of settlement and stability analyses, 
it is convenient to associate the tributary area of soil surrounding each 
stone column with the column as illustrated in Figs. 13 and 14. Although 
the tributary area forms a regular hexagon about the stone column, it can 
be closely approximated aslan equivalent circle having the same total area. 
For an equilateral triangular pattern of stone columns the equivalent circle 
has an effective diameter of 

De = 1.05s (1) 

and for a square grid 

De = 1.13s (2) 

where s is the spacing of stone columns. The resulting equivalent cylinder 
of material having a diameter D e enclosing the tributary soil and one stone 
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column is known as the ti C&Y?. The stone column is concentric to the 
exterior boundary of the unit cell (Fig. 14a). 

Area Replacement Ratio. The volume of soil replaced by stone columns has 
an important effect upon the performance of the improved ground. To quantify 
the amount of soil replacement, define the A&U R~phc~ent Ratio, as, as 
the fraction of soil tributary to the stone column replaced by the stone: 

a 
S 

= As/A (3) 

where A, is the area of the stone column after compaction and A is the total 
area within the unit cell (Fig. 14a). Further, the ratio of the area of the 
soil remaining, A,, to the total area is then 

a 
C 

= At/A 
(4) 

=1-a 
S 

The area replacement ratio, a , can be expressed in terms of the dia- 
meter and spacing of the stone colknns as follows: 

a 
S 

(54 

where: D = diameter of the compacted stone column 
s = center-to-center spacing of the stone columns 

c1 = a constant dependent upon the pattern of stone columns used; for 
a square pattern Cl 
tern C 1 = n/(2& 

= n/4 and for an equilateral triangular pat- 

For an equilateral triangular pattern of stone columns the area replacement 
ratio is then 

( ) 2 2 as=0.907 s 

Extended Unit Cell. Now consider an infinitely large group of stone columns 
subjected to a uniform loading applied over the area; each interior column 
may be considered as a unit cell as shown in Figure 14b. Because of symmetry 
of load and geometty, lateral deformations cannot occur across the bound- 
aries of the u "ri 

t oell. Also from symmetry of load and geometry the shear 
stresses on the outside boundaries of the unit cell must be zero. Fol- 
lowing these assumptions a uniform loading applied over the top of the unit 
cell must remain within the unit cell. The distribution of stress within 
the unit cell between the stone and soil could, however, change with depth. 
As discussed later, several settlement theories assume this idealized exten- 
sion of the unit cell concept to be valid. The unit cell can be physically 
modeled as a c.ylindrical-shaped container having a frictionless, rigid 
exterior wall symmetrically locared around the stone column (Fig. 14~). 
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Stress Concentration 

Upon placing an embankment or foundation over the stone column rein- 
forced ground, an important concentration of stress occurs in the stone 
column (Fig. 14c), and an accompanying reduction in stress occurs in the 
surrounding less stiff soil [19,24,27,39]. Since the vertical settlement of 
the stone column and surrounding soil is approximately the same [63], stress 
concentration occurs in the stone column since it is stiffer than a cohesive 
or a loose cohesionless soil. 

Now consider conditions for which the unit cell concept is valid such 
as a reasonably wide, relatively uniform loading applied to a group of stone 
columns having either a square or equilateral triangular pattern. The dis- 
tribution of vertical stress within a unit cell (Fig. 14~) can be expressed 
by a stress concentration factor n defined as 

n - as/o 
C 

(6) 

where: o 
S 

= stress in the stone column 
a 

C 
= stress in the surrounding cohesive soil 

The average stress u which must exist over the unit cell area at a 
given depth must, for equilibrium of vertical forces to exist within the 
unit cell, equal for a given area replacement ratio, a 

S 

o=o*a s 8 + qi - as) (7) 

where all the terms have been previously defined. Solving equation (7) for 
the stress in the clay and stone using the stress concentration factor n 
gives [24,66] 

u 
C 

= o/[l + (n - l)a,l = PC0 (W 

and 

us = no/[1 + (n - l)a,] = usa (8b) 

where uc and us are the ratio of stresses in the clay and stone, respec- 
tively, to the average stress u over the tributary area. For a given set of 
field conditions, the stress in the stone and clay can be readily determined 
using equations (8a) and (8b) if a reasonable value of the stress concentra- 
tion factor is assumed based on previous measurements. The above o, o and 
us stresses are due to the applied loading. In addition, the initial gffec- 
tive (and total) overburden and initial lateral stress at a given depth are 
also important quantities. 

The above Xwo eqtiuts, which give .the ukeu due Xo the app.Ued 
toad&g in .the Hone’wLumn and aurrhaunding soti, ahe etiemdy u~e&k in 
boa% ut-ttem~ and Atub&.@ an@Aeb. The assumptions made in the deri- 
vation of these equations are (1) the extended unit cell concept is valid, 
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(2) statics is satisfied, and (3) the value of stress concentration is 
either known or can be estimated. Even where the extended unit cell concept 
is obviously not valid, use of equations (8a) and (8b) in settlement calcu- 
lations appears to give satisfactory results, probably because the average 
.change in vertical stress with horizontal distance is no~l too great. As the 
number of stone columns in the group 
would be expected to also decrease. 

ULTIMATE 

decreases, the aclzuracy of this approach 

LOAD ANALYSIS 

Single Isolated Stone Column 

Since most constructed stone columns have length to diameter ratios 
equal to or greater than 4 to 6, a bulging failure usually develops (Fig. 
5a) whether the tip of the column is floating in soft soil or resting on a 
firm bearing layer. Fig. 15 illustrates the bulging failure of a single 
model stone column floating in soft clay observed by Hughes and Withers [ll]. 
The bulge that developed occurred over a depth of 2 to 3 diameters beneath 
the surface. These small-scale model tests were performed using 0.5 in to 
1.5 in (12.5 to 38 mm) diameter sand columns which were 5.9 in (150 mm) 
in length. A soft kaolin clay was used having a shear strength of 400 psf. 
(19.1 kN/m2). Strains were determined in the composite soil mass from dis- 
placements obtained using radiographs taken of lead markers. 

As early as 1835, Moreau (referenced by Hughes and Withers) observed 
that very little of the applied load reaches the bottom of a single column 
if the column length is greater than twice its width. The fact that load 
applied to a single stone column is transferred to the surrounding soft 
soil was verified in the small-scale experiments of Hughes and Withers [ll]. 
As the column simultaneously bulges and moves downward, the granular 
material presses into the surrounding soft soil [25] and transfers stress 
to the soil through shear. Theoretical finite element studies indicate near 
the failure load slippage at the interface between the stone and clay may 
occur at the top of .the column [40,48]. Also, failure of the stone column 
and surrounding soil occurs early during loading, extending from the sur- 
face downward with increasing load. 

A number of theories have been presented for predicting the ultimate 
capacity of an isolated, single stone column surrounded by a soft soil 
[11,12,14,18,24,29,33,37,48,52-571. Most of the early analytical solutions 
assume a triaxial state of stress exists in the stone column, and both the 
column and surrounding soil are at failure [11,12,24,29,33,52-561. 

The lateical'confining stress o 
2 

which supports the stone column is 
usually taken in these methods as t e ultimate passive resistance which 
the surrounding soil can mobilize as the stone column bulges outward against 
the soil. Since the column is assumed to be in a state of failure, the ulti- 
mate vertical stress, o 

8' 
which the column can take is equal to the coef- 

ficient of passive pres 
fining stress', "3.' 

ure of the stone column, io, times the lateral con- 
which from c1.astiica.l plastici! theory can be expressed 

iLki' . 



a/a = 13 

where 4 = angle of internal friction of the stone column and the stress 
ratio as/a is the coefficient of passive earth pressure Kp for the stone 
column. ' F&ite el 
approximation. 

ement analyses indicate the above equation is a gocd : 
\ 

(9) 

Greenwood [19]and later Wong [12] have assumed for preliminary analyses 
that the lateral resistance the surrounding soil can develop is equal to the 
passive resistance mobilized behind a long retaining wall which is laterally 
translated into the soil. Such an approach assumes a plane strain loading 
condition and hence does not realistically consider the three-dimensional 
geometry of a single column. The design approach of Wong [12] in its final 
form does, however, appear to give reasonably good correlation with the mea- 
sured response of stone column groups. 

Cavity Expansion Theory. The passive resistance developed by the surrounding 
soil as a first approximation can be better modeled as an infinitely long 
cylinder which expands about the axis of symmetry until the ultimate passive 
resistance of the surrounding so%1 is developed. The expanding cylindrical 
cavity approximately simulates the lateral bulging of tte column into the 

'surrounding soil. Hughes and Withers [ll], Datye, et a$. [52-551 and 
Walleys, et al. [50,X] have evaluated the confining pressure on the stone 
column using'this approach. Even though the stone column bulges outward 
along a distance of only 2 to 3 diameters, the model of an infinitely long 
expanding cylinder appears to give, as an engineering approximation, rea- 
sonably good results [11,47]. 

Hughes and Withers [ll] considered the bulging type failure of a single 
stone column to be similar to the cavity developed during a pressuremeter 
test. In their approach the elastic-plastic theory given by Gibson and 
Anderson [64] for a frictionless material and an infinitely long expanding 
cylindrical cavity was used for predicting undrained, ultimate lateral 
stress a 3 of the soil surrounding the stone column: 

'3 f 'ro + c[l + Rn Ec 
e 2c(l+u)' (10) 

where: a3 = the ultimate undrained lateral stress 
'ro = total in-sifu la&era1 stress (initial) 
EC = elastic modulus pf the soil 
C - undrained shear strength 
I, = Poisson's Ratio 

Substituting equation (10) which gives the confining pressure on the stone 
column into (9) and letting quit equal al gives: 

quit = {a ro -+ c[l + log (11) 
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where quit is the ultimate stress that can be applied to the stone column. 
The undrarned modulus of elasticity of soft cohesive soils can a9 an npproxi- 
mation be taken to be proportional to the undrained shear strengrh. 

Vesic Cavity Expansion Theory. Vesic 1611 has developed a general cyllndri- 
cal cavity expansion solution extending earlier work to include soils with 
both friction and cohesion. Once again th:e cylinder is assumed to be 
infinitely long and the soil either e1asti.c or plastic. The effect of 
volume change in the plastic zone, which tends to reduce the ultimate capa- 
city, can be included in the solution but is not presented here. The ulti- 
mate lateral resistance u 
expressed as 

3 developed by the surrounding soil can be 

O3 = c F; f q F' 
q (12) 

where: c = cohesion 
4 = mean (isotropic) stress (ol+02+03)/3 at the equivalent 

failure depth 
F;,F' 

q 
= cavity expansion factors 

The cavity expansion factors Fi and F' shown in Fig. 16 are a function of the 
angle of internal friction of the sur ounding soil and the Rigidity Index, s 
I . The Rigidity Index, not reduced for the effects of volume change in the 
pfastic zone, is expressed as 

Ir E 
E 

2(l+v)(c+qtan+c) (13) 

where: E = modulus of elasticity of the surrounding soil in which cavity 
expansion is occurring 

c = cohesion of the surrounding soil 
v - Poisson's ratio of the surrounding soil 
q = mean stress within the zone of failure 

Upon substituting equation (12) into equation (9) and letting quit equal al, 
the ultimate stress that can be applied to the stone column becomes: 

P ult (14) 

where all the terms have been previously defined. 

The general solution developed by Vesic gives, for a frictionless soil, 
the same ultimate load as the cavity expansion solution of Gibson and 
Anderson. The mean stress q used in the above analyses should be taken as 
the stress occurring at the average depth of the bulge. The mean stress q 
is the sum of both initial stresses existing in the ground and the change 
in stress due to the externally applied load. Due to stress concentration 
in the stone column, however, the stress increase in the soil due to 
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external loading will usually be only a portion of q. Both the short and 
long-term ultimate capacity of a stone column can be estimated using cavity 
expansion theory. Also, the increase in strength of the soft soil should be 
considered due to preloading and/or consolidation which occurs during con- 
struction. 

Short Stone Columns. A short stone column may fail either by a general or 
local bearing capacity failure of the stone and surrounding soil (Fig. 5b), 
or else by punching into a soft underlying soil (Fig. 5~). The ultimate 
capacity for a punching failure can be determined by calculating the end 
bearing capacity of the stone column using conventional bearing capacity 
theories and adding the skin friction load developed along the side of the 
column. , 

A general bearing capacity failure could occur at the surface where the 
overburden surcharge effect is the smallest. Madhav and Vitkar [38] have 
presented the plane strain solution for a general bearing capacity failure 
of a trench filled with granular material constructed in a frictionless 
soil. The solution utilizes the upper bound limit analysis theorems of 
Drucker and Prager. As shown in Fig. 17, the loading may 
both the grantlar stone and the adjacent soft clay. From 
the ultimate Iiearing capacity is given for a plane strain 

; 

be applied to 
their solution 
loading as 

sB q ult = 2 NY + c NC + Dfy,Nq (15) 

where N , N , and N are bearing capacity factors given in Fig. 17, and the 
other t&msCused in'the equat$on are also defined in the figure. An approxi- 
mate solution for the axisymmetric loading condition can be obtained by cor- 
recting the bearing capacity Factors using the shape factors reconznended by 
Winterkorn and Pang [65]. 

Ultimate Capacity of Stone Column Groups 

Consider the ultimate strength of either a square or infinitely long, 
rigid concrete footing resting on the surface of a cohesive soil reinforced 
with stone columns as illustrated in Fig. 18. Assume the foundation is 
loaded quickly so that the undrained shear strength is developed in the 
cohesive.soil, with the angle of internal friction being negligible. Also 
neglect cohesion in the stone column. FinaJly, assume, for now, the full 
shear strength of both the stone column and cohesive soil is mobilized. The 
ultimate bearing capacity of the group can be determined by approximating 
the failure surface by two straight rupture lines. Such a theory was first 
developed for homogeneous soils by Bell and modified by Terzaghi and Sowers 
1741. Par homogeneous soils, this theory compares favorably with the Bell 
bearing capacity theory and gives results reasonably close to the Terzaghi 
local bearing failure theory. 

Assume as an approximation that the soil immediately beneath the 
foundation fails on a straight rupture surfsace, forming a triangular block 
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as shown in Figure 18. The average shear resistance of the composite soil 
would be developed on the failure surface. The ultimate stress quit that 
the composite soil can withstand is dependent upon the lateral, ultimate 
resistance cr3 of the block to movement and the composite shear resistance 
developed along the inclined shear surface. From a consideration of equili- 
brium of the block the average shear strength parameters within the block 
are 

[tanOlavg = vsas tanf$s 

and 

C 
w 

= (1 - as)c 

(16d 

where [tan+lavg is the tangent of the composite angle of internal friction 
and c avt3 is the composite cohesion on the shear surface beneath the founda- 
tion; as is the area replacement ratio and us is the stress concentration 
factor for the stone, as defined by equations (3) and (8b) respectively. As 
mentioned previously, the strength components due to cohesion of the stone 
and friction of the clay are neglected in this derivation. The failure sur- 
face makes an angle B with the foundation, where 6 for the composite soil 
is 

(17) 

and 

+ = tan 
avg -' (usas taMs) 

To calculate the ultimate capacity for a group first determine the 
ultimate lateral pressure a3. For an infinitely long footing from classical 
earth pressure theory for a saturated clay having only cohesion c: 

Y, B tan6 

o3= 2 + 2c (18) 

where: 
r3 

= average lateral confining pressure 

,: BC 
= saturated or wet unit weight of the cohesive soil 
= foundation width 

B = inclination of the failure surface as given by equation (17) 
C = undrained shear strength within the unreinforced cohesive soil 

The lateral confining pressure for a square foundation can be determined 
using the cavity expansion theory of Vesic, equation (12). The Vesic cylin- 
drical expansion tlteory gives the ultimate stress that can be exerted on the 
failure block by the surrounding soil. The three-dimensfonal failure on a 
cy.l.indrical. surface sl~ould give a satisfactory approximation of the three- 
dtmcnsion~~l Eai. Lure of a square foundation. 

Assuming tl~e u!.Li.m;~lc vertical stress q,,lt (~llkh is also assumed to be 
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01) and ultimate lateral stress a3 to be principal stresses, equilibrium of 
the wedge requires 

Q ult =u 3 tan2f3 + 2c 
w 

tar@ (19) 

where o3 is obtained from equation (18) and the other terms have been pre- 
viously defined. The effect of soil weight within the wedge was conserva- 
tively neglected. The soil weight within the wedge would increase the com- 
posite shear resistance and could be included in the analysis by appro- 
priately modifying equation (16a). Such a degree of refinement is not 
considered justified. 

The proposed method for estimating the ultimate capacity of stone 
column groups considers (1) foundation shape, (2) foundation size, (3) the 
angle of internal friction of the stone column, (4) compositeshearstrengthof 
the stone column reinforced soil, (5) the shear strength and overburden 
pressure in the soil surrounding the foundation, and (6) the compressibility 
of the surrounding soil as defined by the Rigidity Index, equation (13). 
In applying this approach it must be remembered that the composite strength 
of the stone column reinforced soil below the foundation is considered 
mobilized; therefore in soft soils use of a composite strength which is less 
than the combined individual strengths of the two materials at failure 
.is required to reflect the actual shear resistance mobilized along the failure 
wedge (refer to Chapter VII). 

Unit Cell Idealization. As one bound, a large stone column group can be 
approximated as an infinitely large group of columns. A stone column and 
its tributary soil located on the interior of the infinite array can be 
theoretically modeled using the unit cell concept. Since within a large 
group of stone columns the settlement of the soil and stone column is 
approximately equal, a rigid plate loading on the top of the unit cell can, 
as an approximation, be visualized. The model of a unit cell loaded by a 
rigid plate is analogous to a one-dimensional consolidation test. In this 
test a bearing capacity failure does not occur since loading 13 along the 
K, stress path line. Indeed, consolidation tests performed on unit cell 
models as a part of this study and also large scale tests at the Building 
Research Establishment [124] in England both showed similar performance to 
a consolidation test with failure not occurring. For stone column groups 
used in practice which are always of limited size, however, it is not likely 
that the unit cell condition of infinite boundary rigidity would ever be 
developed due to lateral spreading and bulging. In practical applications 
both lateral deformations of the stone column and spreading in the direction 
of least lateral resistance, lateral consolidation of the soil surrounding 
the stone column, and the presence of locally very soft zones are all 
encountered. The ultimate load capacity is therefore limited to a finite 
value sliglltly larger than for a single column (Fig. 8). 



SETTLEMENT 

Presently available methods for calculating settlement can be classified 
as either (1) simple, approximate methods which make important simplifying 
assumptions or (2) sophisticated methods based on fundamental elasticity 
and/or plasticity theory (such as finite elements) which model material and 
boundary conditions. Several of the more commonly used approximate methods 
are presented first. Following this, a review is given of selected theore- 
tically sophisticated elastic and elastic-plastic methods and design charts 
are presented. All of these approaches for estimating settlement assume an 
infinitely wide, loaded area reinforced with stone columns having a constant 
diameter and spacing. For this condition of loading and geometry the 
extended unit cell concept is theoretically valid and has been used by the 
Japanese [24,66], Priebe [14], and Goughnour, et al. [33] and in the finite 
element method to develop theoretical solutions for predicting settlement, 
As discussed in the next major section , the reduction in settlement can be 
approximately considered due to the spreading of stress in groups of limited 
size. 

Equilibrium Method 

The equilibrium method Idescribed for example by Aboshi, et al. [24] 
and Barksdale [663 is the method used in Japanese practice for estimating 
the settlement of sand compaction piles. The equilibrium method also offers 
a very simple yet realistic engineering approach for estimating the reduc- 
tion in settlement of ground improved with stone columns. In applying this. 
simple approach the stress concentration factor, n, must be estimated using 
past experience and the results of previous field measurements of stress. 
A discussion of measured stress concentration factors is given in Chapter 
VII. If a conservatively low stress concentration factor is used, a safe 
estimate of the reduction in settlement due to ground improvement will be 
obtained. 

The following assumptions are necessary in developing the equilibrium 
method: (1) the extended unit cell idealization is valid, (2) the total 
vertical load applied to the unit cell equals the sum of the force carried 
by the stone and the soil (i.e., equilibrium is maintained within the unit 
cell), (3) the vertical displacement of stone column and soil is equal, and 
(4) a uniform vertical stress due to external loading exists throughout 
the length of stone column, or else the compressible layer is divided into 
increments and the settlement of each increment is calculated using the 
average stress increase in the increment. Following this approach, as well 
as the other nethods, settlements occurring below the stone column rein- 
forced ground,.+must be considered separately; usually these settlements are 
small and can loften be neglected. 

The change in vertical stress in the clay, uc, due to the applied 
external stress is equal to 

where u is the average externally applied stress (Fig. 14c), and p is given 
by equation (8a). From conventional one-dimensional consolidationCtheory 
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C 
St = (&-I lWlO 

( 

a0 + UC 

0 a0 
(20) 

where: S t = primary consolidation settlement occurring over a distance H of 
stone column treated ground 

H = vertical height of stone column treated ground over which 

a 
settlements are being calculated 

9 
= average initial effective stress in the clay layer 

u 
C 

= change in stress in the clay layer due to the externally applied 
loading, equation (8a) 

Cc = compression index from one-dimensional consolidation test 
e = initial vofd ratio 

0 

Ground Improvement. From equation (20) it follows that for normally consoli- 
dated clays, the ratio of settlements of the stone column improved ground to 
the unimproved ground, St/S, can be expressed as 

This equation shows that the level of improvement is dependent upon (1) the 
stress concentration factor n (as reflected in P,), (2) the initial effective 
stress in the clay, and (3) the magnitude of applied stress (1. Equation 
(21) indicates, if other factors are constant, a greater reduction in settle- 
ment is achieved for longer columns (the average a', increases with stone 
column length) and forsmaller applied stress increments. 

For very large G (long length of stone column) and very small applied 
stresses u, the settlgment ratio relatively rapidly approaches 

St/S = 1/[1+ (n-l) as1 =v (22) 
c 

where all terms have been previously defined. Equation (22) is shown graphi- 
cally in Fig. 19; it gives a slightly unconservative estimate of expected 
ground improvement and is useful for preliminary studies. 

Stress Concentration. The stress concentration factor n required to calcu- 
late uc is usually estimated from the results of stress measurements made for 
full-scale embankments (refer to Chapter VII), but could be estimated from 
theory. In some cases the stress concentration factor has been estimated 
from elastic theory assuming equal vertical displacements of the stone 
column and surrounding soil. From elastic theory assuming a constant verti- 
cal stress, the vertical settlement of the stone column can be approximately 
calculatr?d as follows: 
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ss asL =N Ds (23) 

where: S 
S 

= vertical displacement of the stone column 
u 

S 
= average stress in the stone column 

L 
% 

= length of the stone column 
= constrained modulus of the stone column (the elastic modulus, 

Ess could be used for an upper bound) 

Now assume constant vertical settlement of the stone column and the tributary 
soil. Using equation (23) and its analogous form for the soil, equate the 
settlement of the stone and soil to obtain 

(24) 

wherg o ancJ (3 are the stresses in the stone column and soil, respectively 
and D &d D &e the appropriate moduli of the two materials. Note that if 
the ckstraiged moduli of the two materials are used, the stress concentration 
u /a is also a function of the Poisson's ratio of the two materials. Equa- 
t$onc(48), presented later in the discussion section of this chapter, gives.the 
constrained modulus as a function of the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's 
ratio. 

Use of equation (24) gives values of the stress concentration factor n 
from 25 to over 500 which is considerably higher than measured in the field. 
Field measurements for stone columns have shown n to generally be in the 
range of 2 to 5 [27,63]. Therefore, use of the approximate compatibility 
method, equation (24), for estimating the stress concentration factor is not 
recommended for sofk clays. 

Conclusion. Because 06 .L& aimp.i!i&y, v~uLU.L@ and neabonabkTy good 
ti~umptinb made in i& detivtin,, -the equieibtium method dmzec! by 
equation (2 1) O~&YU a pmc;tiCae approach ,$oh e.cGmcuXng 6cMkmenX ,xcduc- 
Zion due Ito gkowtd imp/raveme& utitjz axone co.&mti . 

Priebe Method 

The method proposed by Priebe [14] for estimating reduction in settle- 
ment due to ground improvement with sti>ne columns also uses the unit cell 
model. The stone column is assumed to be in a state of plastic equilibrium 
under a triaxial stress state. The so,Ll within the unit cell is idealized 
as an elastic material. Since the stone column is assumed to be incompres- 
sible, the change in volume within the soil is directly related to vertical 
shortening of the cylindrical column which forms the basis of the deriva- 
tion. The radial deformation of the elastic soil is determined using an 
infinitely long, elastic hollow cylinder solution. The elastic cylinder of 
soil, which has a rigid exterior boundary coinciding with the boundary of 
the unit cell, is subjected to a uniform internal pressure. Other assump- 
tions made in the analysis include (1) equal vertical settlement of the 
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stone and soil, (2) uniform stresses in the two materials, and (3) end 
bearing on a rigid layer. This approach, as applied in practice, is 
described elsewhere [75]. 

The design relationship developed by Priebe is given in Fig. 20. The 
ratio of settlement of untreated to treated ground S/S, is given as a func- 
tion of the area replacement ratio a, and angle of internal friction of the 
stone, $s. Superimposed on these curves for comparison is the upper bound 
(maximum amount of ground improvement) equilibrium method solution (equa- 
tion 22) for stress concentration factors ofn = 3,5, and 10. The Priebe 
curves, which are used by GKN Keller, generally fall between the upper bound 
equilibrium curves for n between 5 and 10. The Priebe improvement factors 
are substantially greater than for the observed variation of the stress 
concentration factor from 3 to 5. Measured improvement factors from two 
sites, also given on Figure 20, show good agreement with the upper bound 
equilibrium method curves, equation (22), for n in the range of 3 to slightly 
less than 5. The curves of Priebe therefore appear, based on a comparison 
with the equilibrium method and limited field data, to overpredict the 
beneficial effects of stone colunms in reducing settlement. 

Greenwood Method. Greenwood [15] has presented preliminary, empirical curves 
giving the settlement reduction due to ground improvement with stone columns. 
as a function of undrained soil strength and stone column spacing. These 
curves have been replotted and presented in Fig. 21 using area ratio and 
improvement factor rather than column spacing and settlement reduction as 
done in the original curves. In replotting the curves a stone column dla- 
meter of 3 ft (0.9 m) was assumed for the c = 800 psf (40 kN/m2) upper 
bound curve and a diameter of 3.5 ft (1.07 m) for the c = 400 psf (20 
kN/m2) lower bounds curve. Also superimposed on the figure is the equili- 
brilrm method upper bounds solution, equation (22) for stress concentration 
factors of 3, 5, 10 and 20. The %eenwood curve for vibro-replacement and 
a shear strength of 400 psf (20 kN/m2) generally corresponds to stress con- 
centration factors of about 3 to 5 for the equilibrium method and hence 
appears to indicate probable levels of improvement for soft soils for area 
ratios lessthan about 0.15. For firm soils and usual levels of ground 
improvement (0.15 2 as _ < Q.35), Greenwood's suggested improvement factors 
indicated on Fig. 21 appear to be high,, Stress concentration n decreases 
as the stiffness of the ground being improved Increases relative to the 
stiffness of the stone column. Therefore, the stress concentration factors 
greater than 15 required to develop the large level of improvement is 
unlikely in the firm soil. 

In both the Priebe and the Greenwood methods the variables Indicated 
by equation (21) to be of importance in determining the level of improve- 
ment are not considered; these effects, .however, are generally of secondary 
importance. 

Incremental Method 7 

The method for predicting settlement developed by Goughnour and Bayuk 
[33] is an important extension of the methods presented earlier by Hughes, 
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et al, [29], Baumann and Bauer [14], and Priebe [143. To solve this compli- 
cated problem, the unit cell model is used, together with an incremental, 
iterative, elastic-plastic solution. Although settlements and stresses can 
be evaluated by hand calculation, a computer solution is necessary from a 
practical standpoint. Such a computer solution is available, with some 
restrictions, from the Vibroflotation Foundation Co. [76]. The incremental 
and the finite element metho,ls are the only ones which give the complete 
response of the stone column reinforced ground. 

Development. The loading is assumed to be applied over a wide area so that 
the unit cell model can be used in developing the theory. The stone is 
assumed to be incompressible so that all volume change occurs in the clay. 
Both vertical and radial consolidation, at least approximately, are con- 
sidered in the analysis. The unit cell is divided into small, horizontal 
increments. The vertical strain and vertical and radial stresses are cal- 
culated for,esch increment assuming all variables are constant over the 
increnent. p 

Both elastic and plastic response of the stone are considered using the 
incr&ental method of Coughnour and Bayuk. If stress levels are sufficiently 
low the stone column remains in the elastic range. For most design stress 
levels, the stone column bulges laterally yielding plastically over at least 
a portion of its length. Because of the presence of the rigid unit cell 
boundaries, a contained state of plastic equilibrium of the stone column in 
general exists. 

The assumption is also made that the vertical, radial and tangential 
stresses at the interface between the stone and soil are principal stresses. 
Therefore no shear stresses are assumed to act on the vertical boundary 
between the stone column and soil. Application of this method and also the 
finite element studies performed as a part of the present investigation 
indicates shear stresses acting on the stone column boundaries are generally 
less than about 200 psf (10 kN/m2). Because of the occurrence of relatively 
small shear stresses at the interface, the assumption that vertical and 
radial stresses are principal stresses appears acceptable as an engineering 
approximation. 

In the elastic range the vertical strain is taken as the increment of 
vertical stress divided by the modulus of elasticity. The apparent stiff- 
ness of the material in the unit cell should be equal to or greater than that 
predicted by dividing the vertical stress by the modulus of elasticity since 
some degree of constraint is provided by the boundaries of the unit cell. 
The vertical strain calculated by this method therefore tends to be an upper 
(conservative) bound in the elastic range. 

Upon failure of the stone within an increment; the usual assumption 
[11,14,24] is made that the vertical stress in the stone equals the radial 
stress in the clay at the interface times the coefficient of passive pres- 
sure of the stone. Radial stress in the cohesive soil is aalculated fol- 
lowing the plastic theory developed by Kirkpatrick, Whitman, et al., and Wu, 
et ;11. considering equilibrium within the clay [33]. This plastic theory 
gives the change in radioI stress in the clay as a function of the change in 
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vertical stress in the clay, the coefficient of lateral stress in the clay 
applicable for the stress increment, the geometry, and the initial stress 
state in the clay. In solving the problem the assumption is made that when 
the stone column is in a state of plastic equilibrium the clay is also in a 
plastic state. 

Radial consolidation of the clay is considered using a modification of 
the Terzaghi one-dimensional consolidation theory. Following this approach 
the Terzaghi one-dimensional equations are still utilized, but the vertical 
stress in the clay is increased to reflect greater volume change due to 
radial consolidation. For typical lateral earth pressure coefficients, this 
vertical stress increase is generally less than about 25 percent, the stress 
increasing with an increase in the coefficient of lateral stress applicable 
for the increment in stress under consideration. 

Evaluation. The assumptions made in the Incremental Method theoretically 
are not as sound as those made in the finite element method :;Jhich will be 
subsequently discussed. Nevertheless, the theoretical development is felt 
to simulate reasonably well the stone column construction and loading 
conditions. Also, the assumptions tend to give an upper bound answer for 
settlement predictions. From a practical standpoint the input data required 
to perform a computer analysis are quite simple and include the pertinent 
material and geometric parameters. 

Goughnour and Bayuk [27] obtained encouraging results when compared 
with settlement measurements from the Hampton, Virginia load test study. 
Additionally,'comparisons were made of the Goughnour-Bayuk method with 
elastic finLtc: element and equilibrium methods. For a realistic range of 
stress leveisjand other conditions the Incremental Method was found to 
give realistidl results which generally fell between the extremes of these 
two rtethods. Based on these findings this approach appears to be a viable 
alternative for estimating settlement of stone column reinforced ground. 

Finite Element Method 

The finite element method offers the most theoretically sound,approach 
for modeling stone column improved ground. Nonlinear material properties, 
interface slip and suitable boundary conditions can all be realistically 
modeled using the finite element technique. Although three-dimensional 
modeling can be used, from a practical standpoint either an axisymmetric or 
plane strain model is generally employed. Most studies have utilized the 
axisymmetric unit cell model to analyze the conditions of either a uniform 
load on a large group of stone columns [39,40,57] or a single stone column 
[48,77]; Aboshi, et al. [24] have studied a plane strain loading condition. 

A1 indepth study has been made of state column behavior using the 
finite element method by Balaam, Poulos and their co-workers [39,40,57,77]. 
Balaam, Brown and Poulos [39] analyzed by finite elements large groups of 
stone columns using the unit cell concept. Undrained settlements were found 



to be small and neglected. The ratio of modulus of the stone to that of the 
clay was assumed to vary from 10 to 40, and the Poisson's ratio of each 
material was assumed to be 0.3. A coefficient of at-rest earth pressure 
KO = 1 was used. Only about 6 percent difference in settlement was found 
between elastic and elastic-plastic response. The amount of stone column 
penetration into the soft layer and the diameter of the column were found 
to have a significant effect on settlement (Fig. 22); the modular ratio of 
stone column to soil was of less importance. 

Balaam and Poulos [77] found for a single pile that slip at the inter- 
face increases settlement and decreases the utlimate load of a single pile 
which agrees with the findings of Jones and Brown [48]. Also, assuming 
adhesion at the interface equal to the cohesion of the soil gave good 
results when compared to field measurements. 

Balaam and Booker [78] found, for the unit cell model using linear 
elastic theory for a rigid loading (eqwl vertical strain assumption), that 
vertical stresses were almost uniform Ion horizontal planes in the stone 
column and also uniform in the cohesive soil. Also, the stress state in the 
unit cell was essentially triaxial. Whether the underlying firm layer was 
rough or smooth made little difference. Based upon these findings, a sim- 
plified, linear elasticity theory was developed and design curves were 
given for predicting performance. Their analysis indicates that as drainage 
occurs, the vertical stress in the clay decreases and the stress in the 
stone increases as the clay goes from the undrained to the drained state. 
This change is caused by a decrease with drainage of both the modulus and 
Poisson's ratio of the soil. 

Development of Design Curves 

A finite element study was undertaken to extend this early work and 
develop design charts for predicting primary consolidation settlement. 
The finite element program used in this study can solve small or large dis- 
placement, axisymmetric or plane strain problems and has been described in 
detail elsewhere [79,80]. For a nonlinear analysis load was applied in 
small increments, and computations of incremental and total stresses were 
performed by solving a system of linear, incremental equilibrium equations 
for the system. Eight node isoparametric material elements were used in the 
formulation. Because of the relatively uniform stress condition in the 
stone and soil, only one ver,tical column of elements was used to model the 
stone and one to model the &oil. 

In selected nonlinear runs interface elements, capable of modeling 
conditions of no slip, slip, or separation using Mohr-Coulomb failure 
criteria, were included to define the maximum allowable shear at the inter- 
face. At working loads slip was found to only slightly increase settle- 
ment, and hence, its effect was not included in developing the nonlinear 
design curves. 

The stif!ness of the system was varied after each load increment and 
iteration. Tl,is required extra computer time to form the stiffness matrix 
for r.ach load increment and iteration, but reduced considerably the number 
of iterations for convergence in the nonlinear analysis. 
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Low Compressibility Soils. Curves for predicting settlement of low compres- 
sibility soils such as stone column reinforced sands, silty sands and some 
silts were de,veloped using linear elastic theory. Low compressibility soils 
are defined as those soils having modular ratios Es/EC 2 10 where Es and EC 
are the average modulus of elasticity of the stone column and soil, respec- 
tively. The notation and unit cell model used in the analysis are shown 
in Fig. 23. The settlement curves for area ratios of 0.1, 0.15 and 0.25 
are given in Fig. 24 through 26, respectively. On each figure, curves are 
given for length to diameter ratios L/D of 5, 10, 15, and 20. The Poisson's 
ratio of the soil is taken to be 0.30 and of the stone, 0.35. 

The elastic finite element study utilizing the unit cell model shows a 
very nearly linear increase in stress concentration in the stone column 
with increasing modular ratio (Fig. 27). The approximate linear relation 
exists for area replacement ratios a, between 0.1 and 0.25, and length to 
diameter ratios varying from 4 to 20. For a modular ratio Es/EC of 10, a 
stress concentration factor n of 3 exists (Fig. 27). For soft cohesive 
soils reinforced with stone columns, the modular ratio can be considerably 
greater than the upper ,lim#.t of 40 indicated by Balaam [57] and Balaam and 
Poulos [77]. For modular ratios greater than about 10, elastic theory 
underestimates drained settlements primarily due to (1) excessively high 
stress concentration that theory predicts to occur in the stone and (2) 
lateral spreading in soft soils. For large stress concentrations essentially 
all of the stress according to elastic theory is carried by the stone 
column. Since the stone column is relatively stiff, small settlements are 
calcaluted using elastic theory when using excessively high stress concen- 
trations. 

Compressible Cohesive Soils. Compressible, soft to firm clays, such as 
encountered at Hampton [27], Clark Fork [lo], and Jourdan Road Terminal [71] 
are prime candidates for reinforcing with stone columns for embankment sup- 
port. This study and also the work of Datye, et al. [73] indicate for such 
soft soils the modular ratio"between the stone and soil is likely to be in 
the range of 40 to 100 or more. 

To calculate the consolidation settlement in compressible soils (i.e., 
Es/EC 7 lo), design curves were developed assuming the clay to be elastic- 
plastic and the properties of the stone to be stress dependent. The non- 
linear stress dependent stiffness characteristics of the stone used in the 
development of the charts were for the partially crushed gravel used at 
Santa Barbara [81]. Since a crushed stone is usually used for stone column 
construction, the stiffness of the Santa Barbara gravel gives a realistic 
model, slightly on the conservative side. The nonlinear stress-strain pro- 
perties were cbtained from the results of 12 in (305 mm) diameter triaxial 
cell test results [81]. 

In soft clays not reinforced with stone columns, lateral bulging can 
increase the amount of vertical settlement beneath the fill by as much as 
50 percent 1823. In the theoretical model, lateral bulging also reduces 
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the lateral support contributed by the sides of the unit cell. To approxi- 
mately simulate lateral bulging effects, a soft boundary was placed around 
the unit cell to allow lateral deformation. Based on the measurements of 
lateral deformation at Jourdan Road Terminal (Fig. 10) a conservative (maxi- 
mum) lateral deformation gradient appears to be 0.01 ft /ft This gradient 
represents the amount of lateral deformation that might occur over a hori- 
zontal distance of one unit.. From this deformation gradient, the maximum 
amount of bulging that would be likely to occur across the unit cell was 
estimated. By trial and error using the finite element analysis 

1 
a boundary 

1 in. (25 mm) thick having an elastic modulus of 12 psi (83 kN/m ) was found 
to model the maximum lateral deformations caused by lateral spreading that 
should occur across the unit cell. To obtain the possible variation in the 
effect of boundary stiffness (lateral spreading), a relatively rigid boun- 
dary was also used, characterized by a modulus of 1,000 psi (6900 kN/m2) 
(Fig. 28). The deformation gradient of course is not a constant and would 
vary with many factors including the stiffness of the soil being reinforced, 
the applied'stress level and the level of ground improvement used. There- 
fore the above approach should be considered as a first engineering approxi- 
mation. 

The unit cell model and notation used in the analysis is summarized in 
Fig. 28. The design charts developed using this approach are presented in 
Figs. 29 through 37. Settlement is given as a function of the uniform, 
average applied pressure o over the unit cell, modulus of elasticity of the . 
soil EC, area replacement ratio a,, length to diameter ratio, L/D, and 
boundary rigidity. For design the average modulus of elasticity of compres- 
sible cohesive soils can be determined from the results of one-dimensional 
consolidation tests using equation (47). The charts were developed for a 
representative angle of internal friction of the stone 4s = 42', and a coef- 
ficient of at-rest earth pressure K, of 0.75 for both the stone and soil. 
For soils having a modulus EC equal to or less than 160 psi (1100 kN/m2), 
the soil was assumed to have a shear strength of 400 psf (19 kN/m2). Soils 
having greater stiffness did not undergo an interface or soil failure; there- 
fore, soil shear strength did not affect the settlement. 

. 

Fig. 38 shows the theoretical variaticn of the stress concentration 
factor n with the modulus of elasticity of the soil and length to diameter 
ratio, L/D. Stress concentration factors in the range of about 5 to 10 are 
shown for short to moderate length columns reinforcing very compressible 
clays (Ec < 200 to 300 psi, 1380-2070 kN/m2). These results suggest that 
the nonlinear theory may predict settlements smaller than those observed. A 
comparison of measured and calculated settlements is presented in Chapter 
VII. 

STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN STONE COLUMN GROUPS 

Many stone column applications such as bridge pier and abutment founda- 
tions involve the use of stone column groups of limited size. A knowledge 
of the stress distribution within the stone column improved soil is necessary 
to estimate the consolidation settlement. Also the vertical stresses in the 
stone columns and cohesive soil are of interest in performing stability 
analysts. 
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The stress applied to a stone column group of limited size spreads out 
laterally with depth into the surrounding cohesive soil. The spreading of 
vertical stress into the soil surrounding the stone columns is similar to 
that which occurs in a homogeneous soil. In stone column reinforced ground, 
however, the presence of the relatively stiff columns beneath the foundation 
would be expected to perhaps concentrate the stress in the vicinity of the 
stone columns more than in a homogeneous soil. Also, the vertical stress in 
the stone column is greater than in the adjacent cohesive soil. 

Aboshi, et al. [24] have'presented results of a finite element study 
comparing the vertical distribution of stress in ground reinforced with 
sand compaction piles to a homogeneous soil. The same infinitely long, 
uniform strip loading was applied to each type soil. In the reinforced 
ground the stiff columns extended to near the sides of the load, with the 
width of loading being equal to the depth of the reinforced layer as shown 
in Fig. 39. This figure shows contours of vertical stress in the reinforced 
ground on the right side and in the homogeneous soil on the left. The verti- 
cal stress in the cohesive soil just outside the edge of the reinforced soil 
is quite similar to the vertical stress outside the loading in the homo- 
geneous soil. 

The best approach at the present time for estimating'the vertical 
stress distribution beneath loadings of limited size supported by stone 
column reinforced ground is to perform a finite element analysis. A practi- 
cal approximate approach, however, is to use Boussinesq stress distribution 
theory as illustrated in Fig. 40. Following this method the average verti- 
cal stress oi at any desired location within the stone column group iscal- 
culated using Boussinesq stress distribution theory and the applied stress 
cf. Therefore, considering stress concentration effects the vertical stress 
in the clay can be taken as oc = u,oi and in the stone us = psai where IJ~ 
and IQ have been previously defined by equations (8a) and (8b). This 
approach, although admittedly approximate, is easy to apply in practice and 
gives realistic estimates of stress distribution and resulting settlements. 

RATE OF PRIMARY CONSOLIDATION SETTLEMENT 

In a cohesive soil reinforced with stone columns, water moves toward 
the stone column in a curved path having both vertical and radial components 
of flow as illustrated in Fig. 41. Newman [83] has shown by the method of 
separation of variables that this problem can be correctly solved by con- 
sidering the vertical and radial consolidation effects separately. Fol- 
lowing this approach the average degree of primary consolidation of the 
layer can be azpressed as: 

1 
! 

'U = l-(l-Ur)(l-ur) (25) 
+ 

where: U = the average degree of consolidation of the cohesive layer 
k considering both vertical and radial drainage 

Ur = the degree of consolidation considering only vertical flow 
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ur = the degree of consolidation considering only radial flow 

In the above expression U, Us, and U, are all expressed as a fraction. The 
. primary consolidation settlement at time t of a cohesive layer reinforced 

with stone columns is: 

% = U-St (26) 

where: s: =,primary consolidation settlement at time t 

St = ultimate primary consolidation settlement of treated ground 

U = average degree of consolidation given by equation (25) 

Following the Terzaghi one-dimensional consolidation theory, the degree of 
consolidation in the vertical direction, U,, is given in Fig. 42 as a func- 
tion of the dimensionless time fac[:or T, [74]. The time factor for the 
vertical direction is expressed as: 

TZ f cvtl(~/~)~ (27) 

where: T z - time factor for vertical direction 

cY = coefficient of consolidation in vertical direction 

ii 
= elapsed time 
= thickness of cohesive layer 

N = number of permeable drainage surfaces at the top and/or 
bottom of the layer (N = 1 or 2) 

The Terzaghi one-dimensional consolidation theory has been extended to 
include radial flow [84,85]. The degree of consolidation in the radial 
direction, U,, 
Fig. 43. 

as a function of the dimensionless time factor T, is given in 
The time factor for radial drainage is given by: 

c” t 
T r I-- 

r CD,) 2 
(28) 

where: T 
'I r - time factor for radial drainage 

YJ = coefficient of consolidation in radial direction 
r 

t - elapsed time of consolidation 

De - equivalent diameter of unit cell 

The solution given in Fig. 43 for radial consolidation assumes the 
stone column and the soil to settle equal amounts (i.e., an equal strain 
assumption). Richart [85] has shown that the equal strain solution and the 
free strain solution are essentially the same for a degree of consolidation 
greater than ahoutS percent; only modest differences exist between the two 
solutions for lower degrees of consolidation. Further, Vautrain [63] and 
the present finite element study have indicated approximately equal settle- 
ments to occur in stone column reinforced ground. Therefore, the equal 
strain assumption I.H reasonable. 
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The assumptions made in developing the Terzaghi one-dimensional con- 
solidation theory are as follows [85]: 

1. The soil is saturated with an incompressible fluid 
2. The mineral components (solids) are incompressible 
3. Darcy's Law is valid 
4. The coefficient of permeability is a constant 
5. The coefficient of compressibility, a, is a constant for the 

applied range of pressure 
6. The void ratio e is a constant 

Additional assumptions made in the derivation for radial drainage include: 
(7) the drain is infinitely permeable and incompressible, and (8) only verti- 
cal compression occurs (i.e., lateral flow of water takes place but no 
lateral strain). As a result of assumptions 4 through 6, the coefficient 
of consolidation is assumed in the theory to be a constant. Since the 
coefficientof consolidation actually varies with stress, it must be 
selected at stress levels representative of field conditions. The assump- 
tion of no lateral deformation is open to question since important lateral 
movements can occur beneath embankments supported on stone columns. Richart, 
however, has shown that consolidation is only moderately affected by changes 
in void ratio from 0.9 to 0.4; also, the assumption of a constant void ratio . 
is conservative. 

Smear 

In constructing stone columns (or sand drains) a zone of soil adjacent 
to the column becomes smeared. Further, the soil immediately adjacent to 
the stone column is disturbed, and soil may intrude into the pores of the 
stone near the periphery. These factors reduce the permeability of a zone 
around the outside of the stone column, and hence reduces its effectiveness 
in draining water radially. The combined effects of smear, disturbance, 
and intrusion is generally simply referred to as "smear." 

The reduction in radial flow due to the presence of smear can be cor- 
rectly handled mathematically using a hydraulically equivalent system without 
smear 1851. In the equivalent system without smear, the radius of the drain 
is reduced the necessary amount to give the same radial flow as occurs in 
the system with smear. To determine the equivalent system let 

s* - 

n* = 

n* = equiv 

radius of smear zone (rs) divided by the radius of the active 
drain <r,>, s* = r,/r, 

radius of the unit cell(re) divided by the radius of the drain 
(rw), n*'= re/rw 

radius kf unit cell (re) divided by the equivalent radius of 
the drain without smear (r$, n* equiv = re/re 

In this discussion k, is the radial. soil permeability and k, is the 



radial permeability of the smear zone. Now assume s*, 
known or can be estimated. 

n* kr and k, are all 
. 

The reduced drain radius for 
Fig. 44 can then be used to determine ngqui 

the system without smear hydraulically Y equ va- 
lent to the system with smear is then equal to 

r* =: 
W re/n* equiv (294 

The terms used in the above expressions are illustrated in Fig. 45. 

Sometimes a value of the smear factor S* is assumed to indicate the 
amount of smear around the column. The smear factor S* is expressed as fol- 
lows: 

s* = kr(s*-l)/ks (29b) 

where all terms have been prev$ously defined. In this case either s* or 
k,/k, is assumed and the other unknown term calculated using equation (29b). 
Fig. 44 can be used to determine the hydraulically equivalent radius as pre- 
viously described. 

Summary 

The theoretical procedures presented for determining the time rate of 
primary consolidation settlement in stone column reinforced cohesive soils 
are based on the assumptions made for the Terzaghi one-dimensional consoli- 
dation theory. Based on a comprehensive study of sand drains, Rutledge and 
Johnson [87] have concluded that the consolidation theory is valid. In 
applications, however, limited accuracy is frequently obtained because of 
the practical problem of determining representative physical properties for 
use in the theory. However, time-rate of settlement estimates are usually 
on the conservative side. 

SECONDARY COMPRESSION SRTTLEMENT 

As water is slowly squeezed from the pores of a cohesive soil due to 
the applied loading, the effective stress increases and primary consolida- 
tion occurs. After the excess pore pressures caused by the loading have 
dissipated, a decrease in volume of the cohesive soil resulting in settle- 
ment continues to occur under constant effective stress [88]. This type 
volume change occurring under a constant effective stress is called secon- 
dary compression (or secondary con?olidation). Secondary compression 
actually starts dzlriag the primary consolidation phase of settlement. 

Theory 

The theory for estimating secondary compression is based on the obser- 
vation that the relationship between secondary settlement and the logarithm 
of time can often be approximated by a strafght line. Now consider the 
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amount of secondary compression occurring in a selected layer (or sublayer) 
of thickness H subjected to an average vertical stress increase of oc. 
Assumea straight line relationship to exist between secondary compression and 
the logarithm of time. Secondary settlement can then be calculated from the 
equation of the straight line using: 

AS = t2 
CaH log10 < (30) 

where: AS = secondary compression of the layer 
C 

a 
= a physical constant evaluated by continuing a one-dimensional 

consolidation test past the end of primary consolidation for a 
suitable load increment 

H = thickness of compressible layer 

5 = time at the beginning of secondary compression; the time cor- 
responding to 90 percent of primary consolidation is sometimes 
used 

t2 = time at which the value of .secondary compression is desired 

The results of one-dimensional consolidation tests are used to evaluate 
the constant C, in equation (30). The load increments in the consolidation 
test are left on sufficiently long to establish for secondary* settlement 
the relationship between the dial reading and logarithm of time. The con- 
stant C, is evaluated from the consolidation test plot of dial reading 
versus logarithm of time by solving equation (30). The constant C, should 
of course be evaluated for an initial stress and stress change which 
approximately corresponds to the average stress conditions occurring in the 
field in the layer under consideration. Usually C, increases with increasing 
stress level. For stone column improved ground, change in stress in the 
cohesive soil due to the applied loading can be estimated using equation 
(W.. 

In applying equation (30), secondary compression occurring before time 
tl is neglected. Secondary compression calculated by equation (30) assumes 
one-dimensional compression if the conventional consolidation test is used 
to evaluate C,; hence the unit cell concept is assumed valid. Some radial 
consolidation would occur even in the unit cell as stone is forced radially 
into the soil. 

Finally, Leonards [88] has pointed out that secondary settlement does 
not always vary linearly with the logarithm of time. As a result of these 
and other complicating factors, secondary compression is even harder to pre- 
dict than one-dimensional consolidation settlement. Therefore settlement 
predicted fromtheabove approach should be considered as a crude estimate. 

SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSIS 

Gtroduction 

General stability of the earth mass is often a serious problem when 
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embankments are constructed over soft underlying soils. Use of stone columns 
to improve the underlying soft soil is one viable alternative for increasing 
to an acceptable level the safety factor with respect to a general rota- 
tional or linear type stability failure. Stone columns are also used to 
increase the stability of existing slopes under-going landslide problems. 
A stability analysis of an embankment or landslide stabilized using stone 
columns is performed mechanistically in exactly the same manner as for a 
normal slope stability problem except stress concentration must be considered. 
The Simplified Bishop Method of Slices [9,89,90] is recommended for 
analyzing stability problems for soil conditions in which a circular rota- 
tional failure would be expected to occur. The method of stability analysis 
can also be used as an approximation to evaluate stability when heavy loads 
over large areas (such as oil and water tanks) are applied to stone column 
reinforced ground (24,661. 

A computer slope stabili&y analysis when possible should be used to 
permit considering more trial circles and design conditions, and to minimize 
errors. A review of the use and limitations of computer slope stability 
programs has been given elsewhere [89,90]. Unfortunately readily available 
computer p,rograms such as LEASE I 1911, LEASE II [1223 and STABL [123] were 
not specifically developed to handle the problem of stress concentrations in 
stone column reinforced ground. Therefore, although these and other com- 
puter programs can be used for stability problems involving stone columns, 
limitations exist on their use and some adaption of the input data and/or 
computer program is required. Three general techniques that can be used to 
analyze the stability of stone column reinforced ground are described in 
this section. 

Profile Method 

The profile method can be used for computer analysis of stone column 
reinforced ground using a slope stability program having the general capa- 
bilities of LEASE [91,122]. In the profile method each row 05 stone columns 
is converted into an equivalent , continuous stone column strip with width w. 
The continuous strips have the same volume of stone as the tributary stone 
columns as shown in Fig. 46. Each strip of stone and soil is then 
analyzed using its actual geometry and material properties. In a computer 
analysis each individual stone column strip and soil strip is input together 
with their respective properties. Data input to the computer, which is 
tedious using this method, could be somewhat reduced by developing an auto- 
matic data generating computer routine. 

Stress Concentration. In landslide problems stress concentration for many 
applications would not develop. However, when stone columns are used to 
improve a soft soil for embankment, support, an important stress concentra- 
tion develops in the stone. Stress concentration in the stone column results 
in an increase in resisting shear force that must be taken advantage of for 
an economical design. In performing hand stability computations, vertical 
stress concentration can be easily handled using equations (8a) and (8b) 
without special modifications. 

In computer analyses, the eflcrcts of stress concentration can be 
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handled by placing thin, fictitious strips of soil above the foundation 
soil and stone columns at the embankment interface (Fig. 46). The weight 
of the fictitious strips of soil placed above the stone is relatively large 
to cause the desired stress concentration when added to the stress caused 
by the embankment. The weight of fictitious soil placed above the in-situ 
soil must be negative to give the proper reduction in stress when added 
to that caused by the embankment. The fictitious soil placed above both the 
stone /columns and in-situ soil would have no shear strength. 

The average vertical stress o acting at the interface between the 
embankment and the stone column reinforced ground is usually assumed to be 
equal to the height of the embankment H' at that location times its unit 
weight Yl. Let the stress concentration in the stone column be composed of 
the following two parts: 

a =a+Aa 
S S 

(31) 

where a = YlH' is the usual stress due to the embankment fill and Aa is 
the stress that must be added to a to give the correct stress'cbncenfration 
in the stone column. Rearranging equation (31) gives: 

Aa.= a - a = li a -a- s s s. 
(p 

S 
- l)a 

which simplifies to 

Aas= (11, - 1)YLH' 

(324 

(32b) 

Now let the thickness of the fictitious layer be ? and the unit weight above 
the stone be Ys and above the soil Yz. From equation (32b) the fictitious 
weight of the soil above the stone must be: 

y; = (us - l)YlH'/? (33) 

Similarly the fictitious layer abolle the soil must have a unit weight of 

Y; = % 
- 1)YlH' 

‘i: 
(34) 

where us and 1-(, are given by equations (8a) and (8b). 

When stress concentration is considered to be present (i.e., n $ l), 
equations (33) and (34) are employed to calculate-the equivalent weight of 
the fictitious strips. The equivalent thickness Ti of each strip should be 
made small to avoid changing the geomeGry of the problem. Use of a constant 
thickness of 0.25 to 0.5 ft (75-100 mm) is suggested above both the stone 
and soil beneath the full height of embankment, with the thickness tapering 
to zero at the toe as illustrated in Fig, 46. The fictitious strips must 
also have no shear strength'(or else a very small value). The driving 
moments caused by the fictitious strips are cancelled out since the stress 
concentration does not change the total force exerted by the fill. FhuzMy, 



C.thetr indLv.idua.l cLtLoee6 bhoutd be checked, Ott ee6e .4XnuA placed on the 
/radiu6 and/o/r the gnid size 05 GA& cetim to be checked ao A%& $he CtLi- 
ticat IA.& Ls not cona?wR&d by the weak, &i&oub inte/r,$ace tuym. 

Average Shear Strength Method 

The average shear strength method is widely used in Japan to analyze 
the stability of sand compaction piles [24,66] and has been used more 
recently in the U.S. [9]. In this method the weighted average material pro- 
perties are calculated for the material within the unit cell. The soil 
having the fictitious weighted material properties is then used in a 
stability analysis. It is important to remember that stone columns must 
actually be located over the entire zone of material having weighted shear 
properties through which the circular arc passes. Since average properties 
can be readily calculated, this approach.is appealing for both hand and com- 
puter usage. However, as discussed subsequently, average properties cannot 
in general be used in standard computer programs when stress concentration 
in the stone columo is considered in the analysis. 

Hand Calculation. Stress concentration can be readily included in hand 
stability calculations using the weighted shear strength method. Consider 
the general problem of stone column reinforced ground where the stone column 
has only internal friction Qs, and the surrounding soil is undrained but has 
both cohesion c and internal friction 9,. The stress state within a 
selected stone column unit cell is shown in Fig. 47 at a depth where the 
circular arc intersects the centerline of the stone column. The effective 
stress in the stone column due to t:he weight of the stone and applied stress 
o' can be expressed as: 

,S 

O2 
= Qz + ups (35) 

where: zs z = vertical effective stress acting on the sliding surface of a 
stone column 

% 
= unit weight of stone (use bouyant weight below the ground water 

table) 
Z = depth below the ground surface 
0 = stress due to the embankment loading (usually taken as the 

stress at the embankment-ground interface) 
%l 

= stress concentration factor for the stone column, equation (Sb) 

The shear strength of the stone column neglecting cohesion is then expressed 
as 

T = 
S 

(5: cas2B)tan$s (36) 

where: T 

BS 

= shear strength in the stone column 

= inclination of the shear surface with respect to the horizontal 

+s = angle of internal friction of the stone column 

The total stress in the col~esivc soil considering stress concentration 
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FIGURE 47. NOTATION USED IN AVERAGE STRESS METHOD STABILITY 
ANALYSIS. 
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FIGURE 48. VARIATION OF SHEAR STRENGTH RATIO c/a' WITH PLASTICITY 
INDEX - NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED CLAY [133]. 



becomes 

(37) 

where: o C 

YZ 
= total vertical stress in the cohesive soil 

C 
= unit weight of cohesive soil 

and the other terms were defined above. The shear strength of the cohesive 
soil is then 

T 
C 

- c + (o: cos2B)tan$c (38) 

where: T 
C 

= undrained shear strength of the cohesive soil 
C = cohesion of cohesive soil (undrained) 
0, = angle of internal friction of cohesive soil (undrained) 

The average weighted shear strength T within the area tributary to the 
stone column is 

f = (1 - as) TV + as rs 

where all terms have been defined above. 

The weighted average unit weight within the reinforced ground is used 
in calculating the driving moment 

Y =Y*a 
3% S 

s+Ya cc (40) 

where Y, and Ys are the saturated (or wet) unit weight of the soil and stone, 
respectively. In this approach the weighted shear strength and unit weight 
are calculated for each row of stone columns and then used in a conventional 
hand analysis. 

No Stress Concentration. If stress concentration is not present, as is true 
in some landslide problems, a standard computer analysis can be performed 
using a conventional program and average shear strengths and unit weights. 
Neglecting cohesion in the stone and stress concentration, the shear strength 
parameters for use in the average shear strength method are 

C *c-a 
w3 C 

[ tan$lavg f 
Vsas tanOs + Ycac tanQc 

B =a 

(41) 

(42) 

where 7, is the bouyant unit weight (if below the groundwater table), and 

Z$v?&rilted 
is given by equation (40) using the bouyant weight for -ys and 

weight for y,! (undralncd shear). 
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Use of [tand] based just on the area ratio [9] 
be demonstrated byazo8nsidering the case when $c = 0. 

is not correct as can 
If averages based on 

area were used then 

[tan41avg = as tan$s (43) 

which would be appropriate to use if Yavg * vs, but incorrect if the vavg 
used is that required to give proper driving moments, equation (40). 

Lumped Moment Method. The lumped moment method can be used to determine the 
safety factor of selected trial circles by either hand or with the aid of a 
computer. Following this approach the driving moment Md and resisting 
moment Mr are calculated for the condition of no-ground improvement with 
stone columns. The correct CXCedd resisting moment AMr and driving moment 
AMd due to the stone columns are then added to the previously calculated 
moments Mr. and Md, respectively. The safety factor of the improved ground is 
then calculated by 

SF = CMr + mr)/ 'Md + "Md' (44) 

In general this approach is most suited for'hand calculation. The approach 
can also be used with computer programs which permit adding in AMr and AMd 
which could be calculated by hand. This general approach including example 
problems has been described in detail elsewhere [92]. 

INCREASE IN SHEAR STRENGTH DUE TO CONSOLIDATION 

The shear strength of a soft cohesive soil increases during and fol- 
lowing construction of an embankment, tank, or foundation on soft cohesive 
soils. The additional stress due to construction results in an-increase in 
pore pressure causing consolidation accompanied by an increase in shear 
strength. The rate of construction of embankments is frequently controlled 
to allow the shear strength to increase so that the required safety factor 
with respect to a stability failure is maintained. 

The undrained shear strength of a normally consolidated clay has been 
found to increase linearly with effective overburden pressure [88] as 
illustrated in Fig. 48. For this type cohesive soil the undrained shear 
strength can be expressed as 

- 

c=K xu 1 (45) 

where: c = undrained shear strength 
5 = effective overburden pressure 

K1 =I the constant of proportionality defining the linear increase 
in shear strength with z, K1 = c/a' 

For a cohesive sol1 having a lint!nr increase in shear strength with a, the 
increase in 'undrained shear streng(;h Act with time due to consolidation can 
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be expressed for stone column improved ground as 

Act 
= Kl l (WC) l u (46) 

where: AC t = increase in shear strength at time t of the clay due to 
consolidation 

CT ='average increase,in vertical stress in the unit cell on the 
shear surface due to the applied loading 

% = stress concentration factor in the clay, equation (8a) 
U = degree of consolidation of the clay at time t 

Equation (46) gives a convenient method for estimating the Increase in shear 
strength in the cohesive layer at any time provided K has been evaluated 
from field testing. The applied stress u considers t it e embankment loading 
YlH' and is reduced, if required, to consider the spreading of stress in the 
stone column improved ground as discussed in a previous section. 

DISCUSSION 

Bearing Capacja 

Several theories were presented for predicting the ultimate bearing 
capacity.of an isolated, single stone column. The-Vesic cavity expansion 
theovy, equation (14), is the most widely used. Frequently in practice, 
interaction between stone columns is neglected, and the calculated capacity 
of an isolated single column is assumed equal to the capacity of each column 
within a group. A slightly better estimate of ultimate capacity would be 
obtained by increasing the capacity of an isolated stone column using the 
shape factors shown in Fig. 8 as a guide. The group bearing capacity theory 
presented In thQs chapter offers an alternate approach for predicting the 
ultimate capacity of groups although further experience. is needed using this 
approach. Finally, a circular arc stability analysis is commonly used In 
practice to estimate the stability under the edge of a wide group of stone 
columns such as occurs under an embankment or tank type loading. Stability 
analyses are also used to evaluate the beneficial effects of stabilizing 
landslides using stone columns. 

Full-Scale Load Test Results. Bearing capr.city factors backfigured from the 
results of full-scale, field load tests performed on both single, isolated 
stone columns and groups of stone columns are compared, in Fig. 49, to 
theoretical values for isolated columns obtained from cavity expansion 
theory. The backfigured bearing capacity factors are arbitrarily shown on 
this figure on the vertical line 0, = 42' to be able to compare theory and 
observed xalues; no assumption was made concerning *s in backfiguring the 
value of N,. Thebearing capacityofthe soil is consideredin figuring& (Flg.49). 

The field t:st results indicate a single stone column has a bearing 
capacity factor N, between about 20 and 27. Measured bearing capacity 
factors for stone columns within large groups vary from about 15 to 28. In 
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this analysis the stress carried by the soil was taken to be 5c which was 
always equal to or less than uc, equation (8a). 
Undoubtedly the backfigured.bearing capacity factors for the tanks reflect 
some increase In strength due to consolidation as the load is applied; con- 
struction rates are not known. 

In Fig. 49 the upper limit for the cavity expansion theory is defined 
by E = llc and the lower limit by E = 5c. This range of moduli approxi- 
mately bounds the observed bearing capacity factors for stone columns in 
groups. 

Settlement Predictions 

Groups.' Large One approach for predicting primary consolidation settlement 
of a wide group of stone columns resting on a firm stratum Is to use elastic 
finite element theory for low compressibility soils (Figs. 24 to 26) or non- 
linear finite element theory for high compressibility soils (Figs. 29to 37). 
To predict long-term primary consolidation settlements the drained modulus 
of elasticity of the cohesive soil must be used. If drained triaxial tests 
have not been performed, the drained modulus of elasticity of the cohesive 
soil can be calculated from the results of one-dimensional consolidation 
tests using [62]: 

E = (l+v)(1-2v)(l+eo)o va 
0.435 (l-v) c 

C 

where: E = drained modulus of elasticity (for a stress path along the 
K, line) 

e = initial void ratio 
0 

cc = compression index 

V = Poisson's ratio (drained) 
(I va = average of initial and final stress state applied in the 

field (vertical stress) 

The modulus of elasticity E given by equation (47) is a general material 
parameter and can be used for three-dimensional settlement problems if pro- 
perly selected. The primary limitation in estimating E from equation (47) 
is the ability to choose the correct value of Poisson's ratio, since E is 
very sensitive to the value of the v used. Recommended.ranges of Poisson's 
ratio are given in Chapter VII. 

A sample of material in a one-dimensional consolidation test cannot 
deform in the lateral direction. For a condition of no lateral movement, 
the constrained elastic modulus 5 is equal to 

ii = E(l-v)/[(l+v)(l-2v)J 

where E is the modulus of elasticity and v is Poisson's ratio. The con- 
strained elastic modulus is defined as the vertical stress divided by the 
vertical strain for the condition of one-dimensional settlement (i.e., no 
lateral movement). Since the unit cell idealization is somewhat similar to the 
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one-dimensional consolidation test, the moduli E and D tend to give a simple 
bound on settlements when used in equations such as (23). 

Settlement of Limited GrOuPs- For stone column groups less than about 20 to 
40 columns the methods for estimating settlement using the unit cell ideali- 
zation are overly conservative. As previously discussed, in groups of 
limited size, the vertical stress spreads outward from the stone column and 
decreases with depth. This reduction in stress can be readily considered 
in the equilibrium, incremental and finite element methods. In these methods 
the average stress u within the compressible zone can be estimated using an 
appropriate stress distribution theory as previously discussed. The vertical 
settlement can then be calculated as an approximation by applying this aver- 
age stress to the top of the unit cell idealization of the compressible zone. 

The approximate elastic solution for pile groups given by Poulos [59] 
has also been used for predicting settlements of small groups [73]. Balaam 
[57] has extended Poulos' earlier work and developed a series of interaction 
curves for calculating group settlements of stone columns. 

Fi8. 50 shows a comparison between observed group settlements and the 
bounds for typical geometries and material properties used in the Poulos 
[59] theory. The linear elastic theory developed in this study is also 
shown ,on the figure. The linear elastic theory uses the unit cell idealisa- 
tion to model an infinite group of stone columns; a low compressibility soil 
was assumed having a modular ratio of 10. Both measured and theoretical 
settlements are expressed as dimensionless settlement ratios of the group 
settlement to the settlement of a single stone column. 

The theories reasonably bound the limited number of measured group 
settlements. Of practical importance is the,finding that a three column 
group settles about twice &s much as a single pile and a seven column group 
three times as much. Using his interaction curves, Balaam [57] predicted a 
settlement ratio of about 1.8 compared to the measured value of 3.0 for the 
7 column group described by Datye and Nagaruju [53]; the stone columns were 
constructed by the ramming technique. Group settlements were also under- 
predicted by Balaam [57] by about 25 percent for a 3 column model group 
using the interaction factors. 

The settlements of a ten column group may be as much as 3 to 4 times 
or more than of a single pile. Therefore, similarly to a load test performed 
on a conventional pile, group settlements are appreciably greater than indi- 
cated from the results of a single stone column load test. If load tests 
are performed on single columns or small groups, the results should be extra- 
polated to consider settlement of the group using Fig. 50 for a preliminary 
estimate. 

The effectiveness of Ireinforcing soft soils with stone columns to 
reduce settlement becomes greater with increasing settlement, as the full 
bulge and resulting passive soil resistance is mobilized. The significant 
increase in resistance to deform;ltion with increase in load o'F reinforced 
ground compared with unreinforced ground is shown in Figs. 51 and 52 for a 
load test on a siuyl~~ column and a 3 column group, respectively. Figs. 51 
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and 52 also show that at working load the undrained response of the columns 
is reasonably linear for clay and sand. Fig. 53 shows a comparison of 
settlement of stone column treated ground with untreated ground for large 
scale load tests. 

Cavity expansion theory can be used with reasonable accuracy to calcu- 
late the ultimate capacity of a single, isolated stone column. A general 
theory to predict group bearing capacity of square and infinitely long rigid 
foundations was also developed, but needs further verification. In soft 
soils consideration should be given to the reduction in the combined 
strength of the soil and stone column for both group bearing capacity and 
circular arc type failures. Relatively little is known at the present time 
about the composite behavior of a stiff stone column acting together with a 
weak soil (refer to Chapter VII). 

The equilibrium, finite element and incremental methods can be'used to 
estimate 6rimar-y consolidation settlement. The equilibrium method is quite 
simple and has been used in Japan for many years to estimate the settlement 
of sand compaction piles. Only an appropriate value of stress concentration 
has to be assumed in this method. Design curves are presented based on the. 
finite element method for estimating settlement of (1) low compressibility 
soils and (2) compressible soils using linear and nonlinear theory, respec- 
tively. Finally, the incremental method uses approximate elastic-plastic 
theory requiring, for practical purposes, a computer solution. All of these 
approaches require knowing the compressibility characteristics of the soil. 
For a cohesive :;oil the one-dimensional consolidation test can be used to 
evaluate the compressibility; in a sand the Dutch cone or the standard 
penetration test can be used. 

Consolidation theory was presented for estimating the time rate of 
primary consolidation settlement considering both radial and vertical drain- 
age and also the effects of smear. Because stone columns act as drains, 
primary settlement in most cases will occur rapidly when stone columns are 
used; this, in many applications Is an important advantage of stone columns. 
In some instances, however, primary consolidation may occur almost as quickly 
without stone columns due to the presence of natural permeable seams and 
high natural l!orizontal perme.ability. A discussion of the evaluation of the 
drainage char+cteristics of the layer is given in Chapter IV. Finally, the 
strength gain'due to'consolldation can and should be considered in bearing 
capacity and stability analysis. 

.Secondary settlements can be quite important in organic soils and some 
soft clays. A method of calculating secondary settlement was presented based 
on secondary settlement increasing linearly with the logarithm of time. 
Because of the rapid occurrence of primary consolidation when stone columns 
are used, secondary settIc-*menI: is of greater importance than for conventional 
construction. 

Stone columns can hc used to increase the stability of both existing 
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slopes and embankments constructed over soft ground. Stability analyses 
including stress concentration can be performed using conventional computer 
programs having the capability of LEASE or STABL. The average shear 
strength or the lumped moment method are both suitable for hand computation. 
For an economical design, stability analyses must be performed considering, 
where appropriate, stress concentration in the stone column. 

Design aspects and specific recommendations are considered in Chapter 
VII for bearing capacity,settlement and stability of stone columns. Finally, 
design examples are presented in the appendices. 



CHAPTERIV 
SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION,TESTING AND FIELD INVESTIGATION 

INTRODUCTION 

Stone columns are a design alternative to conventional foundation con- 
siderations at marginal sites requiring ground improvement and for the 
stabilization of existing landslides. The existence of poor site conditions 
will often be known or suspected before beginning the ,subsurface investiga- 
tion either from local experience or consideration of the type landform. To 
adequately evaluate design alternatives including stone columns for such 
marginal sites, a more thorough subsurface investigation and laboratory and 
field testing program are required than for better sites. Ma'rginal sites 
for highway projects where stone columns might be considered as a design 
alternative include: 

1. Sites for moderate to high embankments or bridge approach fills 
underlain by cohesive soils having shear strengths less than 600 
to 800 psf (30-40 kN/m2).. 

2. Marginal sites for foundations such as bridge abutments and bridge 
piers underlain by cohesive soils with shear strengths greater than 
about 600 to 800 psf (30-40 kN/m2), or very loose to loose silty 
sands having silt contents greater thanabout percent. 

3. Landslide areas. 

A more detailed discussion of stone column applications is given in Chapter 
I and selected case histories in Chapter VI. 

All too often inadequate (inexpensive) subsurface investigations have 
led to serious problems during and after construction, sometimes accompanied 
by spectacular failures. As an example, an 18-story building was supported 
on spread footings overlying ground improved by stone columns. After con- 
struction, one corner of the building settled about 12 in (305 mm) while the 
rest of the building underwent little movement. As a result of this large 
differential settlement, the building was structurally damaged and abandoned 
one year after construction. The foundation design for the building was 
based on an inadequate subsurface investigation; the owner received what he 
paid for. To complicate matters the original investigation was carried out 
for a 4-story structure which was later changed to 18 stories. The original 
subsurface investigation inclicated the presence of about 18 ft (5.5 m) of 
sand over rock. After excessive settlements developed a subsequent inves- 
tigation disclosed tile corner of the building showing distress to be under- 
lain by 7 to 8 ft (2.1-2.4 m) of peat. tlad the presence of the peat layer 
Iwcn known, L:lle dcS i @I COllld hi.lV(’ been modffihd and distress to the building 



avoided. Also, field inspection would have detected the presence of the peat 
during construction and required modifications to the design could have been 
made. 

Properly planning and executing the subsurface investigation and the soil 
testing program is extremely important to the overall success of selecting 
an engineeringsound, cost-effective design for embankments, abutments, bridge 
foundations located on marginal soils and landslide stabilization work. 
An adequate number of test borings must be provided to reliably depict the 
site conditions including the shear strength and settlement characteristics, 
the extent of peat and organic deposits, and the occurrence of thin, perme- 
able seams and zones. 

The geotechnical properties of soils vary significantly with depth and 
usually to a lesser extent laterally across a site. This is certainly to 
be expected since the formation of soil deposits (particularly those in 
water) are "random in space and time [93)." As a consequence some degree 
of risk is always involved in geotechnical projects. The risk, however, 
can be minimized by conducting a thorough subsurface investigation 
including careful planning, precise execution and good feedback among the 
engineers, geologists and technicians involved. 

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR STONE COLUMNS 

When stone columns are a possible design alternative the following 
additional considerations must be integrated into the planning and execu- 
tion of the subsurface investigation: 

1. Peat. As illustrated by the example, the subsurface lnvestiga- 
tion must locate and fully evaluate either extensive or localized 
deposits of peat, muck or other organic soils. The presence of 
such materials can dictate the construction method used to form 
the sto 

P 
e columns, or even show the site to be unsuitable for 

this method of ground improvement. The structure of the peat 
is also an important consideration. 

2. Permeable Strata. Stone columns act as vertical drains. For 
sites having relatively low natural horizontal permeabilities, 
the use of stone coluws can greatly accelerate primary consoli- 
dation. Therefore to fully access the potential advantage of stone 
colunms with respect to time-rate of primary consolidation settle- 
ment, the vertical and horizontal consolidation characteristics 
of the soils must be evaluated. The subsurface investigation must 
determine the presence and extent of thin seams, layers or lenses 
of permeable soils such as sand, gravel, or shells. Even rela- 
tively homogeneous appearing clays may be stratified, having rela- 
tively permeable sand and silt layers. If the natural horizontal 
permeability is sufficiently great, use of stone columns may not 
accelerate primary consolidation, and one important advantage of 
stone columns may not cxlst. 
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3. 

Permeability is important since field .tests give permeability rather 
than the coefficient of consolidation. Also, a reliable value of 
the horizontal coefficient of consolidation cannot be determined 
using a consolidation test if the soil has permeable seams. Rather, 
horizontal permeability must be determined in either the field or 
laboratory, and the coefficient of consolidation calculated; 

Stability. A primary use of storie columns beneath ekankments is 
to provide an adequate margin 05 safety with respect to overall 
embankment stability. Therefore, the evaluation of a representa- 
tive shear strength of both the foundation soil and the stone column 
are important. Soft zones or thin soft layers of cohesive materials 
or thin sand seams in which pore pressures may build up can have a 
dominant effect on the overall stability of an embankment. For 
embankments, the short-term (undrained) shear strengkh will 
generally control the design. 

For landslide problems, the long-term (drained) shear strength is 
usually critical. In this. type problem the occurrence and movement 
of water is an important concern. 

4 Settlement. Since immediate settlement is complete by the end of 
construction, it is generally of little practical significance for 
embankment and approach fill design. Both primary consolidation 
and secondary compression type settlements are often of significance 
in the soils in which stone columns may be used for embankment, 
approach fill, and abutment support. Frequently sites requiring 
ground improvement involve organic soils or soft clays. For these 
type soils secondary compression settlement can be as important as 
primary consolidation. Hence, secondary compression requires 
special consideration in evaluating the geotechnical properties 
and in design. Of course, differential settlements between 
approach fills and bridges is always an important concern. 

SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION 

The results of a reconnaissance survey should be used to develop a pre- 
liminary indication of the subsurface conditions at the site. At this time, 
the engineer(s) responsible for the subsurface investigation should, on a 
preliminary basis, consider potentially feasible design alternatives, such 
as stone columns for the embankment, approach fill, and bridge support. 

For marginal sites where stone columns are considered, the design 
engineer should be briefed on a regular basis concerning the findings of the 
subsurface investigation. Further, on a large project samples should be 
tested as soon as possible so that the results can be given to the geotech- 
nlcal design engineer [74]. Using the field and laboratory findings, the 
designer should, 1~ a preliminary basis, tentatively evaluate design 
a1Lerniltives. Frequently the selection of potential design alternatives, as 
tli.cLiltr*d hy tile site conditions a.ci they are understood at the time, will 
IIIlJ/l’:l~c’ LIla1 impc)rLilnL nwtliflc~lions and/or.changes are necessary to the 
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subsurface exploration program. All too frequently, the subsurface inves- 
tigation is complete before design alternatives are even considered. Then 
it is too late to tailor the investigation to the special improvement 
techniques that may be necessary such as stone columns. 

Soil Profile 

An erratic soil profile is frequently present at sites where stone 
columns are a potential design alternative. Also, the occurrence of peat 
layers or pockets and thin layers or lenses of very soft clays are of great 
importance in evaluating the use of stone columns for either embankment or 
bridge support. The emphasis in the subsurface investigation should there- 
fore be placed on establishing the full variation in the soil properties 
rather than running a large number of laboratory tests on samples selected 
at random [93]. In other words, put down a sufficient number of test 
borings and conduct sufficient vane shear tests to establish the likely 
extreme variation in site conditions. 

In very soft to firm cohesive soils, the vane shear test should be used 
to establish the variability of the soil profile. The vane shear test is 
easy to perform and gives a reliable definition of the shear strength pro- 
file. In soft and very soft cohesive soils, the standard penetration test 
is not sensitive enough to be of practical use. In marginal very loose to 
firm silty sands, the standard penetration test or preferably the Dutch cone 
can be used to define the soil profile at bridge sites. If the Dutch cone 
is used standard penetration testing should also be performed to obtain 
split spoon samples of the material. 

Frequently relatively thin, soft cohesive deposits are found over- 
lying sands which was the case at the Hampton, Virginia stone column site 
[271. For such conditions, once the extreme variability of the cohesive 
soils has been established, soil test borings should be performed beside 
selected vane test locations where the extreme and average conditions are 
encountered. Standard penetration testing should be performed at least in 
the cohesionless soils and jar samples saved for both the cohesive and 
cohesionless strata. Undisturbed .samples should also be taken at these 
locations to determine the consolidation, shear strength and permeability 
characteristics of the soft soils as subsequently discussed. A stationary 
piston sampler should be used having a 3 in (76 mm) minimum diameter and a 
thin wall. Continuous tube sampling should be performed at selected loca- 
tions within the soft, cohesive strata to aid in determining if thin sand 
layers, seams, or partings are present. 

The vane shear tests and the standard penetration tests in the test 
borings should be performed at a 5 ft (1.5 m) interval. For depths greater 
than 30 to 40 ft (9-12 m) consideration could be given to increasing the 
interval to 10 ft (3 m). If a thin stiff upper crust is present due to 
dessication, the testing interval should be reduced to 2.5 ft (0.8 m) to 
define this strata. The ground water level should be determined in the test 
borings at the time of the boring and also 24 hours later. For some special 
applications of stone columns such as slope stabilization, the ground water 
level and its variation with time is likely of critical important. In this 
case piezomcters should he set in selected holes for long-term observations. 



Test Pits - Peat and Desiccated Layer 

If peat is encountered the type structure and fabric of the peat should 
be determined where stone columns are a.design alternative. Open test pits 
should be used, where feasible, for peat deposits located at or near the sur- 
face. If test pits are not feasible, undisturbed samples should be obtained 
and inspected. A shallow test pit may also be desirable to investigate the 
structure of the dessicated crust, if present. Flaate and Preber [96] have 
pointed out that when embankments fail sometime after construction, failure 
is usually at least partially related to a gradual weakening of the weathered 
crust. Due to the embankment weight, the dessication cracks open resulting 
in softening of the soil with time in the vicinity of the crack and a reduc- 
tion in shear strength. Therefore, a conservative estimate of the shear 
strength of the crust should be used in a stability analysis. 

Test Borings. 

A detailed consideration of subsurface exploration including sampling 
and the depth and spacing of test borings has been given by Hvorslev (941. 
Refer to this important reference for this aspect of the investigation. 

For embankments to be placed on marginal sites, the very soft cohesive 
layers often found near the surface are likely to control the performance 
with respect to both settlement and stability. Therefore, the majority of 
test borings need only extend 15 ft. (3 m) into a competent strata, p&O- 
vided aqj&icient deepa test batingh au patjomed to veG6y weaka A&LLL&Z 
me not plrebent betow ti levee. 

For performing a subsurface investigation, the vertical stress in a 
large group of stone columns should be considered concentrated within the 
stone column group down to the tips of the columns. Therefore, depending 
upon the length of the stone columns the test borings must be carried down a 
sufficient depth below the tip to avoid either stability or settlement pro- 
blems. Similar concepts for'determining the required depth of borings 
apply to stone columns as for shallow or deep foundations [97]. Settlements 
can be caused below the tips of stone columns supporting bridge piers and 
abutments to a depth below the stone columns where the change in stress due 
to the construction is equal to 10 percent of the initial effective stress. 
The same general concept applies for embankments supported on stone columns. 
For embankments, however, the 10 percent criteria is probably@ somewhat 
severe considering that larger settlements are usually tolerable for embank- 
ments than for bridge foundations. For embankments supported on stone 
columns the required depths below the tip of the stone column even relaxing 
the requirements to 15 to 20 percent will generally be great. Therefore 
realistic boring deaths shpuld be selected considering both stress changes 
aud the geology of the site, togetller with sound engineering judgement. 
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

Selection of the best design alternative is dependent upon accurately 
establishing the subsurface conditions and determining material properties 
representative of the in-situ soil. In determining reliable material pro- 
perties, the obtaining of representative samples and the evaluation of sam- 
ple disturbance are important, but often overlooked, factors that cannot be 
emphasized too much. Every step in the sampling, extrusion, and trimming 
processes causes varying degrees of sample disturbance. Several approxi- 
mate techniques, however, are available that can be used to at least 
approximately account for disturbance. 

Index Properties 

The simple index tests, when properly interpreted, can give important 
information concerning the variability and past history of the deposit. 
Therefore, the liquid limit, plastic limit, and in-situ water content of the 
cohesive soils should be determined. A natural water content near the 
liquid limit indicates a normally consolidated soil; a water content near 
the plastic limit indicates preconsolidation. In general the soil should 
not be allowed to dry out before evaluating the water content and Atterberg 
limits. This index data, together with the shear strength characteristics 
(including sensitivity) of the cohesive layer(s) and standard penetration 
resistance or cone resistance of cohesionless layers should be summarized 
in the form of a boring log and index property profile as illustrated in 
Fig. 54. 

In slightly marginal very loose to firm cohesionless soils, vibro- 
floation, stone columns and dynamic consolidation may be design alternatives. 
If the silt content is greater than 15 percent, densification by vibrofloa- 
tion should not be considered. For such silty soils stone columns and 
dynamic consolidation would be design alternatives for slightly marginal 
sites. Therefore, for such sites where preliminary results indicate the 
silt content to be between about 10 and 25 percent, a relatively large number 
of grain size tests (washed through the No. 200 sieve) should be performed 
to aid in determining which improvement methods are feasible. Where cohe- 
sive soils are predominant, grain size tests should also be performed on the 
cohesionless seams and layers to aid in estimating the permeability of the 
strata. Horizontal permeability is important in estimating the time rate of 
consolidation of cohesive soils as discussed previously. 

Shear Strength of Cohesive Soil 

The undrained shear strength of the cohesive soil should be used for 
performing stability analyses during and at the end of construction of stone 
column supported structures. The field vane test is the best method for 
evaluating tile undrained shear strength of very soft to firm cohesive soils. 
The shenr strength obtained from field vane tests, however, should be cor- 
rected to reflect back calculated shear strengths as discussed subsequently 
in Chapter VII. The unconsolidated-undrained triaxial test, ,mconfined 
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compression test, and laboratory vane test can also be used to evaluate the 
strength of cohesive soils. The effects of sample disturbance on tube sam- 
ples can in many instances be reduced, at least when compared to the distur- 
bance affects on unconfined compression test results, by running an uncon- 
solidated-undrained test in a triaxial cell using a representative confining 
pressure. The unconsolidated-undrained triaxial test is therefore generally 
recommended over the unconfined compression test. A consolidated-undrained 
shear test can be used to evaluate the undrained strength in soils which 
normalize using the special technique described by Ladd and Foott [102]. 

For landslide problems, the long-term stability is usually most criti- 
cal. For this condition consolidated-undrained shear tests should be per- 
formed with pore pressures being measured during the test. 

Consolidation Test. The settlement characteristics of the cohesive soils 
should for convenience be performed in a one-dimensional consolidometer. 
Recommended details for performing the test so as to minimize sample dis- 
turbance have been given elsewhere [98]. In very soft to soft cohesive 
soils and peats, use of the one-dimensional consolidometer test may signi- 
ficantly 'underpredict the amount of vertical settlement due to lateral 
consolidation, bulging and spreading 1821. 

The consolidation test should be performed on a sufficient number of 
samples to establish a reasonably valid statistical variation of the settle- 
ment characteristics of the compressible layers. For many problems where 
stone columns are an alternative, the weak zone of most significance with 
respect to settlement will be reasonably well defined. The field vane shear 
strength may, however, vary from very soft to even firm within the stratum. 
The number of tests required depends upon a large number of factors related 
to the specifl.c project. As a very general guide a minimum of about 10 
consolidation tests should be performed in this layer. Fewer tests can be 
performed in less compressible strata, with the number of tests performed 
being related to the compressibility of the layer. 

In soft clays and organic soils secondary compression settlement can 
be as important as primary consolidation. Therefore the load must be left 
on the specimen past the primary consolidation phase for at least one log 
cycle of time to define the secondary compression characteristics. Secon- 
dary compression response need not be obtained for every load increment. 
Care should, however, be exer:ised to measure the secondary compression 
characteristics for the load increments near the stress ranges applicable 
to the particular problem. 

It is often common in practice to include all consolidometer settle- 
ment in developing e-logu plots. Such practice automatically lumps immediate 
and secondary settlement with primary consolidation settlement. In deve- 
loping e-logu curves for primary consolidation where time rate of settlement 
estimates and/or secondary settlement is of importance, the immediate and 
secoud;~ry xr'l tlements should not bc included when reducing data for e-logo 
plots. Ouly the prlrnary consolidation setl.lement shown in Fig. 55 should 
t,1* 1ISl.d ln clt~vc ItIp “8 tl~ct c-Logo relnt ixmsliip. I'or either embankment con- 
st rucl 1.011 or brfdg:c* foundation support immediate settlement should be 
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considered separately 1721. Inclusion of immediate and/or secondary settle- 
ment with primary consolidation settlement in developing e-loga curves 
introduces errors in the magnitude of primary settlement and subsequent 
estimations of time-rates of settlement. 

To obtain the correct COnSOlitiatiOn curve, each load increment must be 
left on until 100 percent of primary consolidation is achieved. If secondary 
compression settlement is of importance the load must be left on for at least 
one log cycle of time past the end of primary consolidation. The end of 
primary consolidation should be obtained using the Casagrande log-time 
method, while the beginning of primary consolidation can probably be best 
determined using the Taylor square root of time method [88]. These methods 
are described in standard soil mechanics references [88,98]. 

Time Rate of Settlement 

For embankment construction over marginal sites the selection of the 
best design alternative is qften, to a large extent, dependent upon the 
ability to reliably predict the time rate of consolidation settlement asso- 
ciated with'each alternative. A reliable estimate of the time rate of con- 
solidation depends upon accurately determining the location of the drainage 
layers and evaluating the in-situ coeffi'cient of vertical and horizontal 
consolidation, cv and cv . 

r 
The vertical coefficient of consolidation cv 

and vertical permeability kv are related as follows: 

C 
V 

= kv/ U,mv) (4%) 

where Y, i4 the unit weight of the pore water, and m, is the vertical coef- 
ficient of compressibility determined from the consolidation test. Likewise 
the horizontal coefficient of consolidation cv is related to the horizontal 
permeability kh by r 

C 
V = (kh/bvYw) = cv'kh/kv) 

r 
(49b) 

where all the terms have been previously defined. Hence, the coefficients 
of consolidation c and c 

V V 
can be easily evaluated using the above two 

r 

equations if the horizontal and vertical permeability is determined from 
field or laboratory tests. 

In many soils such as soft clays, peats, and organic clays in which 
stone columns may be constructed, the horizontal permeability is likely to 
be 3 to 10 or more times the vertical permeability. The greater permeability 
is caused by natural stratification, laminations and thin partings of per- 
meable soils. Reliably estimating the time rate of primary settlement in 
such soils is extremely difficult due to our inability to both identify 
effective drainage layers and evaluate the in-situ permeability of the strata. 
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Case History - Field Evaluation of Permeability 

A feeling for the problem of estimating the in-situ permeability of an 
anisotropic soil can be obtained by briefly reviewing a case history des- 
cribed by Casagrande and Poulos [99] comparing field and laborarory permea- 
bilities of a varved clay. The site, located on the New Jersey Turnpike, 
consisted of about 3 to 15 ft (0.9-4.6 UI) of sensitive, decomposed peat 
overlying 4 to 25 ft (1.2-7.6 m) of stiff varved clay having pockets of 
fine sand and organic silt. Below this, a 25 to 70 ft (7.6-21 m) stratum 
was encountered of soft to firm, sensitive varved clay extending down to a 
depth of about 100 ft (30 m). 

Field pumping tests were conducted using two 14 in (356 '&I) diameter 
wells, one constructed by jetting a pipe down, and the other by driving a 
closed end pipe. The wells were filled with sand and sealed at the top 
with a bentonite-sand mixture. An educator pump was located in the bottom 
of each well to lower the water. Piezometers and well points were used to 
measure pore pressures at distances of 15, 30 and 100 ft (5, 9, and 30 m) 
from the wells. Both falling head and rising head permeability tests were 
also carried out in the piezometers. Vertical and horizontal permeability 
was also measured in the laboratory on 2 in (51 mm) cube specimens trimmed 
from 3 in (76 mm) diameter tube siimples. The vertical and horizontal per- 
meability were obtained on the same sample by rotating it 90". 

. 
The results of these tests are summarized in Fig. 56. The pumping tests 

in the jetted holes gave horizontal permeabilities one to two orders of 
magnitude greater than the field piezometer and well point tests. The 
piezometer tests g?ve horizontal permeabilities equal to or greater than the 
laboratory tests which showed the lowest permeabilities. Due to dJstur- 
bance and smear effects, the driven well had a permeability 10 times lower 
than the jetted well. Also, permeabilities measured in jetted piezometers 
were 5 to 15 times greater than in driven piezometers. 

Permeability Evaluation 

On many projects, the evaluation of the vertical and radial coefficient 
of consolidation using laboratory test results will give an adequate indica- 
tion of the drainage characteristics. On a few projects, however, the time 
rate of consolidation will be critical with respect to selecting the most 
economical alternative which will perform satisfactorily. For such projects 
field permeability tests should be performed at some time after the initial 
subsurface investigation, when the critical nature of the consolidation 
characteristics of the strata become apparent. Field permeability tests 
are relatively expenskve being in the general range of $1,000 to $6,000. 

Laboratory Tests. -- Laboratory tests may indicate permeabilities one or two 
orders of magnitude less than field tests (Fig. 56). Of course, the larger 
the size specimen the better the results will be. The conventional one- 
dimensional consolidation test can be used to evaluate the vertical coef- 
ficient of consolidation and hence vertical permeability. Rowe [103] has 
shown, however, that the coefficient of consolidation obtained from conven- 
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FIGURE 56. COMPARISON OF LABORATORY AND FIELD PUMPING AND PIEZOMETER 
PERMEABILITY TEST RESULTS IN A VARIED CLAY [99]. 
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COLUMNS. 



tional consolidation tests performed on undisturbed samples taken parallel 
to laminations is dependent upon the thickness of the sample, and also the 
thickness, orientation and spacing of laminations. Therefore, consolidation 
tests are not suitable for evaluating the horizontal coefficient of consoli- 
dation (or permeability) of stratified soils. 

Laboratory permeability tests can, however, be used to measure both 
vertical and horizontal permeability. To obtain the most reliable estimate 
in the laboratory of the permeability ratio kh/kv, tests in the vertical and 
horizontal directions should be performed on the same specimen [99,102,104]. 
A cube specimen about 2.5 in (64 mm) on a side is carefully trimmed from a 
tube sample. The sample is then placed in a special permeameter [104], and 
a constant head test is perform&d in one direction. The specimen is then 
removed from the apparatus, rotated 90°, and the test repeated to obtain the 
permeability in the other direction. Effects of soil reconsolidation can 
be determined by repeating this test sequence. The disadvantage of this 
test is that a special testing apparatus must be constructed. Where per- 
meability ratios are frequently required for design the required equipment 
should either be constructed or purchased. 

For projects where developing new equipment or modif;ring existing 
apparatus is not justified, a conventional permeameter :ah be used. Separate 
vertical and horizontal samples are tested following this approach. Because 
of the significant scatter in permeability results, however, a reasonably 
large number of samples must be tested in both directions. For a laminated, 
soft glacial clay, Rowe [103] found that about 20 tests were necessary to 
give a mean value of permeability accurate to within about 10 percent. The 
number of required tests would vary considerably with the soil deposit. The 
general recommendation is given, however, that at least 5 and preferably 10 
tests he performed in each direction; the variability of results should then 
be analyzed statistically to determine if additional tests are required. 

Field Tests. A general assessment of field methods of evaluating permeabi- 
lity is given in Table 5. Pumping tests are the most reliable method for 
evaluating the in-situ permeability, particularly for soils having aniso- 
tropic characteristics, or erratic or complex profiles [93]. Other field 
methods may give permeabilities less than the field value, by as much as one 
or two orders of magnitude. Therefore, where an accurate estimate before 
construction of the time rate of settlement is critical for the success of 
the project, field pumping tests should be conducted. The wells used to 
pump from should be at least 12 in. (305 mm) in diameter. Piezometers 
located&in a line should be used to monitor the drawdown. Where ground- 
water flow is occurring one row of piezometers should be placed parallel and 
one row perpendicular to the direction of groundwater movement (931. 

Where less reliable estimates of permeability are acceptable field 
piezometers and well point tests are often used. For ease of operation and 
reasonably good results, well point piezometers can be used in fine sands 
and silts having permeabilities greater than about lo-' cm/set. For permea- 
bilities'less than this, piezometers should be used, even in soils having 
more permeable laminations and seams. An excellent discussion of the 
ndvanCages and disadvantages of various piecometrrs IUS been given rlsrrhrte 
[loo]. 
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TABLE 5. EVALUATION OF FIELD TEST METHODS FOR DETERMINING PERMEABILITY [loo]. 
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tiu 

(3) PLrortor tip puohed loto 
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ualad. cuin8 wichdraum/ 
ut up in pushin tip; Danger of 
hydraulic fracture 
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All piezometer or well holes should be either jetted, which most closely 
simulates the conventional construction of a stone column, or else augered. 
Driving should not be permitted because disturbance significantly reducer; the 
horizontal permeability, as observed by Casagrande and Poulos 1991. After 
advancing, the hole should be thoroughly cleaned by flushing with water 
before installation of the observation system. In performing field tests 
air may come out of the solution if the temperature of the added water is 
greater than that of the groundwater. Formation of air bubbles will block 
the flow of water and can cause an important reduction in measured permea- 
bility. 

GEOTECHNICAL REPORT 

A complete geotechnical report should be prepared documenting the sub- 
surface,conditions, laboratory testing, and design phases. This report 
should include all field test results (test boring logs, vane shear test 
results, field permeability test results, etc.) and also all laboratory 
test results. Generalized profiles of the site should g.lso be presented in 
the report. 1 

Frequently critical dimensions, column loads, and etc. are changed 
several times before the final design is complete without the geotechnical 
engineer always being informed of these changes. To document the condition 
for which the design is valid, critical assumptions in the design should be 
clearly spelled out such as fill geometry, fill weights, construction rates, 
column loads, general subsurface conditions, stone column opsciqg, diameter, 
etc. 

Finally, the geotechnical design engineer should maintain good communi- 
cation with field personnel during the construction phase to insure that 
what was envisioned during design is actually achieved in the field. Fro- 
quent site inspections should also be made by the geotechnical engineer 
during construction. Poor communication between the designer and field 
personnel has frequently resulted in serious probknS. 

FIELD INSTRUMENTATION 

Field instrumentation in stone column installations is used to monitor 
the construction phase to insure satisfactory performance, as well as to 
extend current knowledge of the behavior of scone columns for use In future 
designs. At the present time, only a few stone column projects have been 
well instrumented and the results published [27,63,71). The Jourdan Road 
Terminal Project 1711 undoubtedly i s the most extensively instrumented, and 
can be used as a guide for future instrumentation. Specific instrumentation 
should be selected considering the (1) job requirements, (2) available 
p?rsollllel, (3) overall rellnhility aud pert'ormsrucr history of the equipwrrrt, 
;iull (4) genvrn I ~*~Nllpl exl C)’ of rc{uiplllrll t . All u.iccllalt discussion uf 
geotrclullcill instrumentarlon hiJs bccu p,rs~uted elsewnere [105]. 



Instrumentation for Performance Monitoring 

The level of field instrumentation required to insure adequate perfor- 
mance where stone columns are used to improve marginal sites is dependent 
upon the conservatism used in the design. For a conservative design only 
a minimal amount of instrumentation is required. Designs using low factors 
of safety, which is frequently the case for embankments, require the use of 
more extensive field instrumentation. An important need also exists for 
additional field response data to verify and improve present design methods. 

Bridge Pier. Fig. 57 illustrates a modest field instrumentation program that 
could be used to monitor the performance of a bridge pier foundation. For a 
bridge pier or abutment foundation, settlement is the most important variable 
defining performance. The settlement points placed on each of the four 
corners of the footing give both total settlement and tilt, giving an indi- 
cation of overall footing performance. Useful settlement information is 
also obtained from inductance coils (or other devices) to define the magni- 
tude of settlement in each strata, and the time rate of settlement history. 
Inclinometers (not shown in the figure) could be used to indicate the amount 
of lateral bulge occurring under the loading. Lateral bulging which can be 
important in soft clays and organics, is not considered in one-dimensional 
consolidation theory and results in larger settlements. If the weaker 
strata are firm and organics are not present, the inclinometers are not 
necessary; this in general should be the case for bridge pier foundations. 
Lateral spreading, however, would be more important for abutments'constructed 
on soft to firm clays, and the use of inclinometers wauld give important 
information for this application. 

Embankments. Fig. 58 shows an instrumented embankment where stone columns 
have been used to improve the site. For this problem, stability of the 
embankment is the most important consideration. The shear strength of the 
underlying soil increases with an Increase in effective stress as the soil 
consolidates. Since effective stress is equal to total s,tress minus pore 
water pressure, the pore pressure and its change with titie is of critical 
importance. Piezometers are therefore located in the vicinity of the poten- 
tial critical failure circl.es. Note that wick drains have been used on the 
interior of the stone column stabilized zone to speed pore pressure dissi- 
pation in that area. Inclinometers give important information concerning 
the magnitude and location of lateral movement of the foundation and aid in 
assessing impending failure of the embankment. The inclinometers are placed 
just inside the edge of the toe where spreading is likely to be greatest. 
The inclinometers could be supplemented by toe stakes (Fig. 58) and also by 
"poor man's" inclinometers. "Poor man" inclinometers consist of a casing 
through which a prohe is either lowered or pulled up from the bottom. The 
probe .i.s desi.gned so that the occurrence of important lateral movement will 
prevent tllc probe from advancing further. 

ScttJcmellt plates and settlement stakes are used to monitor fill 
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settlement. Pressure cells should also be placed in and between the stone 
columns. The information obtained concerning stress concentration would 
be valuable in performing a stability analysis. Placement of pressure cells 
at depth would also be of great use in stability analyses, but are difficult 
to install and may give questionable results. 

As the cohesive soil consolidates, pore pressures and time rate of 
settlement are of primary concern. An increase in rate of settlement as a 
function of time indicates potential stability problems. Therefore the 
settlement plates and settlement stakes should be frequently monitored and 
a plot maintained of settlement as a function of time. Lateral spreading 
should also be monitored using the inclinometers and toe stakes which are 
simple but quite effective. Piezometers should be located between the stone 
columns bounding the potential failure plane location. No lateral movement 
theoretically occurs under the centerline of the embankment. Therefore the 
inclinometers should be located near the toe. 

Summary. The amount of instrumentation required depends upon the subsurface 
conditions and the safety factor used in design. The type instrumentation 
used should depend upon the experience and ability of field personnel and 
available equipment. In general, a simple to operate piece of instrumenta- 
tion which has a proven record should be selected rather than a more sophis- 
ticated instrument which would be more likely to cause problems. To obtain 
sufficient reliable information, duplication of instrumentation is a neces- 
sity. 

SUMMARY 

A thorough subsurface investigation and evaluation of geotechnical pro- 
perties is essential for the design of stone columns, and the selection of 
the most suitable design alternative. The potential for use of stone columns 
and other possible design alternatives should be identified as early as pos- 
sible during the subsurface investigation so that the exploration and 
testing program can be tailored to the specific design alternatives. 

For sites underlain by very soft to firm cohesive soils, field vane 
shear testing is recommended. If either stone columns or densification 
techniques such as vibrofloation are being considered as an alternative for 
improving loose to firm silty sands, a sufficient number of washed grain 
size tests should be performed to accurately define the variation in silt 
content. Other special considerations for stone columns include identifying 
organic and peat layers, and evaluating the in-situ horizontal permeability 
of the compressible strata. Test pits are recommended in peat layers. 

Field permeability tests should be performed where a reliable estimate 
of the time rate of settlement is required for the success of the prcject 
or for comparisons of different design alternatives. Field permeability 
tests would not, however, be required on routine projects. To minimize 
smear effects, well points, wells, and piezometers should be installed by 
jetting if the vibro-replacement method of stone column construction is to 
be used. 
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The evaluation of the permeability characteristics of a stratum is at 
best diFfi.cult to both perform and interpret; a high degree of accuracy 
should not be expected from any method. Field pumping tests give the most 
reliable estimate of the in-situ permeability. Laboratory permeability 
tests may underestimate the actual permeability under unfavorable condi- 
tions by as much as a factor of 5 to 10. Laboratory consolidation tests 
should not be performed to evaluate horizontal permeability. 

Finally, every opportunity should be taken to instrument stune colutrm 
improved ground to permit developing both improved methods of design and a 
better understanding of their behavior. 



CHAPTER V 

FIELD INSPECTION AND GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

Insuring proper construction of stone columns in the field is a very 
important but often neglected aspect. Thorough field surveillance by both 
the owner and contractor is essential in the construction of stone columns. 
Further, good communication should be maintained at all times between the 
inspection personnel, contractor, project engineer and the designer. This 
chapter considers just the construction and inspection of vibro-replacement 
stone columns which are the only type used to date within the United States. 
Further, the aspects of construction monitoring are directed towards the 
use of electrically powered vibrators, which have been the only type unit 
used in the United States to date. 

STONE COLUMN IIJSPECTION 

Stone column construction in the past has usually been considered by 
owners and designers a somewhat "mysterious" operation, with the inspector 
often having only a general idea of proper construction sequence and 
technique. The general construction of stone columns by the vibro- 
replacement and other techniques is discussed in detail in Chapter II. Ill 
this section, a summary is first given of important stone column 
construction/inspection aspects. This summary is followed by a detailed 
guide suitable for use by field personnel for the inspection of stone 
column construction. 

Summary of Important Construction Aspects 

1. Inspection records should be carefully analyzed for differences in 
times from one column to the next to both construct the hole and the stone 
column. Any significant differences may indicate (1) A change in construc- 
tion technique, (2) a change in soil properti.es, or (3) collapse of the hole. 
If changes are found, determine immediately the probable cause. 

Vwring coti&m..tion in au&t gmund the pmbe should be le6.t in Xhe 
hole 2 LlaR tinm and k.mge quan;tities a 6 WZ&JK ubed Xo h&p itime I 1) 
a-ta.btiy o 6 Xhe hole and (2 1 a dean Atine colwnn due fo the mmoval 04 
&ines and okganicw. An average of approximately 3,000 to 4,000 gal./hr. 
(11-15 m3/hr) of water should be used during construc.;i,n; more water is 
required during jetting of the hole, with the quantit? of water decreasing 
cs tltct column comes up. . 
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3. The initial construction of a strong base at the bottom of the stone 
column is important to insure proper performance. Therefore, additional 
penetrations of the probe are desirable together with extra care in construc- 
tion during compaction of the first several increments of stone column 
backfill. When stone is first dumped down the hole some of it will probably 
penetrate into the soft clay surrounding the hole near the surface. There- 
fore, the diameter of the column at the base will not be as large as calcu- 
lations indicate. 

4. 
immediate 

The occwMence ob unexpected peat laycm dhoutd be bmugkt .to the 
Non 06 -the p/Laje& engines and the designa. The presence 

of peat layers has been found to cause problems in the performance and con- 
struction of stone coluems. As a rule-of-thumb, the thickness of a peat 
layer should be no greater than the diameter of the column. If a peat layer 
is encountered of thickness greater than the stone column diameter, two 
probes can be fastened together to construit a large diameter stone column. 

5. If organics such as peat are encountered caution should be exer- 
cised to flush this material out of the hole; extra flushings are necessary 
to assure proper removal of the peat. These extra flushings may enlarge the 
diameter of the hole in the peat and increase the stone take in this area. 
The stone column should be built as rapidly as possible in peat, silts and. 
sensitive soils. 

6. If localized areas of very soft soils are encountered, it may he 
desirable to use a coarse gradation such as Alternate No. 2 given in the 
Guide Specifications if rapid construction does not solve the problem. 

7. Stone may “hang up” in the hole before it gets to the bottom. To 
prevent this and to clean out any soil which may have been knocked loose, 
the probe should be lifted and dropped (stroked) 6 to 10 ft. (2 to 3 m) 
several times after the stone has been added. Note: If the hole collapses 
while the probe has been lifted, the probe will not return to the correct 
depth. Also the probe should not be lifted completely out of the hole during 
stroking. 

8. When the power consumed by the vibrator motor reaches the speci- 
fied value, this primarily means that good contact exists between the probe 
and the stone. Reaching the specified power consumption alone is therefore 
not a complete guarantee construction is satisfactory hrd a high density has 
been achieved; it does not eliminate the need for carcf’lly watching the 
entire construction sequence. Power consumption as dcf ned by alIlIwter 
reading is, however, 

7 
a useful field control that can de continuously moni- 

tored. Also it tends to keep the operator alert and encourages him to do 
a conscientious job. 

9. In constructing stone columns in sand getting the required ampere 
draw on the motor is usually no problem; in soft clays it can be. The crane 
operator can build up misleadingly large amp readlngs by dumping excessive 
quantities of stone into the hole, and then quickly dropping the probe. 
Such a practice should not be permitted. 

10. In general larger horsepower vibrators require more amps either in 
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the unloaded (free standing) position or loaded as they construct a stone 
column. For example, one 175 horsepower vibrator draws 130 amps in the 
unloaded condition. Obviously a specification requirement of, say, 80 amps 
which has been often used in the past has no meaning for the very large 
horsepower vibrators now coming into use. Therefore, the recommendation is 
given subsequently in the specifications section to use as a minimum the 
free standing amp reading plus at least 40 additional amps during construc- 
tion of the column. Further, a total amp reading of less than 80 should 
probably not be permitted to insure minimum equipment capability. 

11. AA an imp0tin.t aupp&menX to the ammetfa ading, cahe&.Uy watch 
$he amount 06 /repene.tmZion 06 -the ph.obe a@m Atine Herb been added .to the 
hole. The ,@& tepene&.a-tLon dhoutd etiend &tough tie n&y placed b-tone, 
with leb4 penWon occwching on aucce?ldive mpenetrutionb. Some engineers 
feel good repenetration is even more important than the ammeter reading. 

Inspection Guidelines for Stone Column Construction - 

A discussion of critical terms in inspecting stone columns was given in 
the preceding section. The following checklist serves as a general guide 
for inspection personnel to systematically monitor stone column construction 

Construction of stone columns requires special equipment and technical 
expertise. Construction of stone columns should only be undertaken by con- 
tractors experienced in this type work. 

I. VIBRO-REPLACEMENT INSTALLATION EQUIPMENT: 

The following items are to be checked or noted: 

1. Type of vibro-replacement equipment as specified in contract 
2. Vibrator Characteristics 

a. Diameter of vibrator barrel (in /mm) 
b. Diameter of vibrator including stabilizing fins (in /mm) 
c. Length of vibrator and follower tubes (ft /m) 
d. Horsepower 
e. Amplitude of free vibration (mm) 
f. Frequency of vibration (rpm) 

iI 
Eccentric moment 
Jets. 

0) Number and location of jets 
(ii) Inside diameter of jets 

3. Water Supply to Vibrator 

a . Pump type and capacity 
b . Supply line type and inside diameter 
C. Cenc?&l condition oF w:ILcr supply line (condition of hoses, 

lC?ilk:i, COl~Stricti~JIlS, c-tc.) 

d. QU;IIIL I Cy of WillC*r used per Incur 
1: . 0~crat lng prc:inurc 



II. CRUSHED STONE: 

The following items are to be periodically checked as provided for 
in the specifications or as considered necessary: 

1. Contamination of the stone as it comes from the supplier including 
weak aggregate, sand, organics, or other deleterious materials. 

2. Gradation of the stone and other applicable requirements as set 
forth in the specifications. 

3. General contamination of the stone due to the method of stock- 
piling and moving it on site. 

,111. SAND WORKING PLATFORM: 

The follcwing items are to be periodically checked as provided for 
in the specifications or as considered necessary in the field: 

4 
1. Sand working platform thickness 
2. Gradation of sand 
3. Construction of the platform should be conducted so as to cause 

a minimum amount of disturbance to the underlying soils. For 
example, the working platform should be constructed by pushing 
the sand out onto the soft soil from the completed platform using 
light equipment. 

4. If a geotextile is r;squired below the sand blanket it should meet 
specifications inchding Wari typa (nylnn, p~lywNar. pNy- 
propylene, polyethylene, etc.), manufacturing process (woven, 
nonwoven, heat bonded, needle punched, etc.), material weight and 
strength. 

IV. ULBRATION FOR QUANTITY OF STONE: 

To permit estimating the in-situ diameter of the stone column after 
construction the following data is required: 

1. Determine the maximum and minimum density of the stone following 
ASTM Method C29 before stone column construction begins. 

2. Determine the volume of the bucket to be used to place the aggre- 
gate in the jetted stone column hole. The bucket volume can be 
determined from the manufacturers' literature or by filling it 
with a known quantity of water or loose aggregate. 

V. STONE COLUMN INSTALLATION: 

The following items should be checked or noted during the installation 
of each stone column: 



1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 
13. 

14. 

Record the stone column number, ahd the date and time installa- 
tion begins. 
Record the time required to form the hole. 
Record the stone column length and bottom tip elevation. 
Observe after jetting that the hole is properly flushed out before 
the stone is placed. The hole is flushed out by raising and drop- 
ping the vibrator at least 10 ft (3 m) as provided in the speci- 
fications. 
Observe that the vibrator is left in the hole during placement 
of the stone. 
Observe during stone placement that a good upward flow 
(3000-4000 gph, or 11-15 m3/hr average) of water is maintained at 
all times to avoid possible collapse of the hole.' The upward flow 
is provided by keeping the jets running on the sides of the 
vibrator. 
Observe that after the stone is dumped down the hole the vibrator 
is lifted and dropped (stroked) a short distance (6 to 10 ft, or 
2-3 m) several times to insure the stone reaches the bottom and 
does not arch across the hole; the vibrator should not be com- 
pletely removed from the hole during stroking. 
Estimate the lift thickness placed being sure it conforms with 
specifications. 
Observe that the vibrator goes through the recently placed iift 
of stone during the first penetration; additional repenetrations 
should have smaller penetration depths into the lift. 
The specified reading on the ammeter should be developed during 
the construction of each lift. A continuous' record of the ammeter 
redding may be made by the contractor. Thir: record should be 
periodically checked to be sure the equipmer,t:operntor is satis- 
fying the ammeter specification. 
Record the total number of buckets of stone required to construct 
each stone column. Also, keeping a record of the number of buckets 
placed in selected lengths of column (and hence the quantity of 
stone used per unit length) permits estimating the approximate 
diameter of the stone column as a function of depth. Determining 
the variation of stone column diameter with depth is desirable 
to obtain an indication of possible problem strata and the physi- 
cal mechanics of the construction process. Therefore, for most 
jobs the detailed records necessary to define the variation of 
diameter with depth should be kept during installation of at least 
the first few stone columns and for selected columns thereafter. 
If problems arc anticipated during installation of subsequent 
columns, detailed records of stone consumption should be kept for 
each stone column. 
Record the total time required to construct each stone column. 
Carefully observe each stone column after construction and mea- 
sure the diameter. (Note: Because of low overburden pressure and 
erosion, the diameter at the surface is generally larger than the 
average diameter.) 
Note any unusual phenomenon during or after construction; for 
example, the subsidence of a stone column, excessive times 
required to form the hole or construct the stone column, or the 
presence of undcrgound obstructions. The occurrence of any of 



these problems or other unusual events should be immediately called 
to the attention of the project engineer. 

15. Note the technique, equipment and adequacy af the method used to 
penetrate any obstructions. 

16. Call the presence of natural gas or unusual odors to the immediate 
attention of the project engineer and the contractor. 

17. Record general comments concerning the adequacy of the overall 
construction process including flushing the hole, keeping the 
probe in the hole during stone placement and maintaining upward 
flow of water, repenetrating the stone and achieving the specified 
ammeter reading. Any continuing problems should be brought to the 
attention of the project engineer and the designer. 

VI. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Periodically inspect the site to insure the plans and specifications 
are being met with regard to all environmental requirements and 
restrictions including any siltation ponds, straw or fabric silt 
barriers, and general disposal of the effluent from the construction 
project. Immediately inform the project engineer of any problems 
with meeting environmental site requirements. 

VII. GENERAL RECORDS 

The inspector should keep up to date the following records: 

1. A table summarizing the project status including: stone column 
number, date of conatructfan, qtone coluay\ lieqath, warsp dia- 
meter, diameter at the surface, total quantity of stone used, 
total construction time, time to jet,hole, and time to place 
and densify stone column. 

2. A plan of the stone columns shoving as a minimum the location 
and number of each stone column, date completed, total quantity 
of stone used and total construction time. Each completed stoue 
column should be colored in red on the drawing. 

3. Maintain a record on a weekly basis indicating the general 
adequacy of the environmental controls and construction progress 
of the project. Also, periodically take photographs for a per- 
manent record of the site showing the condition of the site with 
respect to enviromental considerations, equipraent, and any 
special features. 

STONE COLUMN SPECIFICATIONS 

A review was made of a number of specifications used on past projects 
for the construction of stone columns [106]. Specifications of this type 
can be written to follow either of the following two extremes or can be 
somewhere in between: 
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1. Detailed specifications completely defining each step of the 
construction process such as the Alaska Specifications or the 
Kavala Specifications 11061. 

2. End result specifications which require the Specialty contractor 
to improve the site to, for example, support a certain design 
bearing pressure or not exceed a specified settlement; the 
Vancouver Specifications [lo63 are an example of this extreme. 

Unless trial stone columns have been constructed beforehand, giving 
too much detail in the specifications is probably not the best approach 
in most instances. Under these conditions the Specialty contractor should 
have some latitude in the equipment used, and details of the construction 
operation. On the other hand, for ground improvement projects utilizing 
stone columns designed by the owner or his representative, specifying an end 
result, considering the many uncertainties associated with stone column con- 
struction, would not be appropriate either. The specifications given are 
intended as a general guide for stone column projects where end result 
specifications are not used. These specifications indicate generally 
accepted construction practices. The guide: ~peti.@a.tioti cshoutd be modi- 
@ed ab necesaany to meet .Xhe special heqtiement~ ofi each p’ra ject and the 
phieobophy 06 tie duigneh. Only qualified Specialist contractors should be 
selected to perform stone column work. 

GUIDE SPECZF7CATlONS FOR STONE COLUMNS 

A. GENERAL 

Ground improvement shall be performed by constructing stone columns 
formed by deep vibratory compaction using imported crushed stone (or gravel). 
The principal items of work included in these specifications arel: I 

1. Construction of stone columns, complete in-place including layout. 
2. Furnishing crushed stone (or gravel) as required for the stone 

columns. 
3. Furnishing equipment, electrical power, water and any other neces- 

sary items for stone column installation. 
4. Control and disposal of surface water resulting from stone column 

construction operations. 
5. Construction of sand (or stone) working platform and necessary 

access to site (this may be included under another contract). 
6. Construction and removal of silt settling ponds or similar 

facilities as required, and the regrading of,tllo site as required. 
7. Stockpiling and disposal of silt from the si;c if necessary. 
8. Load testing of stone columns as specified. I 

The installation of all stone columns under the contract shall be the 
responsibility of one Specialist contractor. No part of the contract may 

lSite clearing and grading are not included. 



sub-let without prior approval of the EngineerI. The Specialist contractor 
shall furnish all supervision, labor, equipment, materials and related 
engineering services necessary to perform all subsurface ground improvement 
work. 

The Specialist contractor shall state in his bid the type and number of 
vibroflots and his general method of operation including construction 
schedule. 

B. REQUIREMENTS OF REGULATORY AGENCIES 

Prevention of Nuisance. The Specialist contractor shall comply with 
all laws, ordinances, and other regulatory requirements governing the work 
including those pertaining to the prevention of nuisance to the public and 
adjoining property owners by noise, impact, vibration, dust, dirt, water, 
and other causes. The contractor shall immediately discontinue any con- 
struction or transportation method that creates any such nuisance, and per- 
form the work by suitable lawful methods at no extra cost to the owner. 

Disposal of Water. The Specialist contractor shall (1) meet all appli- 
cable laws and regulations concerning surface runoff, siltation, pollution 
and general disposal of the effluent from the construction of the stone 
columns and general site work. 
swales, banks,ldams, 

(2) Construct and relocate temporary ditches, 
and similar facilities as necessary to control the flow 

of surface water during the work. Remove them when no longer required, and 
regrade the affected areas for acceptable drainage as specified for site 
grading. (3) Construct silt settling ponds as required in locations indi- 
cated or approved. Ensure that earth banks and water control devices are 
safely designed and prevent inadvertent diachar’ge into wqtsrcouraea off the 
site. Stockpile and dispose of all silt as approved by the Engineer. (4) 
Remove settling ponds and other structures when no longer required and 
regrade the areas for acceptable drainage as specified for site grading. 

C. MATERIALS 

The Specialist contractor shall notify the Engineer in writing of 
proposed sources for rock and sand at least 14 days before importation 
operations begin. This material will be sampled at the source and tested 
by the Owner/Engineer to determine compliance with the requirements speci- 
fied. The rock and sand shall be brought to the site only after receiving 
written authorization from the Owner. 

Stone. The crushed stone (gravel) for column backfill shall be clnan, 
hard, unweathered stone free from organics, trash, or other deleterious 
materials. When subjected to the magnesium sulfate soundness test (ASTN 
C88), the percent weight loss shall be not more than 15 percent. When 
tested according to ASTM Cl31 the crushed stone (gravel) shall have maximum 
loss of 45 percent at 5000 revolutions. The gradation shall conform to 

lThe Engineer is used throughout the specifications to indicate the desig- 
nated representative of the owner. 
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the following for the vibro-replacement processl: 

____ - --- -- 
Sieve . 
Size Alternate No. 1 Alternate No. 2 Alternate No. 3 Alternate No. 4 

(ins.) Percent Passing Percent Passing Percent Passing Percent Passing 

4 
3.5 
3.0 
2.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.0 

0.75 
0.50 

90-100 

40-90 100 

2 
O-10 
o-5 

100 
go-100 

25-100 100 
65-100 

O-60 
20-100 

O-10 10-55 
o-5 o-5 

The Owner shall furnish laboratory test results obtained by him or his 
designated representative for the following tests: 

(a) Gradation in accordance with AASHTO T-27. . 
(b) Specific Gravity in accordance with ASTM Cl27 
(c) Density of loose stone in accordance with ASTM C29. 
(d) Density of compacted stone in accordance with ASTM C29. 

A new series of tests may be performed for each 2000 tons, or as required by 
the Engineer, of stone or sand furnished from each source. 

Sand. The sand used for the working platform shall be hard, natural 
or manufactured sand free from organics, trash or other deleterious m;lterinls. 
The sand shall be well-graded, contain less than 15 percent passing tltc! 
Number 200 sieve, and have a mean diameter oE at least 0.2 mm. 

Approval of Stone and Sand. Both the crushed stone (gravel) and sand 
source shall be approved in writing by the Engineer before it is imported 
to the site. 

Water. Fresh, brackish, or sea water or any combination, free of all 
substances deleterious to the work may be used. 

lIn general, Alternate No. 1 or No. 2 gradation is recommended. For very 
soft organic zones, Alternate NO. 2 and rapid construction shou1.d bc tried; 
if this does not work use Alternate No. 3. Alternate No. 2 or No. 4 c:;ln 
be used if a large topsLze aggregate is not available. A specific gr;rdti- 
tion should be sc*lccted by the Owner :Incl written into the specific;~t:ions 
tJilS‘X, (JII Site CXJlldi LiOlM ;111d iIv;ki Iilblc! stone gradations. 



D. EQUIPMENT AND METHODS 

At the beginning of the projectl, test stone columns shall be installed 
at locations designated by the Engineer, for the purpose of establishing 
quality control procedures. 

Vibrator. Stone columns shall be installed by jetting, using vibratory 
probes 14 to 19 in (360-480 mm) in diameter (not including the fins). The 
vibrator shall have an eccentric mass located in the lower part of the probe 
which shall be capable of developing the required vibration characteristics 
at a frequency of 1600 to 3000 rpm. The vibrator shall be driven by a motor 
having at least a 60 hp2 rating that is capable of developing a minimum cen- 
trifugal force, in starting, of 15 tons gyrating about a vertical axis. 
The minimum double amplitude (peak to peak measurement) of the probe tip 
shall be not less than ten (10) mm in the horizontal direction when the probe 
is in a free suspended position. Note: These rather general requirements 
on the vibrator are satisfied by most available probes; field tests are 
needed to define the best vibrator for stone column construction. 

Installation. The construction technique and probe shall be capable 
of producing and/or complying with the following: 

1. Produce approximately circular holes. 

2. The probe and follower tubes shall be of sufficient length to 
reach the elevations shown on the plans. The probe, used in com- 
bination with the flow rate and available pressure to the tip jet, 
shall be capable of penetrating to the required tip elevation. 
Preboring of stiff lenses, layers or strata is permitted. 

3. The probe shall have visible external markings at one (1) foot 
increments to enable measurement of penetration and repenetra- 
tion depths. 

4. Provide for supplying to the tip of the probe a sufficient quantity 
of washwater to widen the probe hole to a diameter at least 12 in 
(305 mm) greater than the probe to allow adequate space for stone 
backfill placement around the probe. The flow of water from the 
bottom jet shall be maintained at all times during backfilling to 
prevent caving or collapse of the hole and to form a clean stone 
column. An average flow of 3000 to 4000 gph (11-15 m3/hr) of 
water shall be maintained throughout construction. The flow rate 
will generally be greater as the hole is jetted in, and decrease 
as the stone column comes up. 

lRefer to Chapter VII for a discussion of load testing. 

2Several competent contractors believe that for stone column construction in 
weak soils the horsepower, centrifugal force, and vibration amplitude are 
less important than in the densification of sand. They feel more relaxed 
specifications can therefore be used for :;tone column construction than for 
sand densification. 
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5. After forming the hole, the vibrator shall be lifted up a minimum 
of 10 ft (3 m), dropped at least twice to flush the hole out. The 
probe shall not, however, 6e completely removed from the hole. 

6. Form the column by adding stone to fill the hole in 24 to 48 in 
(0.61-1.22 m) lifts. Compact the stone aggregate in each lift 
by repenetrating it at least twice with the horizontally vibrating 
probe so as to densify and force the stone rz.dially into the sur- 
rounding in-situ soil. The stone in each inerement shall be 
repenetrated a sufficient number of times to develop a minimum 
ammeter reading on the motor of at least 40 amps more than the 
free-standing (unloaded) ampere draw on the motorl,but no less 
than 80 amps total. 

7. Stone columns shall be installed so that each completed column 
will be continuous throughout its length. 

During construction, if the stone columns are consistently over or under 
the average effective diameter2 of feet, as defined in Section E, and the 
workmanship and material have been consistent with those used in previously 
acceptable work, this may indicate that the soil conditions have changed 
from those encountered during the earlier work. The Contractor shall cease 
operations in the immediate area of work and notify the Engineer. The 
Engineer will make a determination of whether it is necessary and the extent 
to which it is necessary, to adjust the pattern and spacing. 

, Erosion of Working Platform. If erosion of upper granular working plat- 
form material occurs, the depressions shall be backfilled with sand which 
meets the specification for the working platform. Such bnckfilling shall be 
at the Contractor's expense. 

The working surface shall be cleaned at the completion of the stone 
column construction of all unsuitable materials washed up from the stone 
column holes. Such unsuitable materials include clay or silt lumps, wood 
fragments or other organic matter. If, in the opinion of the Engineer, 
these materials create "soft spots" or zones of compressibility or weakness 
in connection with the placement of overlying embankment materials, these 
unsuitable materials shall be disposed of in a manner approved by the 
Engineer. 

Workmanship. The Engineer's determination of the quality and adequacy 
of workmanship employed in installation of the stone columns in the various 
areas will include consideration of the Contractor's consistent UZ+C of the 
same procedures, methods, and construction performance rates as those used 
in installing initially acceptable stone columns. 

lRefer to the section on Stone Column Inspection in this chapter for a dis- 
cussion of the limitations of using ampere reading to control construction. 

2The diameter of the constructed stone c'olumn varies with many factors 
including construct Ion cquipmenL, technique and also the site conditions; 
refer co Cllapter VII. 
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E. TOLERANCES 

Location. No vibration center or stone column shall be more than 4 in 
(100 mm) (10 in or 250 mm for embankment stabilization work) off its cor- 
rect center location at the working platform level as shown on the approved 
plans, except as specified in Section F. The axis of the stone column shall 
not be inclined from the vertical by more than 2 in in 10 ft (50 mm in 3 m) 
as indicated by the tilt of vibrator and follower tubes. 

For any group of 50 consecutively installed stone columns, the average 
diameter over its length shall not be less than feet, and not more than 
one stone column in this group shall have an average effective diameter over 
its length of less than 90 percent of the average diameter for the group. 
If the columns do not meet the above requirements then the installation 
operation must be adjusted to produce the specified diameters or, if 
approved by the Engineer, the stone column spacing decreased at the 
Specialists contractor's expense to give the same percentage of area improved 
with stone columns. 

During construction, if the stone columns are consistently over or 
under an average effective diameter of feet and the workmanship and 
material have been consistent with thoseused in previously acceptable work, 
the Engineer may direct to change the operation as the soil conditions may 
have changed. 

The average effective stone column diameter shall Se calculated using 
the inplace density of the stone and the weight of stone used to fill the 
hole. For calculation of constructed column diameter, th,e inplace density 
shall be assumed to be equal to 80 percent of the relative density deter- 
mined by using the loose and compacted densities of the stone as specified 
in Section C. 1 The weight of stone required to construct the stone column 
shall be based on the equivalent number of full buckets dumped down the hole 
and the loose stone density determined in Section C. 

F. OBSTRUCTIONS 

A 15 in (380 mm) maximum horizontal deviation from indicated column 
location will be allowed without prior authorization from the Engineer when 
an obstruction is encountered; the presence of any obstruction shall be 
reported to the Engineer and described in the records. When a deviation 
greater than 15 in (380 mm) is caused by an obstruction, the contractor 
shall stop work, move to another compaction point and immediately notify the 
Engineer. The Engineer may at his option authorize one or several of the 
following: (1) position the compaction point a short distance away from 
the original position, (2) additional compaction points to bridge the 
obstruction, (3) remove the obstruction, replace removed soils, and again 
jet the column hole in the indicated location or (4) perform other removal 
or relocation operations. The owner will pay the Contractor for authorized 

lA better approach would be to use the measured inplace density of the stone 
column. At the present time data is not available on the variation of 
density with depth within the stone column. 
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work to remove obstructions or for performing directed relocation opera- 
tions, except shifting the compaction point, based on accepted contract 
unit prices. 

G. CONSTRUCTION RECORDS 

The contractor shall provide competent and qualified personnel to 
continuously observe and furnish to the Engineer recorded logs of the fol- 
lowing data to be obtained during column installation: 

1. Stone column reference number 

2. Elevation of top and bottcm of each stone column. 

3. Number of buckets of stone backfili in each stone column. 

4. Vibrator power consumption during penetration of vibrator, and 
vibrator power consumption during compaction of stone column. The 
date and column identification shall be written on each record. 
Note: A continuous graphical record is desirable of the amperage 
draw of the vibroflot motor during the construction of each stone 
column. Such records should be maintained where more than one 
vibrator is to be used with a single inspector, or where one vibra- 
tor is used without full-time inspection. 

5. Time to penetrate and time to form each stone column. 

6. Details of obstructions, delays and any unusual ground conditions. 

The Owner shall furnish a full-time inspector 
struction. 

to obserye stone column con- 
I 

The recorded logs of the above information signed by the Specialist 
contractor's representative and the Owner's inspector shall be submitted to 
the Engineer each week. 

The stationing, top elevation, limits, pattern, spacing and approximate 
depths for the stone column work are shown on the plans. The Contractor 
shall prepare construction drawings showing specific stone column locations, 
identification number, and estimated depth oE compaction points. These 
drawings are'to be submitted to the Engineer for approval in accordance with 
contract requirements. During progress of work these drawings are to be 
annotated to show the compaction points completed each day. 

At the end of the ground treatment work, a report shall be prepared by 
the Specialist contractor and submitted to the Owner giving details of the 
plant and methods used, production rates, and the performance of the site 
during treatment, together with all load test results and calculations based 
on the data obtained during the stone column construction. 



H. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT 

The accepted quantity of stone columns, including test columns, will 
be measured in total linear feet of all columns complete inplace. Measure- 
ment will be from the bottom of each column to the elevation given on the 
drawings. Measurement of each column will be to thenearest one foot (300 
=I - 

I. BASIS OF PAYMENT 

The contractor will be paid a .lump sum amount For set-up and removal 
cost for mobilization of facilities and equipment for stone column produc- 
tion. In addition, stone columns will be p,iid for at the contract unit 
price per linear foot. A unit price should be given for each possible stone 
column spacing. The above payments shall constitute full compensation for 
development of stone column holes; for furnishing and placing aggregate; For 
providing records, logs, and reports; and for providing all labor, supervi- 
sion, tools, equipment, materials and incidentals necessary to complete the 
work. Load tests shall be conducted on a lump sum basis for each test as 
specified by the engineer. Note: The sand blanket working piatform 
material and placement is normally a separate pay item. 

SHORT-TERM LOAD TESTS 

Load tests will not be required on all stone column projects. A guide 
specification is given in this section describing a vertical, short-term 
(undrained) load test. Where settlement is of primar). concern, a long-term 
(drained) vertical load test is required. Both vertir:a& and direct aheur 
load tests are discussed in Chapter VII. 

The contractor shall furnish all required concrete slabs, weights, 
equipment, gages, and instrumentation for the tests. The test method shall 
be in accordance with the following: 

1. Definition 

A preliminary stone column shall be a stone column installed prior 
to the construction of the working stone colusms to establish that ti~c 
system the Specialist contractor proposes to use and the proposed 
centers of the stone columns satisfy the requirements of the specifi- 
cations. A non-working stone column shall be a stone colurm installed 
during the period of the installation of the working stone columns to 
verify the predicted capacity of a working stone coluum. The pre- 
liminary and non-working stone columns shall be of the same dimensions 
and materials, and constructed with the same plant and in the same 
manner as the working stone columns. The dimensions and lengths of 
individual preliminary stone columns and non-working stone columns shall 
hc as :lpprovc*tl by the Hnp.ineer. Preliminary and non-working stone 
t.01 umns sh;ll I Iw pa.1 Id For ins specified in the contract. 
No~c!: IkpWd i II): IlpJll thC ]JrtJ j C’C:t , lc~ild tests may he performed UpOIl 

tltc working slonc columns. 



2. Test Program 

The specified contract rates shall.include supplying all necessary 
labor, materials, plant, and equipment necessary (1) to construct the 
stone columns, (2) t o apply the test load, and (3) to measure the 
deflection under load, all in the prescribed manner. Details for con- 
ducting the tests as described in the specifications shall be submit- 
ted for approval by the Engineer before installation of the test stone 
columns. 

3. Equipment 

a. Capacity of Load Test Equipment. The test equipment shall be 
capable of safe applicatian of.three times the calculated working 
load for preliminary tests on non-working individual stone columns, 
and one and a half times the calculated working load in the case of 
individual stone columns required for the work. 

b. Reactions for Load Tests --- 

(1) Deadweight. If deadweight is used to provide the reaction 
for the hydraulic jack, it shall be supported on a suitable 
platform to allow safe access to the loading and measuring 
equipment at all times. The nearest edge of the platform 
supports shall be at least 10 ft (3 m) from the periphery 
of the stone column. 

(2) Reaction Piles. If texision piles are used to provide the 
reaction for the hydraulic jack, these piles shall not be 
closer to the stone column than 10 ft (3 II). Under- 
reamed tension piles will not be permitted. 

C. Load Measurement. The test load shall be ipplied vertical and 
concentrfc to the stone calm by means of a hydraulic jack with a 
pump of capacity meeting test requirements. The applied load 
shall be measured by an approved load cell or proving ring cali- 
brated in divisions not exceeding 2 percent of the maximum load to 
be applied. A certificate of calibration for the load cell or 
proving ring, obtained within one month prior to the test, shall 
be provided. 

d. Deflection Measurement. Observations of vertical deflection 
of the head of the stone column shall be made with a minimum number 
of three dial gages having a 2 in (50 mm) travel and graduated 
in 0.001 in (0.025 mm) divisions. The tips of the stems of the 
dial gages shall rest on machined metal or glass securely bedded 
on the head of the concrete load footing. 

Metal blocks 1 in (25 mm) thick 10.001 in (-0.025 mm) with sur- 
face ground, parallel !jurfaces shall be provided to obtain con- 
tinuity in extending the range of the gages. Two of the dial gages 
sh;lll be posi~ionrd dinrnctrlcally opposite each other, at equal 
distances rrom ttu? center oC Lhc stone column; lhe tltird shall be 
at r lght ongLc,s to thrr other t'wo ncnr the cdgc of the footing. 



The readings shall be referenced to two rigid steel beams the 
ends of which shall be fixed to reliable steel supports. The 
supports shall penetrate not less than 10 ft (3 m) below the 
ground surface, and shall be located not closer than 10 ft 
(3 m) from the center of the test stone column, away from the 
influence of the reaction system. 

The elevation of the steel supports of the reference beams 
and the deflection of the stone column shall be verified with 
a precise surveyor's level with reference to a permanent 
benchmark. The leveling instrument and level rod shall be 
capable of providing direct readitigs to an accuracy of 0.001 
ft (0.30 mm). 

e. Protection of Measuring Equipwnt. The measuring equip- 
ment shall be protected throughout the period of the test 
.against adverse effects of rain, sun, frost, vibration, and 
other disturbances that may affect its reliability. Tempera- 
ture readings shall be taken at mximum intervals of one hour 
throughout the test period. 

4. 

a. First Load Application - Working Stone Column (Maintained_ 
Load Test). The test load shall be applied to the stone 

column in increments equivalent to 20 percent of the calculated 
working load until the working load is attained. Each load incre- 
ment shall be maintained for 15 minutes before the next increment 
is added. The calculated working load shall be maintained for a 
minimum of 12 hours thereafter and/or until the rate of settlement 
does not exceed 0.002 in (0.05 mm) per hour. 

Unloading shall then take place in five equal decrements with 
each intermediate lqad being maintained for a minimum period of 
fifteen minutes. 

Zero load, at the end of the cycle of unloadin', shall be main- 
tained for a minimum of four hours and/or unti f the rate of 
recovery does not exceed 0.002 in (0.15 mn) per hour. 

'I'hc elevation of the rigid steel beam supports shall be verified 
by precise surveyor's l.cvcl wiLh reference to the permanent 
bench-mrk before the commenccmcnt of the load test and at zero 

-e-_-.--e -.- 
IThe number and type (preliminary, Iton-working or working stone column) of 
load tests shall be given in the specifications. 
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load at the termination of the test. 

b. Second Load Application - Working Stone Column (Maintained 
Load Test). In the second load cycle the same load increments 

as before shall be applied to a maximum load equivalent to 1.5 
times the calculated working load. Each load increment shall be 
maintained for 15 minutes before adding the next increment. The 
nraximum load shall be maintained for a minimum of 12 hours there- 
after and/or until the rate of settlement does not exceed 0.002 
in (0.05 mm) per hour. 

Unloading shall then take place in six approximately equal decre- 
ments with each intermediate unloading decrement being maintained 
for a minimum period of fifteen minutes. Zero load, at the end 
of the cycle of unloading, shall be maintained for a minimum of 
four hours, and/or until the rate of recovery does not exceed 
0.002 in (0.05 mm) per hour. 

The elevation of the rigid steel beam supports shall be verified 
by precise surveyor's level with reference to the permanent bench- 
mark before the commencement of th.e load test and at zero load at 
the termination of the test. , 

C. Non-Working Stone Column and Preliminary Test Stone Columns. 
On completion of the maintained load test (first load application) 
on a non-working or a preliminary stone column, each load incre- 
ment shall be maintained for 15 minutes before the next increment 
is added. The same load incremnt as in (a) above shall be used. 
Stone column settlement shall be measured at each increment, with 
the test being continued until failure or the specified load is 
attained. 

Unloading shall be in at least five approximately equal decrements. 
Each unloading decrement shall be maintained for a minimum OF fif- 
teen minutes. The elevation of the rigid beam supports shall be 
verified before the commencement of the load test and at zero 
load at the termination of the test. 

5. Notification, Supervision, Reports 

The period between the construction of a stone column and the 
commencement of the application of the test loads shall be at least 24 
hours. The contractor shall g;ve at least 48 hours notice of the 
commencement of each load test to the Engineer. 

The Contractor shall keep the test under con:inuous and competent 
supervision to the satisfaction of the Engineer. All necessary facili- 
ties shall be provided to enable the Engineer to verify readings during 
the progress of the test. The Contractor shall sehd to the Engineer 
within one week oE the compJetioll of each test Cbur copies of n3L 
records and results in graphical Form. This information shall include 
;I load deflection curve! plol.tecl LO sc:nlcs so HIS to approximately fiJ.l 
;I standard size p;~gll. 
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SUMMARY 

The construction phase of ground improvement work using stone columns 
is even more important than for conventional foundations. Therefore a compe- 
tent contractor is necessary who is paid a fair price for his work. Also, 
full-time inspection by a qualified engineer, geologist or senior technician 
is very important. Finally,good communication should be maintained between 
the inspector, project engineer, designer, and contractor. Periodically the 
designer should inspect the project whether problems have been encountered 
or not. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SELECTED STONE. COLUMN CASE HISTORIES- 

INTRODUCTION 

Five case histories are given in this chapter to illustrate selected 
applications of stone columns. The first two case histories show how stone 
columns were used together with a Reinforced Earth retaining wall. The third 
case history illustrates the use of stone columns to support an embankment. 
The fourth case history shows how stone columns were used to improve both 
the resistance to liquefaction and the ability of the soil to carry founda- 
tion loads. Finally, an applrcation of rigid stone columns is described at 
a site where conventional stone columns cannot be used due to the presence 
of a peat lpyc,lr at the surface. 

HIGHWAY FILL/REINFORCED EARTH WALL 

Clark Fork Highway runs along the edge of Lake Pend Oreille in Idaho. 
Because of the presence of loose sandy silt lake deposits that dip steeply 
towards the lake (Fig. 59), a conventional embankment fill was not feasible 
due to an inadequate safety factor with respect to sliding [lo]. The sandy 
silt present at the site had an average measured shear strength of about 300 
psf (14 kN/m2) with an angle of internal friction of 29". For stability 
analyses the sandy silt was assumed to have a shear strength of 150 psf 
(7 kN/m2) and 23". This reduced shear strength was used because of the 
high frequency of sample loss, and low standard penetration resistances 
encountered during the subsurface investigation. 

Earlier, during construction of another portion of the embankment, 
30,000 yd3 (23,000 m3) of material slid into the lake. Therefore, stability 
of this final segment of the embankment war3 of great concern. A conventional 
embankment (without Reinforced Earth or stone columns) had a calculated 
safety factor of 0.9 to 1.22 with respect to a stability failure. Use of 
Reinforced Earth (without stone columns) permitted a vertical face on the 
lake side which greatly reduced the weight of the fill. As a result the 
safety factor increased to between 1.25 and 1.4. Supporting the Reinforced 
Earth embankment on stone columns further increased the safety factor to 
1.36 at the most critical section; this level of improvement was considered 
acceptable. 

The final design consisted oE a 25 ft (7.6 m) fill and Reinforced Earth 
wall supported on stone column improved ground as shown in Fig. 59. On this 
project 851 stone columns were constructed on a 7.0 t'i (2 m), equilateral 
trianguLar grid. The average stone column length was 42 ft (12.8 m), and 
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FIGURE 59. TYPICAL PROFILE OF STONE COLUMNS AND 25 FT HIGH REINFORCED 
EARTH RETAINING WALi - CLARK FORK HIGHWAY [lo]. 

-- 
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FIGURE 60. SUBSU'RFACE CONDITIONS AND REINFORCED EARTH WALL AT ROUEN, 
FRANCE 1631. 
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the average diameter was estimated from the volume of stone used to be about 
3.3 ft (1 m). The gradation of the stone used in the columns is given in 
Table 6. A 5 ft (1.5 m) free board above low pool level in the lake was 
provided by constructing a granular blanket working platform. The safety 
factor of the working platform was only 1.1 in the critical section. There- 
fore, the platform and stone columns were constructed in 50 ft (15 m) seg- 
ments. The stone for the platform was end dumped from the shoreline towards 
the lake, with stone column construction being carried out in the same direc- 
tion. . . 

The project was completed in 27 working days using four rigs. Inclino- 
meters and piezometers were installed and monitored to verify stability 
during and after constructi+. Approximately 20 percent of the loose sandy 
silt was replaced by stone in the stabilized zone (i.e., a, = 0.20). The 
total inplace cost in 1975 of the 35,638 lineal ft (10,870 m) of stone 
columns required to stabilize the sandy silt was $8.10/ft ($26.60/m). 
Another design alternative was to support the roadway on a bridge structure. 
The bridge structure, however, was estimated to cost a little more than two 
times the Reinforced Earth-stone column support scheme used. 

APPROACH FILL/REINFORCED EARTH ABUTMENT 

A 28 ft (8.5 m) high approach fill and Reinforced Earth abutment wall 
was Constructed over a soft clay improved using stone columns along the 
River Seine at Rouen, France [631. The site consisted of about 36 ft (11 
m) of soft clay having an 8 ft (4.5 m) peat layer sandwiched within it at a 
depth of 15 ft (4.5 m) as illustrated in Fig. 60. The shear strength of the 
soil varied from about 300 to 1000 psf (15-50 kN/n?). 

Stone columns having a diameter of about 3.3 Et (1 m) were constructed 
on a square grid. Along the edge of the embankment a stone column spacing 
of 8 ft (2.4 m) was used; the spacing was reduced to 5.6 ft (1.7 m) at 

&nterior locations adjacent to the edge. Only sand drains were used on the 
very interior of the fill. The location and variable spacing used for the 
stone columns and sand drains are shown in Fig. 61. Approximately 17 per- 
cent and 33 percent of the weak soil was replaced by stone in the improved 
areas for the 8 ft (2.4 m) and 5.6 ft (1.7 m) spacing, respectively.., 
The columns, approximately 11 m in length, were backfilled with a granular 
material composed of 70 percent ballast and 30 percent'ungraded sand (Table 
6) l 

A safety factor of 2.0 was used in analyzing the embankment stability. 
Because of the high strength of the Reinforced Earth, failure circles through 
it were not considered possible. Also, the strength of the embankment was 
neglected to consider the possibility of tension cracks. 

'We project was well instrumented with hydraulic ptezometers and Glotzl 
pressure cells oriented horizontally and vertfcally and also settlement gages. 
The total surface settlement was 16 to 20 in (4110-500 mm). Most of the 
settlement occurred in the upper 22 ft (6.8 m) of the deposit, being most 
pronounced in the relatively strong, yet compressible peat layer. Also, the 
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TABLE 6. GRADATIONS OF STONE USED IN SELECTED STONE 
COLUMN PROJECTS. 

Project 

:le& fork, 
t&h@ 

hn, 
Prbnca 

~~~ 
Crsdatton 

Percent Pessln8 by Weight 
, 

3 in 2-l/2 in 1 in. 0.5 in No. 40 
(76 -1 (64 -1 (25 k) (13 ml (0.4 m) 

90-100 I/ 40-90(2) - o-10(2) - 

-100 -w -3s -12 

100 6S-79(l) 1-S - 

85-100 96-97 2-2s O-2 
9S~loo 86-9) 26-40 11-23 Go 

NOt88: 1. This site rsnge parus the l.S ln sieve. 
2. At Clark TOtk 40-90 hrcont paaud rh 2 in @ieve aad 

O-10 percent pesud the 0.7s In slew. 
3. Unit Convumlon8: 1 In. - 21.4 1. 
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stone column and adjacent soil underwent about the same amount of settle- 
ment. Approximately 80 percent of the total settlement that occurred during 
the 7 month monitoring period developed within the first 3 weeks, and 50 
percent of the excess pore pressure dissipated within the first month fol- 
lowing loading. The stress in the stone columnswas found to be approxi- 
mately 2.5 to 2.7 times the stress in the surrounding compressible soil. 

INTERCHANGE EMBANKMENT FILL 

Portions of an embankment fill for interchange ramps were supported on 
stone columns at Hampton, Virginia [27]. Important factors in deciding to 
reinforce the ground with stone columns included (1) strict environmental 
constraints, (2) the presence of Newmarket Creek immediately adjacent to the 
interchange ramp, and (3) achieving acceptable post-construction settlements 
without delaying the project. Stone dolumns were selected over (1) excava- 
tion and replacement and (2) surcharging due primarily to environmental and 
economic. considerations. 

Fill heights in the areas reinforced with stone columns were up to 35 
ft (10.7 m). The subsurface conditions in the vicinity of the stone column 
supported ramps consisted of 10 to 16 ft (3-5 m) of erratic, very soft 
brown silts with sand and very soft to firm, dark gray and blue clays with 
very thin seams of fine sand and silt as illustrated in Fig. 62. This 
stratum was underlain by loose to very firm clayey and silty sands, fine to 
medium sands, and fine sandy clays. The median values of shear strength in 
the upper 10 to 16 ft. (3-5 m), 
to 600 psf (24-29 kN/mZ), 

as determined by field vane tests, were 500 
while the median value for the softer zones was 

about 380 psf (18 kN/m'). The lowest two values absented at the site were 
1.80 and 200 psf (8.6-9.6 kN/m*). 

To permit working over the very soft marsh, a 3 ft (0.9 m) sand working 
platform was first constructed. The stone columns were about 20 ft (6 m) 
in length and back-calculated to have about a 3.6 ft (1.1 m) diameter. The 
stone columns were carried down into the underlying sands. An equilateral 
triangular stone column pattern was used; spacing varied from 6 to 8 ft 
(1.8-2.4 m). Approximately 18 to 33 percent of the soil was replaced with 
stone. A 2.5 in (64 mm) maximum size crushed stone was used having the 
gradation showr in Table 6. Stone columns were placed beneath the width of 
the fill along.the ramp adjacent to Newmarket Creek within the limits defined 
by a 60' angle sloping outward from the break in the shoulder. Instrumenta- 
tion installed in the embankments placed on the stone column improved ground 
included inclinometers and settlement plates. 

To evaluate the use of stone columns at the site before final embank- 
ment design, vertical load tests were conducted on a single column 
(undrained) End also a large group of stone columns (drained). A total of 
45 stoue columns were constructed in the group load test area; 23 stone 
columns wcre!bencnth and immediately adjacent to the loaded area. The large 
group was lugded using 401 tons of dead load consisting of precast concrete 
slabs. 'l'hl? uct loading at tht? c~riginal ground surface was 2400 psf (115 
kN/n?). TIILH 1o0dL11g was applictd in Li4 hours at which time the settlement 
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of the center of the group was 3.1 in (79 mm); total settlement after 130 
days was about 11 in (300 mm). Since piezometers and load cells were used 
to monitor the load tests. The stress in the stone column at the ground 
surface was found to vary from about 2.9 to 2.4 times the stress in the 
adjacent clay. 

SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT-LIQUEFACTION 

Stone columns were used to support a large sewage treatment facility at 
Santa Barbara, California [30,81]. One important design consideration was 
liquefaction due to seismic activity in the area. Stone columns were 
selected over (1) excavation and replacement and (2) driven piles largely 
because of the favorable results of a series of vertical and lateral load 
tests. The stone columns served the purposes of improving the site to 
withstand an earthquake having a maximum horizontal acceleration of 0.25 g, 
and also providing an acceptable vertical load-deformation response when 
loaded by the sewage treatment facility. Since construction, the plant has 
safely resisted an earthquake having approximately the design acceleration. 

The site was generally underlain by recent estuarine deposits of soft 
to firm clays and silts, and loose silty sands and clayey sands (Fig. 63). 
Most of the sandy soils had more than 20 percent passing the No. 200 sieve. 
The sewage treatment plant was constructed using approximately 280,000 ft 
(85,000 m) of stone columns. The design load was 30 tons per column; 
apparently the assumption was made that no load was carried by the tributary 
soil. Each column penetrated the recent estaurine deposits into older 
marine soils; lengths varied from 30 to 49 ft (9-15 m). A 1 to 3 ft (0.3- 
0.9 m) thick distribution blanket of compacted sandy gravel &as used to 
transfer structural loads to the stone columns, and act as a drainage blan- 
ket. The thickness of the blanket was varied with the stone column spacing. 

The stone column diameters ranged from 2.7 to 4 ft (0.8-1.2 m) aver- 
aging 3.5 ft (1.07 m). A triangular pattern of stone columns was used. 
The pattern and spacing varied from a 7 ft (2.1 m) equilateral triangle 
to a 4 ft by 5 ft (1.2 by 1.5 m) isosceles triangular pattern depending 
upon the subsurface conditions. The closer spaced grid was used In areas 
of loose clean sand. About 13 to 32 percent of the soil was replaced by 
stone. 

The stone columns were constructed using both a crushed and uncrushed 
gravel which was angular to well-rounded. When delivered to the site the 
stone varied from 0.5 to 3 in (13-76 mm) in size as shown in Table 6. After 
construction of a column, however, the gradation was found to be consider- 
ably finer with 11 to 23 percent passing the 0.5 in (13 mm) sieve, and 3 to 
10 percent passing the No. 40 sie\*e (Table 6). The finer gradation resulted 
from native sand being deposited within the stone column during construction; 
this phenomenon has been observed at other sites where sand is present. 

Twenty eight vertical load tests and direct shear tests on two stone 
columns were conducted at the sire. The results of two vertical load tests 
ore shown in Yig. 64. I.oad was ;tpp.lled through a circular concrete footing, 
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having a total area equal to that tributary to the stone column. Tests were 
generally conducted to 1.3 to 1.5 times the design load. Most of the stone 
columns deflected less than the specified 0.25 in (6 mm) design criterion 
under the design load of 30 tons. In areas where a column failed the load 
test, another load test was performed after constructing additional stone 
columns. 

The ground treatment program was designed to insure ground stability 
during an earthquake causing a maximum horizontal acceleration of 0.25 g. 
One assumption used in design was that all of the shear force due to the 
earthquake would be transmitted through the stone columns, with the sur- 
rounding soil contributing no shear resistance. For this condition the 
safety factor (S.F.) with respect to horizontal shear was evaluated using 
the expression 

f 

S.F. = 
S 

“h l OS 

where: T 
S 

= shear stress in rhe stone column that can be mobilized 
(Idetermined from field direct shear test results at the applied 
111ormal stress a,'acting on the column) 

a,4 i Ior zontal earthquake design acceleration coefficient 
CT 

S 
= normal stress acting on the stone column 

Using the above approach a safety factor was calculated of 3.3. Another 
design assumption was that the soil and stone column both contributed shear 
resistance during an earthquake. The corresponding composite shear resis- 
tance os was obtained from the results of a direct shear test performed 
in the field on the combined soil-stone column material present within the 
tributary area (i.e., unit cell). For this condition the safety factor was 
found to be 3.4. The final design assumption was that the vertical earth- 
quake acceleration equaled the horizontal design acceleration of 0.25 g. 
A vertical upward acceleration of 0.25 g effectively reduces the vertical 
weight and hence stress by 25 percent. Considering a 0.25 g vertical upward 
acceleration, a safety factor of 2.5 and 2.9 was calculated for the pre- 
viously discussed conditions of no soil strength and full soil strength, 
respectively. Apparently, the condition of a vertical downward acceleration 
of 0.25 g was not considered. The earthquake analyses described above did 
not consider the loss of strength in the g:ranular materials that might occur 
due to build-up in the pore pressure during the cyclic earthquake loading. 
Likewise, possible strength loss in the cohesive soils during cyclic loading 
was not considered. 

Only a few relatively clean sands were encountered at the site that 
would be highly susceptible to liquefaction. A relatively clean silty sand 
of this type was found in Test Boring DH-D (Fig. 63) at a depth of approxi- 
mately 25 ft (8 m). Standard penetration test results indicated that aft‘ir 
stone column construction the reJative density of this material was increa ?d 
to greater than 92 percent. Sands having relative densities of this msgni- 
tude are considered not to be susceptible to liquefaction. Stone column' 
spacings wcrc selected using relative density within the unit cell as one 
criterion. 



EMBANKMENT FILL - RIGID STONE COLUMNS 

Rigid stone columns were used to support a 25 ft (7.6 m) high embank- 
ment fill for a high speed railway near Munich, Germany [125]. Because of 
the presence of a thick peat layer conventional stone columns were not feasi- 
ble. The embankment was constructed immediately adjacent to an existing 
railway embankment as a result of construction of the Rhine-Main-Danube 
Canal and highway interchanI;e (Fig. 65). 

A typical boring log from the site is shown in Fig. 66. The ground- 
water table at the site was near the surface. A 1 to 15 ft (0.3-4.6 m) 
thick layer of very soft peat having a shear strength of only 100 psf 
(5 kN/m2) was encountered at the surface over most of the site. Alternating 
strata of soft silts and firm clays were found beneath the peat to the boring 
termination depth of 50 ft (15 m). A very loose gravel layer 5 to more 
than 10 ft (1.5-3 m) in thickness was frequently present at a depth of 6 to 
15 ft (2 to 81.7 m). 

Originaliy, removal and replacement of the peat was planned to increase 
stab:lity and reduce long-term settlement of the embankment. This alterna- 
tive'involved constructing a temporary sheet pile wall along the edge of the 
existing adjacent embankment for support during peat removal. The sheet 
pile wall was to be tied back into the existing embankment. Use of rigid 
stone columns offered the following advantages over replacement: (1) the 
sheet pile wall was not required, (2) embankment fill quantities and 
working area were reduced since the peat was not reaY)ved, (3) construction 
time was decreased, and (4) rigid stone columns offered an economic advan- 
tage over replacement. 

To stabilize the site, 866 rigid stone columns were constructed using 
the bottom feed type system previously described in Chapter II. The rigid 
columns were carried down through the loose gravel strata and terminated in 
the stiff clay at an average depth of 21 ft (6.5 m). The design load on 
each rigid stone column was 45 tons with the measured ultimate load being 
greater than 130 tons (Fig. 67). The rigid colunms varied from 20 to 22 in 
(510-560 nxn) in diameter. An equilateral triangular pattern of columns was 
used with the spacing varying from 5.2 to 7.2 ft (1.6-2.2 m). Each rigid 
column had a total tributary area of 30 to 42 ft* (2.8-3.9 m2) depending 
upon the embankment height. The corresponding area replacement ratios as 
varied from 0.06 to 0.08, which is much less than usually used for conven- 
tional stone columns. Reported settlement of the embankment was less than 
0.25 in (6 nan). 

The rigid stone columns were constructed using a ready mix concrete 
which was pumped to the bottom of the hole through the small feeder pipe 
attached to the outside of the main vibrator tube. The feeder pipe was 
approximately 4.75 in (120 mm) in diameter. The concrete had a maximum 
aggregate size of 1.25 in (32 mm), and an unconfined compressive strength 
of 5,000 psi (34,000 kN/m2). Afterpushing the probe to the final elevation 
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FIGURE 65. EMBANKMENT SECTION AT MUNICH, GERMANY - RIGID STONE 
COLUMNS ti251. 

(Note: 1 ksf - 47.9 kN/.') 

FIGURE 66. TYPICAL SOIL PROFILE AT MUNICH, GERMANY - RIGID STONE 
COLUMNS r1251. 
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FIGURE 67. VERTICAL LOAD-SETTLEMENT RESPONSE OF RIGID STONE 
COLUMN AT MUNICH, GERMANY [1251* 
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with the vibrator running, the tubes were lifted about 1 ft (0.3 m). 
Enough concrete was then pumped into the bottom to fill this space, and the 
concrete was repenetrated by the vibrator. The tube was slowly and con- 
tinuously withdrawn (with the vibrator running) as concrete was pumped into 
the hole left by the tube. Running the vibrator as the tube was withdrawn 
densified the concrete and pushed it into the surrounding soil. A rigid 
column constructed in this way is quite similar to a conventional cast-in- 
place concrete or auger cast pile. Conventional piles, however, are not 
subjected to the high level of vibration that a rigid stone column under- 
goes. 

A l-to-2 ft (0.3-0.6 m) thick granular blanket was placed over the 
rigid columns. A fabric layer having a tensile strength of 1 to 2 tons/ft 
(3-6 tons/m) was laid at the interface between the granular blanket and the 
embankment to resist horizontal embankment forces. Use of a granular blan- 
ket and fabric over rigid stone columns is a common practice in Germany. 

SUMMARY 

Five selected case histories were briefly described of applications 
of stone columns. A careful study of such case histories provides valuable 
insight into the present state-of-the-art of stone column practices 
including the utilization of distribution blankets, load tests, field moni- 
toring, and performance and design features such as stone column diameter, 
spacing, area replacement ratio, and design-load. The stone gradations 
used in most of these projects are summarized in Table 6. Of interest is 
the finding that the gradation of a stone column may be significantly finer 
after construction at sites where native sand is present in the strata 
penetrated by the stone columns. 
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CHAPTER VII 

SYNTHESIS OF RE!WLTS-DESIGN OF STONE COLUMNS 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this chapter is to synthesize the results of this study 
from the design viewpoint. In practice the design of stone columns for 
ultimate capacity is to a large extent empirical; for settlement the design 
is, to varying degrees, less empirical. Specific state-of-the-art design 
recommendations are given for bearing capacity, settlement and stability 
analyses. Bridge bent and abutment design using stone column improved 
ground is also discussed. These design recommendations give a rational 
basis upon which to evaluate stone columns. Theoretical results, of course, 
should always be supplemented by past experience and sound engineering 
judgement. Certainly much theoretical research and particularly field veri- 
fication remains to be done. 

STRESS CONCENTRATION 

Stress concentration due to an overburden load above the stone column 
causes an increase in shear strength in the column, and reduction in settle- 
ment in the surrounding soil. Stress concentration occurs because the stone 
column is considerably stiffer than the surrounding soil. Since the deflec- 
tion in the two materials is approximately the same, from equilibrium con- 
siderations the stress in the stiffer stone column must be greater than the 
stress in the surrounding soil. The assumption of equal deflection is 
frequently referred to as an equal strain assumption, for example, in time 
rate of consolidation theory. Both field measurements made by Vautrain (63) 
and the finite element analyses conducted as a part of this study indicate 
the equal strait assumption is realistic. 

The stress concentration factor n is the ratio of the average stress in 
the stone column us to the stress uc in the soil within the area tributary 
to the column (@ig. 14~). The stone column and tributary area comprise the 
unit cell. Equations (8a) and (8b) are used to calculate the average stress 
in the tributary soil and stone column, respectively. S*e64. wncentrration 
in a vmy hpoW wncep$ u&.&h accounX6 604 mu& 04 the berre&iciae edbed 
06 improving ma@.&& ghound with &tone CO&WA. For comparative purposes 
the influence of the stress concentration factor on the stress in the soil 
and stone can be easily determined using Fig. 68. 
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Field Measurement 

The stress concentration factor n is dependent upon a number of vari- 
ables including the relative stiffness between the two materials, length of 
the stone column, area ratio and the characteristics.of the granular blanket 
placed over the stone column. Values of stress concentration measured in 
field and laboratory studies are summarized in Table 7. Measured values of 
stress concentration have generally been between 2.5 and 5.0. The stress 
concentration factor measured in 4 of the 5 studies was either approxi- 
mately constant or increased with time as consolidation occurred. Theory 
indicates the concentration factor should increase with time [57]. Since 
secondary settlement in reinforced cohesive soils is greater than in the 
stone column, the long-term stress concentration in the stone column should 
be no less than at the end of primary settlement. Field measurements for 
sand compaction piles at four sites in Japan [24] indicated stress concen- 
tration probably decreased with depth, but remained greater than 3.0 at 
the sites studied. . 

ULTIMATE BEARING CAPACITY OF STONE COLUMNS 

In determining the ultimate bearing capacity of a stone column or a 
stone column group, the possible modes of failure should be considered as 
illustrated in Ffgs. 5, 9, and 12. Particular caution should be given to 
avoiding local bulging failures due to very weak, potentially organic, layers 
of limited thickness (Fig. 12). Bulging would have a great effect upon 
settlement; bulging would also be of concern with respect to stability. Use 
of a bulging analysis for a single column to predict group behavior gives 
admittedly an approximate solution which may be conservative. A discussion 
of the failure modes and theory for calculating the ultimate bearing capa- 
city of stone columns was given in Chapter III. 

Design 

The rational prediction of the bearing capacity of stone column groups 
loaded by eitlier a rigid foundation or a flexible load due for example to an 
embarkment is',still in the developmental stage. As a result, past experi- 
ence and good.engineering judgement should be used in addition to theory 
when selecting a design stone column load. 

Single Column Analysis. Frequently the ultimate capacity of a stone column 
group is predicted by estimating the capacity of a single column and multl- 
plying that capacity by the number of columns in the group. Small scale 
model studies using a rigid footing indicate this approach is probably 
slightly conservative for soft cohesive soils. The bearing capacity of an 
isolated stone column or a stone column located within a group can be 
expressed in terms of an ultimate stress applied over the stone column: 

9 ult = cN 
C 
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TABLE 7. OBSERVED STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS IN STONE COLUMNS (1) < 

Type 
Teat 

Dcrign Location 
strcor TiD2 Stone Cal. 

Concentration . Length 
Subsurface 

Variation 
II of n (ft) Conditions 

&bat&meat Square Grid Rouen , 2.8 (avg.) Approx . 22-26 Soft clay: c-400-600psf 

;: :*:,fb 
Praace- Constant 
Vautrain 

aa - 0.25 (631 

Load Tear; Triaqular Hampton, 3.0 (initial) Decreasing 20.5 Very soft and soft silt 
45 stone Grid; Virginia- 2.6 (final) and clay with sand; 
colume S-5.8 ft. Coughnour , 

D-4.0 ftp) et al 1271 
c - 200-800 psf 

06’r20’ I / l .ro.43 
Tart Fill Triaugular Jourdan 2.6-2.4 (init.) Increasing 65 Very soft clay with 
14 8tone Grid; Road 4.0-4.5 (final) organics, rllt and sand 
colums(‘1 ;- ; ;; ft Terminal, lenses; loose clayey 

- . New Orleans, rend; ST ft sandy clay. 
a/O.26 La. I711 

hbank- a =O.l- 
mnto l 0.3 

2.5-8.5 Increaeeo Variable Japanese Very soft ar.d roft 
Studiea - 4.9 (average) sediments 
Sand compa - 
tlon piles 151 
Aboshi, at 
al [24) 

Uodel 
Toat 

a -0.07-.1 GaTech Model 1.5 - 5.0 Constant to Variable Soft Clay; n appears to 
DC 1.14 in Teats; Unit Slightly 

Call; Sand Increasing 
increase with as 

c01uM 

Notes: 1. Vertical atress measured just below load except Vhere indicated otherwise. 
2. The diameter and area ratio as are based on a stone density of 105 pcf (16.5kN/m3). 
3. Eight sdditlonal stone coiumoe were installed in the uing ualle. 
4. Hearured at the end of the 15 week consolidation period. 
5. Strcro concentration measured at 12 sites; at 4 sites stress concentrations were 

measured at depths of 10 to 49 ft 
6. Unit Conversions: 1 ft * 0.305 a; 1 in. 0 25.4 sm; 1 p;f - 4?.9 N/r2. 



where: : ult = ultimate stress which the stone column can carry 

c = undrained shear strength of the surrounding, cohesive soil 

"N = bearing capacity factor for the stone column (18? 3, "i_ 22) 

The ultimate bearing capacity of the tributary soil can be taken as 5c with 
an upper limit of p,a. In evaluating x from field test results stress con- 
centration should be considered using e&ation (8). 

Cavity expansion theory shows that the ultimate capacity and hence ac 
is dependent upon the compressibility of the soil surrounding the stone 
column. Hence soile having organics, for example, would be expected to have 
a smaller value of N compared to better soils. For soils having a reason- 
ably high init al stgffness an N of 22 is recommended; for soils with low 
stiffness, an f of 18 is recommgnded. Low stiffness soils would include 
peats, organic zohesive soils and very soft clays with plasticity indices 
greater than 30. High stiffness so;Lls would,,,include inorganic soft to stiff 
clays and silts. The recommended values of Nc are based on a back-analysis 
of field test results (Chapter III, Fig. 49). In this analysis the strength 
of both the soil and stone column was included. 

Mitchell [67] recommends using an ?Jc of 25 for vibroreplacement stone 
columns. Datye, et al. [73] recommend using 25 to 30 for vibroreplacement 
columns, 45 to 50 for cased, rammed stone columns and 40 for uncased, rammed 
stone columns. Wallays [51] has also found that rammed stone columns 
apparently have higher ultimate capacities than vibroreplacement stone 
columns. Of course, the equipment, experience, and construction technique 
used have a significant influe ce 

# 
on the performance of all type stone 

columns. The above values of can be used, without including the strength 
of the surrounding soil, to es&mate the lower limit of the load which the 
improved ground can carry; such an analysis is most applicable for problems 
such as foundations where settlement is of great concern. 

Group Bearing Capacity The=. The group bearing capacity theory presented 
in Chapter III, equations (la)-(191, offers a valuable tool for analyzing the 
ultimate capacity of small stone column groups constructed in cohesive soils. 
The group is assumed to be loaded by a rigid foundation. In the development 
of the group bearing capacity theory for rigid foundation loading, a general 
shear failure consisting of a straight failure surface was assumed to occur 
in the composite stone-cohesive soil mass beneath the foundation. The 
possibility of a local bulging failure of individual stone columns was not 
considered in the analysis. Therefore this theory is applicable for firm 
and stronger cohesive soils havi !I g undrained shear strengths greater than 
about 600 to 800 psf (30-40 kN/m ). The group theory is useful for detennin- 
ing, at least approximately, the relative effects on ultimate capacity of 
design variables such as stone column diameter and spacing, increase in shear 
strength due to consolidation and angle of internal friction. 

In softer cohesive soils both model and full-scale tests indicate the 
full shear strength of the stone column and surrounding soil may not always 
be mobilized. Field direct shear tests conducted at Santa Barbara, California 
and Jourdan Road Terminal (to be described subsequently) indicate a significant 
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reduction may occur in friction angle accompanied by an increase in the 
apparent cohesion of the combined soil-stone column mass. Therefore, for 
the present time the ultimate capacity of foundations constructed on soft 
and very soft cohesive soils should be predicted using equation (SO). The 
occurrence of soft and very soft cohesive layers at depth can be 
approximately considered using the approach illustrated in Bearing Capacity 
Example 1, Appendix C. 

Cavity Expansion Theory. Vesic cavity expansion theory [61], equations (12)- 
(14), is recommended primarily for use with the group bearing capacity theory 
to calculate the confining pressure for a square group as illustrated by 
Bearing Capacity Example 2, Appendix C. The theory could, however, be used 
for other applications. For use in Vesic cavity expansion theory, a modulus E 
of llc is recommended for soft to stiff, non-organic soils. For organic or 
very soft soils with a plasticity index greater than 30 an E of SC is 
recommended. An angle of internal friction of 42 to 45* should be used in the 
analysis for a good quality crushed stone and 38 to 42O for a gravel. 

Design Recommendations 

For routine design the ultimate capacity of a group of stone columns . 
should be estimated using equation (50) following the recommendations given 
previously. Where bearing capacity is critical such as for embankments or 
heavy tanks, a circular arc stability analysis should be used to analyze the 
overall stability. A circular arc analysis would give, because of the presence 
of end effects, conservative results for square foundations and rectangular 
foundations having length to width ratios less than 5 to 10. For projects 
where bearing capacity is critical, the increase in shear strength due to 
consolidation can also be considered using the method given in Chapter III, or 
the more sophisticated approach of Ladd and Foott [102]. 

Locally soft layers often exist at some depth beneath the surface. For 
such conditions, the possibility of a local bulging failure of individual 
piles (Fig. 12), should be analyzed using the method illustrated in Appendix C, 
Bearing Capacity Example 1. 

For the design of embankments, tanks, and similar structures, a mininum 
safety factor of 1.5 to 2.0 is recommended .&th respect to a bearing capacity 
failure. Where important, settlement should also be considered. In many 
instancea settlement considerations will limit the load that can be applied to 
the stone column improved ground. 

SETTLEMENTPREDICTION 

Primary Consolidation Settlement - 

Methods for estimating settlement of stone columns wer'a presented in 
Chapter III. For very soft to firm cohesive soils reinforced with stone 
columns, a best estimare of settleslent should be made by bounding the 
answer. For the upper bound, the equilibrium method (equation 20) is 
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TABLE 8. COPffARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED SETTLEMENTS AT HAMPTON. VIRGINIA 
AND JOURDAN ROAD TERMINAL, NEW ORLEANS. 

1 

Stone Column Design Settlement (inches) Ueaeured 

Locetion Teat 
’ Primary 

Loazing Dia. Eg:;:w esie”b,‘,gt Conoolidation 

(ksf) 
(ft) LID as 

(in ) (in ) 
Settlement 

Hapton, Test 
Virginia (4) Group 2.4 3.6 5 0.34 9 
(c- 460 paf) (45 col.) iv0 - 0.43) 

12 

Hampton, gabonkment 
12 

5) - cvo = 0.43) ‘15 

Jourdan 

Fz?oo to 
5Oop.f (5) 

Teat Pill 1 2 
(14 col.) ’ 3.75 -16(7) 0.24 25 14 

(n- 5) ‘14 - 16(6) 
(u. - 0.43) 

Notrm: 1. A ~~-0.43 was wed to calculate E, for the nonlinear finite element analysis; eoft 
boundery conditionr wre also wrd on the design curvee. 

2. Using an n-4 increaser the eettfement by 1 to 2 in. for these examples. 

3. PPbankment 4b ft. uide at top; 7.35.ft. high; 2:l ride slopes; atone columuo over 
52.8 ft. baoe vidth. 

4. Sheer rtrength from field vane &ear teats. 

5. Shear rtrength from unconfined compression temta; shear otrength increaeee with depth. 

6. A significant amount of secondary compression settlement occurred making the 
estimation of priory consolidation settlement difficult. 

7. The rettlement cmtimate YJO besed on a L/U - 12.2 to coneider the better eoila 
encountered depth. 



TABLE 9. TYPICAL POISSON'S RATIO VALUES OF CLAY FOR 
DRAINED LOADING (1191. 

Soil Consistency 

Very Soft to 
Soft(293) 

Poisson's Ratio(l) 
1 

0.35 - 0.45 

Firm to Stiff (2) 0.30 - 0.35 

Stiff Overconsolidated 
Clays 

o 1 _ o 3. . . 

Notes: 1. For undrained loading use 0.45. 
2. For nokmally consolidated clays. 
3. For very soft to soft clays a value of 0.40-0.45 

is recommended for calculating E, for nonlinear 
finite element settlement analyses of stone 
column Improved ground; for firm to stiff 
use at least vc - 0.35. 



within the worst stratum; fewer tests can be 
layers. 

Modulus of Elasticity of Stone Column. Both the incremental and elastic 
methods require the modulus of elasticity Es of the stone column. By back- 
calculation using measured field settlements, Vautrain [63] determined Es 
actually developed was about 4,400 psi (30,000 kN/m2) for the vibroreplace- 
ment stone columns at Rouen. Balaam [57] estimated Es to be 7,200 psi 
(50,000 kN/m2) from the linear portion of the undrained load settlement 
curve obtained at Canvey Island. Englehart and Kirsh [57) recou&end using 
a value of 8,400 psi (58,000 kN/m2). For rammed stone columns Datye, et al 
[73] found by back-calculating frommeasured settlements that Es was 7,000 
psi (48,000 kN/m2). . 

performed within the better 

The modulus of elasticity of the stonr! coluam varies with the state of 
stress developed within the column both duting and after construction. 
Because of greater confinement, long stone columns should therefore have a 
greater average modulus of elasticity than short columns. The modulus of 
elasticity Es of the stone column can be calculated using 

Es = (a 1 - U3)/E a 

where: a1 - u3 = deviator stress under the applied loading 

a1 2 vertical stress in stone column 

o3 2 lateral stress fil stone column 

Both the initial at-rest stress in the stone column and the change in stress 
due to loading should be used in calculating ~1 and ~3. The axial strain Ea 
can be obtained directly from the stress-strain curves for the stone obtained 
from triaxial shear tests. 

In the absence of field load test or triaxial test results, the modulus 
of the stone can be estimated using the hyperbolic expression developed fol- 
lowing the approach of Duncan and Chang [117] 

=Ku; l- 
(Q 

ES 

P31Rf 
2(c l cos+,+u3sin@,, 

l- sin$s ) 

where: E 
9 

= stress dependent secant modulus of the stone 

K,n = constants defining the initial modulus of, the stone (under low 
deviator stress) 

f, 

= cohesion of the stone (normally taken as zero) 
= angle of internal friction of the stone 

Rf f failure ratio 
ue = a1 + a2 + a3 

In the absence of specific test data, the following constants can be 
used (or soft clays: K = 88.6, n = 1.14, Rf = 0.86, c = 0, and 
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typically4sg 42' to 45O where u8 and Es are in psi; these constants give a 
response similar to that used to develop the settlement curves (Figs. 29-37). 
Use of these constants in equation (52) typically gives values of E 
range of 1000 to 3000 psi (7000-21,000 kN/m3), which is less than t"he 

in the 

modulus usually assumed. Since in a soft clay the stone column is in a 
state of failure,a high deviator stress and low confining pressure exists 
in the stone. Therefore, 
possible. 

the existence of a low modulus for the stone is 

A K. value of 0.5 to 1.0 is recommended for calculating initial lateral 
stress in the,stone due to weight. Pinite element analyses indicate the 
lateral stress due to the applied loading can be calculated using equation 
(9) for soft to very soft soils. Of course, 
considered. 

stress concentration should be 

soils 
The finite element study indicates values of Es/E for soft cohesive 

up to about 100 for vibro-replacement stone colu&s. This range in 
modular ratio extends above the upper limit of 40 suggested by Balaam 
al. [78]; Datye, et al. [73] indicate the lower limit of the ratio is'l::. 

Stone columns act similarly to sand drains in decreasing the distance 
which water has to flow in the radial direction for primary consolidation to 
occur. As a result installation of stone columns can, in the absence of 
natural drainage layers within cohesive soils, significantly decrease the 
time required for primary consolidation. Under these conditions, the pre- 
sence of stone columns will greatly accelerate the gain in shear strength of 
the cohesive soil as primary consolidation occurs. The presence of perme- 
able sand seams, partings, lenses, or layeis will, however, decrease or even 
eliminate the beneficial effect of the storle columns in accelerating primary 
consolidation. Past experience has shown <hat the actual rate of consolida- 
tion occurring in the field is usually faster than predicted [87]. 

using 
The time rate of primary consolidation settlement should be estimated 

the sand drain consolidation theory presented in Chapter III and sum- 
marized in Figs. 42 and 43. The horizontal permeability of many strata in 
which stone columns are constructed is likely to be 3 to 5 times or more the 
vertical permeability. Further, constructing the stone column results in a 
reduction in horizontal permeability near the stone column due to what is 
usually referred to as "smear effects" 
rounding soil during construction, 

which includes smear of the sur- 
remolding, and intrusion of soil into 

the voids of the stone column near the periphery. 
of settlement, 

In predicting time rate 

using a 
the effects of smear can be correctly handled mathematically 

reduced drain diameter [85]. Use of a reduced drain diameter rather 
than a smear factor permits a physical feel for the effects of smear. 
correct reduced drain diameter is chosen using Fig. 44 after the smear 

The 

factor is calculated. 

Relatively little is known about the effect of smear on the time rate 
of consolidation for sand drains [87]; even less is known about smear 
effects for stone column appllcacions. To approximately consider the effect 
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of smear, the radius rw of sand drains is sometimes halved [88, p. 1751. 
Coughnour and Bayuk [27] have performed a comprehensive analysis of the 
results of the Hampton, Virginia load tests on stone columns. Assuming the 
horizontal permeability to be three times the vertical permeability, a 
smear factor of 2.5 was found by Coughnour and Bayuk to give a good approxl- 
mation of the measured time rate of settlement. A smear factor of 2.5 is 
equivalent to dividing the actual stone column radius by about 18. Bidhe 
and Datye have used an equivalent smear factor of 0.1. 

An analysis of the Jourdan Road load test results suggests that the 
smear factor &as probably less than 0.6, which corresponds to using one-half 
the radius of the stone columns. At Jourdan Road the presence, however, of 
roots, humus, wood, sand lenses and layers and shells makes a reliable time 
rate of consolidation analysis impossible. As a result of the favorable 
drainage conditions at the site, primary consolidation occurred very quickly, 

In the absence of other data on the effects of smear, a reduction in 
diameter of from l/2 to l/15 of the actual diameter is tentatively recom- 
mended based, admittedly, on meager data. Certainly more research is needed 
to establish reliable procedures for determining the appropriate reduction 
in stone column diameter to account for smear. 

For routine projects laboratory permeability tests should be performed 
to evaluate the horizontal permeability of the compressible stratum (refer 
to Chapter IV). A careful examination of the undisturbed samples, grain 
size tests, and site geology can also be used as a guide in estimating the 
ratio between horizontal and vertical permeability. In the absence of 
better data, a coefficient of horizontal permeability of 3 to 5 times the 
vertical coefficient of permeability can be assumed in the analysis. The 
coefficient of consolidation can be calculated once the permeability is 
established using equation (49). 

Some non-routine stone column projects will be encountered where reli- 
able estimates of time rate of settlement are necessary for the success of 
the project or for a reliable comparison of design alternatives. For such 
projects, the horizontal permeability should be evaluated using field 
pumping tests. Piezometer or well point permeability tests are alterna- 
tives which should give horizontal permeabilitles equal to or less than 
those obtained from pumping tests. If vibro-replacement is to be used, the 
drains and well points to be used for permeability tests should be installed 
by jetting; drlvlng which causes smear should not be permitted. 

Secondary Settlement 

The theory for predicting secondary settlement was given In Chapter 
III, and Is summarized by equation (30). Secondary settlement calculated 
using the theory should be considered as only a rough estimate [88]. 

Secondary settlement equal to or even greater than primary consolida- 
tion settlement can occur in highly organic soils and some soft clays; 
important secondary settlement can also occur in highly micaceous soils 
(74,881. Highly orgautc soils aud soft clays are likely candidates for 
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reinforcement with stone columns to support embankment loads. Secondary 
compression settlement will therefore be an important consideration in many 
stone column projects. Because of the relatively short time usually 
required for primary consolidation to take place in stone column reinforced 
soils, secondary settlement is even more important than if drains are not 
used. 

Neither &tone columns nor sand drains accelerate the time for secondary 
settlement. For example, in one instance sand drains were used to accele- 
ratersettlement beneath a highway embankment [87]. The subsurface condi- 
tions conststed of 5 ft (1.5 m) &fibrous organics and organic silt over- 
lying 20 to 25 ft (6-8 m) of soft, dark clayey silt. Primary consolidation 
was complete by the end of construction. Nevertheless, by the end of 4 
years the pavement had been resurfaced twice, withzsecondary settlements 
reaching 1 ft (0.3 m). 

Rutledge and Johnson 187) 'indi~-tk8t--ba~eQ.an.f~-~observation, ____- 
theory, and laboratory tests, the secondary compression canbe reduced to 
tolerable levels by surcharge loading. The amount of secondary compression 
that occurs is directly related to the level of the surcharge. To be effec- 
tive the surcharge must apply an effective stress greater than will be 
ultimately reached under the service loading. Areas of greatest differen- 
tial settlement of course are of most concern. For sites where secondary 
settlement is important, consideration should be given to surcharge loading 
at least at transitions from areas of small to great settlements such as 
bridge abutments and transitions to firm strata. 

STABILITY 

Design 

An important use of stone c0h&3 is to improve marginal sites to per- 
mit construction of embankments; stone columns can also be used to stabilize 
existing slopes. These applications both involve improving the overall 
stability of the loaded soil mass and require stability analyses. For 
homogeneous or erratic soil conditions where a circular arc type failure is 
likely to occur, the Simplified Bishop method of stability analysis should 
be performed. For soil conditions where a linear failure will occur such 
as at sites where thin, continuous weak layers or varved clays are 
encountered, the Morgenstern-Price Method is recommended. A good review of 
slope stability methods has been given elsewhere [89,90]. Standard computer 
programs such as LEASE [91,122] and STABL [123) are available for solving 
stability problems using both the Simplified Bishop and Morgenstern-Price 
Methods. 

The stone columns should be laid out to minimize the number of columns 
required to give the necessary overall safety factor for any possible 
failure surface. Stone column spacing (area replacement ratio, a,) can, to 
some degree, be varied to achieve a balanced design with respect to embank- 
ment safety. For example, an embankment having a maximum height of 28 ft. 
(8.5 m) located at Rouen, France had a varying stone column spacing, and 
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also utilized sand drains on the interior as shown in Fig. 61. Wick drains 
could have been used instead of sand drains. The normal stress acting on 
the stone column is a maximum beneath the center of the embankment. Other 
factors being equal, stone columns located beneath the embankment can deve- 
lop a greater resisting moment and hence work more efficiently than if 
placed outside the toe. The stone columns should therefore be concentrated 
under the embankment as much as practical to achieve the highest efficiency. 

Typically area replacement ratios of 0.15 to 0.35 are used to improve 
stability at marginal sites; this means 15 to 35 percent of the weak 
material is replaced by stone columns. For low levels of replacement and 
modest fill heights, variations in the values of n and I#J~ used in a stabi- 
lity analysis may have a relatively small effect on the overall stability 
of the mass. For example, at the Jourdan Road Terminal [71] stability test 
fill, the area replacement ratio used was about 0.1 and shear strength of 
the soil 300 to 400 psf (14-19 kN/m2). Stability analyses indicated 
increasing the angle of internal friction of the stone from 38" to 4S", and 
increasing n !'rom 2 to 3.5 both caused only a 5 percent increase in safety 
factcr. One yeason for the low effect of the stone columns was the rela- 
tively small embankment height which caused the development of low shearing 
resic;tance in the column. Had the shear strength of the soil been greater, 
the kffect would have been even less. An increase in shear strength from 
300 to 400 psf (14-19 kN/m2) caused a 21 percent increase in safety factor; 
This finding indicates the important improvement that can be obtained using 
stage construction either with or without stone columns. Certainly stage 
construction or stability counter berms should be carefully considered as 
design alternatives, particularly for soft cohesive soils and moderate fill 
heights. A stability example using stone columns is given in Appendix E. 

Composite Action/Direct Shear Tests 

Field, laboratory, and theoretical results indicate that the full shear 
strength of the stone column and surrounding soil may not always be mobilized 
within the unit cell when the shear strength of the soil is less than about 
600 to 800 psf (30-40 kN/m2). Analyses and design curves for local bearing 
failure of a single column are given in Ap?endix B. 

Direct shear tests were performed in the field at Santa Barbara [30] on 
a 3.5 ft (1.07 m) diameter stone column acting together with its tributary 
soil. The stone colunm and soil were enclosed by a single steel ring as 
shown in Fig. 69. For normal stresses greater than about 1500 psf 
(72 kN/m2), the measured shear strength of the combined soil mass was less 
than that of the stone column alone (Fig. 70). Composite action of the 
stone column-surrounding soil together with local bearing appear to account 
for this reduction in strength. 

In the past direct shear tests conducted in the field have been per- 
formed using only a single steel ring to form the upper part of the shear 
box. Below the failure surface, the stone column has reacted directly 
against the surrounding soil as illustrated in Fig. 69. Generally, the 
shear load has been applied using a hydraulic jack reacting against an 
adjacent stone column. At Jourdan Road Terminal when this type direct 
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FIGURE 69. LATERAL LOAD TEST SET-UP USED AT SANTA BARBARA SEWAGE 
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MASS - SANTA BARBARA [30]. 



shear test was conducted, a local bearing failure was observed to occur 
behind the stone column, resulting in a quite low angle of internal fric- 
tion @ = 21" and cohesion c = 260 psf (12.5 kN/m2). These strength para- 
meters reflected the combined strength of the stone column and the 
surrounding soil and not the strength of. just the stone column. 

To prevent a local bearing failure and bending, another direct shear 
test was performed at Jourdan Road Terminal using an upper and lower steel 
ring to form a direct shear box (Fig. 71). This type loading arrangement 
prevented a local shear failure and showed the in-situ shear strength of 
just the stone to be 54". The strength envelopes for the single and double 
ring shear tests are compared in Fig. 72. 

At Steel Bayou [ill] direct shear tests were also performed in the 
field on 3 ft (0.9 m) diameter stone columns constructed usin 

9 
a gravel. 

A composite shear strength of $I = 33" and c = 425 psf (20 kN/m > was 
obtained from the single ring shear test (Table 10). Undoubtedly bearing 
of the stone column against the surrounding soil significantly influenced 
these test results. Direct shear tests later conducted in a 2 ft by 2 ft 
(0.6 by '0.6 m) direct shear box in the laboratory at WES [112] indicated an 
angle of internal friction $s of 41" for a loose condition and 55" for light 
compaction; cohesion was not observed. For a very conservative angle of 
internal friction of 42', the shear strength of the combined stone column . 
and surrounding,soil was less than that of the stone column for normal 
stresses greater than about 1600 psf (76.6 kN/m2). 

The field and laboratory tests just described indicate that the com- 
posite stone colunm-soil mass within the unit cell may not always develop 
the full shear strength of both materials when acting alone. Therefore, 
composite behavior may control stability analyses for conditions of very 
weak soils and/or strong stone columns (i.e., large angles of internal 
friction and/or large normal stresses). For soils having shear strengths 
as low as 100 psf (4.8 kN/m2), the Japanese routinely use a stress concen- 
tration facto5 n of about 4 and an angle of internal friction $s of 30" (or 
more) for sand compaction piles. These numbers can be translated to stone 
columns and used as a lower bound for selecting stone column design para- 
mete-is for weak soils. For comparison, stability analyses performed using 
n= 4 and 0, = 30“ give ue/ty &Of.U&.&j the same shear strength as using n = 2 
and +s = 42'. The latter parameters are sometimes used for the analysis of 
stone columns. These results suggest local bearing failure in weak soils 
can probably be avoided using for stone column design parameters equal to 
or less than about n = 2 and & = 42"; higher design values in very soft 
soils should not be used without further analysis (refer for example to 
Appendix B) or testing. Finally, this general discussion indicates that 
sand compaction piles are an attractive alternative to stone columns from 
the standpoint of both strength and economics for stability problems 
involving very soft and soft soils. 

Shear Strength of Cohesive Soil 

The shear strength measured in the fi;:ld by vane testing should be 
multiplied by the correction factor u originally proposed by Bjerrum [113] 
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TABLE 10. MEASUR&,JJ.ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTION OF STONE COLUMNS. 
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and shown in Fig. 73. In addition to the original data of Bjerrum, a number 
of additional data points compiled by Ladd [1141 are included on the figure. 
All of these data points were obtained by back-calculation from full-scale 
embankment failures (without stone columns). Shear strength parameters 
obtained from field vane shear tests were used together where appropriate 
with circular arc stability analyses. Therefore, the factor p applies an 
average correction to the vane shear strength that gives the net effect of 
all errors inherent in evaluating shear strength and performing the stabi- 
lity analyses. These errors' have been discussed by Flaate and Preber [96] 
and later by Ladd and Foott 11021. 

Considering the scatter in data shown in Fig. 73, the possible varia- 
tion in the correction factor p is about 225 percent for plasticity indexes 
between 20 and 50. Stated in slightly different terms, this means that (for 
the cohesive soil)a +25 percent variation in the calculated safety factor 
can be expected in a real situation. To account for this possible variation, 
the vane shear test results should be analyzed as a group, and the lower 25 
percentile of the shear strength used in design. 

Design Parameters 

The safety factor and values of the stress concentration factor n and $s 
used by several organizations are given in Table 11. Design values of n 
vary from 1.0 to 2.0 for stone columns, and the angles of internal friction 
from 40° to 45". A miminum safety factor of 1.3 to 1.5 is recommended with 
respect to a general stability failure. For design a value of the angle of 
internal friction 0, of the stone of no more than 42" to 45" is in general 
recommended for a good quality crushed stone; for gravels a value of 38" to 
42" is recopnded; these values of +s should be used with a stress concen- 
tration factok n of 2.0 (under some conditions a n of 2.5 might be used) 
until. more field verification is developed. Where a high quality crushed 
stone is used, a $s of 42" can be employed for most applications with cohe- 
sive:soils having shear strengths between 200 and 500 psf (lo-24 kN/m2). 
For soils having shear strengths less than about 200 psf (10 kN/m2), .a 
reduced 0, may be prudent. For strengths greater than about 800 psf (38 
kN/m2), use of a 0, of 45" is recommended. Each improvement application 
should be considered individually'taking into account the possibility of a 
localbearingfailure as described in Appendix B. Field direct shear tests, 
described subsequently, are also highly desirable in evaluating 
special applications. 

FIELD LOAD TESTS 

Field load tests are an important part of the overall design verifica- 
tion for stone columns just as conventional pile load tests are commonly 
used in practice. Load tests are performed to evaluate the (1) ultimate 
hearing capacity, (2) settlement characteristics, (3) shear strength of the 
stour column or the composite stone columr-soil strength, and (4) to verify 
the i~Jt!<lUdlCy of the overall construction process. The type and number of 
Ciald tests performocl depends upon the specific application of the stone 
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TABLE 11. DESIGN PARAMETERS USED BY SELECTED ORGANIZATIONS 
FOR STABILITY ANALYSES OF STONE COLUMN REINFORCED 
GROUND. 

I Vibro 
“-_.-1 

‘flotation 
roundation Company 

CKN Keller 

PBQDc2) 

Japanese 
(;:yfs;ompaction 

I Stress 
Concentration 

I 
$ 

n I S.F. 

I 

2.0 42O 1.25- 1.5 

2.0 45(l) 1.3- 1.4(5) 
40 

l.O- 2.013) 42 1.3 

3 p ’ - 30 35C4) - 1.2-1.3 

1. CKN Keller uses in Germany 45’ for crushed atone and 40’ for gravel. 

2. Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Quade and Douglas, Inc. used there parameters 
at the Jourdan Road Terminal based on an inst-nted Field 
Stability Test. 

3. A strwa concentration value II of 1.0 was wed for all strata 
durlnd construction and surcharge perlodr. A stresr ratlo of 2.0 
war used after the Uurcharge period. A l tresm concentratloa factor 
of 3 to 5 vam measufed at the ground marface vith the value 
increasjng as consolidation occurred. 

4. Higher values of rt,rera concentration factor and angle of internal 
frtction are also used In Japao for rand compaction pilem. 

5. German Coder generally require a minimum aafety factor of 1.4. 
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columns, and also many other factors such as subsurface conditions and the 
degree of conservatism used in design. 

Angle of Internal Friction of Stone Column 

The angle of internal friction 9, of the stone column, when measured in 
the field, should be evaluated using a double ring, direct shear test. A 
double ring shear test prevents a local bearing failure from occurring in 
front of the column which, as previously discussed, can indicate a shear 
strength less than that of.the stone column. 

Double ring direct shear tests wereperformed in the field at Jourdan 
Road Terminal OD a 3.5 in (90 mm) crushed stone, and in a large laboratory 
direct shear apparatus at WES on 1.5 In. (38 mm) densified gravel used at 
Steel Bayou. These tests indicated angles of internal friction 0, above 50“. 
Extensive large diameter triaxial test results for rockfill have been sum- 
marized by Leps (115). These results indicate that for average rockfill at 
moderate density, the angle of internal friction is above 45" for normal 
stresses less than about 20 psi (138 kN/m2) as shown in Fig. 74. This 
figure also shows that the angle of internal friction decreases as the 
no-1 stress increases. Therefore, field direct shear test +s values, 
often obtained for low normal stresses, should be corrected to reflect the 
anticipated normal stress level. The average curve given in Fig. 74 can be 
used to correct field test results. For example, the 4, value of 54" mea- 
sured at Jourdan Road at an average normal stress of about 6.85 psi (47 
kN/m2) would be reduced to about 50" after correcting for a normal stress 
of 20 psi (138 kN/m2). 

The above results indicate when accepted construction practices are 
followed and a large, good quality crushed stone is used, a direct shear 
test performed in the field using an upper and lower shear box should give 
an angle of internal friction greater than the recommended design values 
which were equal to or less than 45". Therefore, when a competent contrac- 
tor constructs stone colunms following accepted construction practices, 
performing a double ring direct shear test in the field in general would 
contribute little additional useful Information; in most instances the 
expense of performing the test would not be justified. At the beginning of 
the project, the stone columns should be carefully examined for general 
appearance, gradation, and intrusion of sand and/or soft soil into the 
stone calm. Several density tests are also recommended. If the stone 
column appears to be satisfactory, a double ring direct shear test is not in 
general reconnnen ded to evaluate just the angle of internal friction of the 
stone. 

When required, the angle of internal friction $I, can, as an alternative 
to field testing, be evaluated in the laboratory. A large triaxial 
apparatus is recoaunended since it probably more closely duplicates the less 
well-defined failure plane observed in a small-scale direct shear test in 
the laborntory (Pig. 75). 
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FIGURE 75. COLUMN AFTER FAILURE OF COMPOSITE MODEL STONE COLUMN - 
SOIL MASS TESTED IN MODIFIED DIRECT SHEAR APPARATUS. 
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Composite Shear Behavior 

A,t&teptlebenXa%e heeativdy~ed hnown ubotitie compo&& 
beftavioh 04 tie AXone co&mn-6oi.t unit. Therefore, for stability applica- 
tions involving ITeak soils.having shear stresses less than about 300 to 400 
psf (14-19 kU/m*), at least two double ring, direct shear tests should be 
performed in the field to assess the composite behavior of the stone column 
and its tributary soil. Composite tests would also be desirable for stiff 
cohesive soils to aid in determining the composite shear strength and hence 
if larger values of 0s than those presently recommended are possible. A 
test set-up similar to that used at Jourdan Road Terminal should be used 
(Fig. 71). The rings, however, should be large enough to accommodate both 
the stone column and tributary soil (Fig. 69). 

In performing a direct shear test, care should be exercised to prevent 
eccentricity of loading for both the shear and normal loads; the shear force 
should be applied along the failure plane to avoid tilting. Tilting was 
found to be a problem at Steel Bayou. Also, tilting was a problem during 
the first load test at Jourdan Road Terminal when a testing arrangement, 
different than that shown in Fig. ;'l, was used. Deflection measurements 
should be made using independently supported reference beams located suf- 
ficiently away from the stone columns as to not move during the load test. 
The vertical change in height of the material should be measured during 
shear testing using at least three dial indicators. Also vane shear tests 
should be performed to determine the shear strength of the cohesive soil 
both within and around the steel ring. Density tests would also be desir- 
able. 

Vertical Load Tests 

At the present time, the available theories have not been fully veri- 
fied for estimating either the settlement or the ultimate capacity of stone 
column reinforced ground. Further, some method of insuring good stone 
column performance is required (i.e., quality control) on all projects. On 
many projects where a conservative design load is used one or some combina- 
tion of the following techniques can be employed: (1) careful field inspec- 
tion, (2) recorded ammeter readings, and (3) plate load tests. On large, 
important projects, however, at least one or two vertical load tests to at 
least 1.5 times the design load should be performed to insure the column 
will not undergo a shear failure, and proper construction technique has been 
followed. 

Ultimate Capacity. Short-term, rapid load tests are recomnded to evaluate 
ultimate stone column capacity where a low safety factor is to be used with 
respect to a bearing capacity failure (SF S2.0). This is often the case for 
embankment design. The load test program should, when practical, be planned 
to permit testing to failure rather than going to 1.5 or 2.0 times the 
design load. In general more information would be obtained from testing a 
single column to failure than testing a group of two columns to 1.5 times 
the design load. 
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Model test studies indicate that the method of applying the loading 
influences the mode of failure and hence the ultimate capacity of a stone 
column. To simulate stress conditions and stone column confinement repre- 
sentative of that which will exist beneath a foundation or wide loaded area, 
the load should be:appli.ed through a rigid footing or plate. The loaded 
area should correspond to the area tributary to the stone column. In 
general, the loading should not be applied to just the area of the stone 
column; the effect of lateral confinement and soil strength should also be 
included in the test by using a larger plate. Approximate relative ulti- 
mate strengths for different loading conditions obtained from small-scale 
model tests in a soft clay,are illustrated in Fig. 76. Guide specifications 
for performing rapid vertical load tests were given in Chapter V. 

Settlement. Many potential stone column applications such as bridge bents 
and abutments limit the design settlement to relatively low levels. For 
such applications settlement considerations will generally restrict the 
design lo'ad per column to values well below ultimate. In cohesionless 
soils, the immediate settlement, which can be defined by a short-term load 
test, will be most important. In cohesive soils, however, primary and 
secondary settlements will be much larger than the immediate settlement. 
In cohesive soils, long-term load tests are therefore required to define 
settlement charz.cteristics; rapid load tssts would only indicate ultimate 
bearing capacity. Long-term load tests should be considered on projects 
where stone columns are used in cohesive soils to support, for example, 
bridge bents, approach fills, or other applications where settlement is 
important. 

In general, dead loading is most practical for long-term tests. The 
design load should be left on long enough to achieve at &Ut 80 to 90 
percent of primary consolidation. At Hampton, Virginia 100 percent of the 
primary settlement was achieved in about 4 months; consolidation occurred 
even faster at Jourdan Road Terminal. In soft or organic clays, secondary 
compression movements should also be measured if time permits. 

The load test should be performed using as many stone columns as pos- 
sible; more stone col&s will lead to a more reliable settlement estimate. 
Twenty-three stone columns, for.erample, were used beneath and immediately 
adjacent to the load at Hampton, Virginia [27]; the ground was stabilized 
with a total of 45 stone columns %n the test area. At Jourdan Road 
Terminal, New Orleans [71] a group of 14 stone columns were used. A group 
of 7 stone columns gives full confinement to the inner-most column when 
constructed using an equalateral triangular pattern. Frequently due to 
cost, however, only small groups will be load tested. A group of three 
stone columns in a triangular pattern offers a practical compromise if a 
very small group is load tested. The geotechnical properties of the soils 
within the load test area should, of course, be carefully defined by both 
test borings, vane shear tests, and laboratory tests. 

The results of the load tests should be theoretically analyzed to 
determine the in-situ compression characteristics of the soil when rein- 
forced with stone columns. The performance of the actual reinforced ground 
should then be predicted using the back-calculated material properties and 
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the settlement theory presented in Chapter III. Finally a similar load test 
would be quite desirable on a similar foundation whose underlying soil has 
not been reinforced with stone columns. Such a test would permit estimating 
the improvement due to the stone columns. 

Proof Tests. Proof testing of production stone columns was briefly discus- 
sed in Chapter II. Proof testing consists of usually rapidly applying a 
load to selected production piles as primarily a quality control technique. 
The proof test may also be conducted over a longer period of time to allow 
primary consolidation settlement to occur. In the past a rigid plate has 
been often used just the size of the column. Proof testing offers an inex- 
pensive method to insure uniformity of stone column construction, and a 
minimum level of performance. Reaction for the test is obtained by jacking 
against a portable test frame loaded with dead weights, or against a heavy 
piece of construction equipment such as a crane. Loads of 30 to 35 tons can 
be applied using the portable frame, and 15 to 20 tons using a crane as the 
reaction. Depending upon the type reaction and stone column design load 
used, the test load in some cases might be only one-half or less of the 
design load. 

The proof test will be effective in establishing quality control and 
performance characteristics primarily within a depth of about 3 stone column 
diameters. Therefore, for short stone columns 15 to 20 ft. (5-6 m) in 
length, the proof test offers an inexpensive method of evaluating the qua- 
lity of stone column construction. For long columns, the proof test offers 
an inexpensive olethod of insuring quality control in only the upper portion 
of the stone co;umn. 

For jobs requiring the construction of a large number of stone columns 
such as embankment support, a minimum of 2 proof tests per job should, in 
general, be performed in the absence of other load testing. One ,additional 
proof test should be performed on each additional 300 stone columns after 
the first 300. This recommendation is in accordance with usual practice in 
England. Hence, in general, a job utilizing 600 stone columns should have 
as a minimum 3 proof load tests if other load testing is not specified. 
The proof test should be performed using a portable frame following the 
recommendations given pretiously. Proof tests should be perforIlled on sus- 
pect columns as indicated by visual observations and from examination of 
construction records. 

BRIDGE AN& RETAINING STRUCTURES 

Non-Pile Supported Bridge Structures 

Stone columns can be used to support interior bridge bents, integral 
end bent/abutments, and end bents on sloping earth abutments. Such appli- 
cations for stone columns should in general be considered only for sites 
slightly marginal with respect to settlement, and requiring only relatively 
low levels of improvement. Settlement considerations would determine 
whether a given site is suitable forimprovement with stone columns. In 



general, cohesive soils should be stiff, having shear strengths greater than 
about 1 ksf (50 kN/m2). Stone columns should not be used for bridge bent 
support at sites underlain by deposits of peat. 

In some areas slightly marginal loose to firm silty sands may be 
encountered having a silt content greater than about 15 percent. Such soils 
generally cannot be densified sufficiently using conventional vibroflota- 
tion techniques to permit the use of shallow foundations. Ground improve- 
ment using stone columns offers at such sites an excellent possible alterna- 
tive to piles or drilled pier foundations. 

Another potential use of stone columns is for the foundation support of 
short, single span bridge end bents or combined end bent/abutments. Single 
span bridges would be less affected by differential settlement than con- 
tinuous multispan bridges, and could therefore withstand greater amounts of 
total settlement which would goverrI the design. This application in weaker 
soils would be particularly attractive on lower volume roads. From the 
standpoint of limiting settlement, potential sites for this application 
shouldgenerally be underlain by firm cohesive soil having a shear strength 
greater than about 600 to 800 psf (30-38 kN/m') or loose silty sands. 

About 40 bridge abutments in England have been supported on stone 
columns [ll6]. Typically, the bridge is supported by a counter-fort wall 
and concrete footing constructed above the stone column as shown in Fig. 77 
Frequently, the design criterion of these walls has been a maximum of about 
1 in (25 mm) of settlement. Stone columns in England have been used to 
improve slightly marginal sites having shear strengths greater than about 
1 ksf (50 kN/m2). 

Pile Supported End Bents 

To improve stability of the embankment or support, for example, 
Reinforced Earth abutment walls, it may be necessary to improve the ground 
using stone columns at sites underlain by weak soils. For such applications 
where end bents are pile supported, the piles should be driven before con- 
structing the stone columns and reinforced earth wall. Past experience has 
shown that stone columns can be constructed within about 3 ft (0.9 m) of 
an existing pile. This construction sequence will result in down-drag on 
the piles, which should be considered in design. Also, the stae column 
pattern and pile bent configuration should be laid out before construction 
at the same time. 

For sites underlain by very soft to soft cohesive soils, large embank- 
ment settlements will often occur, particularly in organic soils, as a 
result of vertical consolidation and lateral spreading. Use of a safety 
factor of 1.5 with respect to rotational failure will not insure small 
settlements; at one site involving organic soils settlements up to 18 in 
(460 mm) occurred even though a safety factor of 2.0 was used with respect 
to a rotational' stability failure. 
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Retaining Structures 

Stone Column supported Reinforced Earth retaining structures have been 
used at Clark Fork, Idaho [lo], Jourdan Road Terminal, New Orleans [71], and 
Rouen, France [63]. At Jourdan Road Terminal, a Reinforced Earth wall which 
was tested to failure underwent up to 1.6 ft (0.5 m) of consolidation 
settlement without damage. At that time, the wall was forced to fail by 
surcharging and excavation in front. During failure the wall settled an 
average of 3.0 ft (0.9 m). After failure, the Reinforced Earth wall 
panels were found to be in good condition, the embankment and wall having 
failed as a rigid block; a separation did occur at the center of the wall. 
Also, a Reinforced Earth wall caught in the middle of a landslide moved 
downward 16 ft (5 m) and laterally 20 ft (6 m) with little damage. The 
use of stone columns to support soil reinforced systems such as Reinforced 
Earth abutments or retaining walls, results in a very compatible, flexible 
construction. Undoubtedly stone column support of retaining structures 
(either conventional or Reinforced Earth) offers an important potential 
application of stone columns. 

Retaining structures not carrying superstructure loads have been sup- 
ported on stone column improved ground having shear strengths as low as 200 
to 400 psf (lo-20 kN/m2). The resulting settlements, however, have been on 
the order of 1 to 2 ft (0.3-0.6 m). Therefore, from the standpoint of 
settlement, for some applications stone columns would be limited to better 
soils. 

Discussion 

Highway engineers in the past have usually been reluctant to support 
bridge bents and abutments on shallow foundations. In the future, however, 
shallow foundations and the use of Reinforced Earth abutments will likely 
become more common due to economic considerations. The support of bridge 
bents for grade separations and bridge abutments on stone columns is a 
logical extension to the use of shallow foundations and the stone column 
technique. Use of stone columns beneath bridge bents would tend to reduce 
the amount of differential settlement between the embankment and bridge, 
which has always been a serious maintenance problem. 

The bridge bent foundations must, of course, be designed to limit 
total and different settlement to tolerable levels. Bozozuk [44] has 
recently found, based on extensive field data, that conventional bridge 
foundations can safely undergo total vertical settlement up to 2 in (5Omm); 
settlements greater than 6 in (150 mn) result in damage. A more indepth 
study of bridge settlements has been presented by Moulton and Ganga Rao 
[127]. 
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GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Alternatives 

Stone columns are, under certain conditions, a very useful grovnd 
improvement technique that should in the future be considered for many jobs 
as a potential design alternative. Stone columns, however, are certainly 
?ot necessarily either the most desirable or economical solution to many 
problems; they are merely another useful technique that should be carefully 
evaluated. All reasonable alternatives should be compared considering (1) 
overall performance, (2) level of reliability, and (3) t'otal project cost 
including inspection, load tests, etc. Possible design alternatives in 
addition to stone columns that should be considered for embankment support 
include removal or displacement, stage construction, and/or preloading, 
bridge structures, and other site improvement methods. For bridge bent 
support at slightly marginal sites preloading, removal, other site improve- 
ment methods, piles (such as precast concrete, auger cast or steel), and 
drilled piers offer possible alternatives. 

Stone colunms, in general, are most economically attractive for sites 
requiring column lengths less than about 30 ft (9 ml, and preferably about 
20 ft (6 m) in length. The approximate cost of constructing stone columns 
(excluding the cost of stone) on a moderate size job involving more than 
about 8000 linear ft (2400 m) of columns is about $8 to $10 per linear foot 
($26-$33/m). For several sites, the cost of stone has been found to be 
approximately equal to the cost of constructing the column. Stone costs, * 
however, are directly related to the distance to the source and can vary 
considerably. Therefore stone cost is an important item that must be con- 
sidered separately for each potential application. Rigid stone columns 
would have approximately the same cost as conventional columns. 

Environmental Considerations 

Construction of stone columns using the conventional wet vibro- 
replacement process is a messy operation involving large quantities of 
excess silty water. The necessary steps should therefore be taken to pre- 
vent pollution as pointed out in Chapter V. Strict environmental regula- 
tions at some sites may even prohibit the use of water in constructing 
stone columns. At two such sites in Nova Scotia, Canada, for example, the 
dry process utilizing air has been used to construct stone columns. In 
England, the dry process is frequently used in developed areas because of 
environmental restrictions. 

Design 

Soil Gradation. Stone colurms can be constructed by the vibro-replacement 
technique in a variety of soils varying from gravels and sands to silty 
sands, silts, and clays (Fig. 78). For embankment construction, the soils 
are generally soft to very soft, water deposited silts and clays. For 
bridge bent foundation support, silty sands having silt contents greater 
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than about 15 percent and stiff clays are candidates for improvement with 
stone columns. In sands marginally unacceptable to vibroflotation, con- 
struction of stone columns not only replaces a portion of the silty sand 
with stone, but also improves to some extent the silty sand. About a dozen 
structures and tanks have already been supported on stone column reinforced 
silty sands and sandy silts at marginal sites within the United States (681, 

Soil Shear Strength. Stone columns should not be considered for use in 
soils having shear strengths less than 150 psf (7 kN/m2). Also stone 
columns in general should not be used in soils having sensitivities greater 
than about 5; experience is limited to this value of sensitivity [14]. 
Caution should be exercised in constructing stone columns in soils having 
average shear strengths less than about 400 psf (19 kN/m2) as originally 
proposed by Thorburn [la]. 
construction technique, 

In such soft to very soft soils hole collapse, 
and interaction of the stone column and surrounding 

soil (composite action and local bearing failure) are important considera- 
tions. Intrusion of the soft soil into the voids of the stone, although 
of lesser concern, should still be considered in the very low strength soils. 

At Jourdan goad Terminal, the shear strength of the upper 20 ft (5.4 
m) was on the order of 200 to 300 psf (9-14 kN/m2). At Hampton Virginia, 
the median value forthesofter zones was about 380 psf (18 kN/ml). The 
lowest two values observed at the site were 180 and 200 psf (8.6-9.6 kN/m2), 
and constituted about 4 percent of the shear strength values In the poorer 
strata. These two examples serve as a guide to the strength of weak soils 
in which stone columns have been constructed. 

For sites having shear strengths less than 350 to 400 psf (17 to 19 
kN/m2), use of sand for stability applications should be given considera- 
tion. Sand is often readily available and usually inexpensive compared to 
stone. Use of sand piles would, however, 
ment than for stone columns. 

generally result in more settle- 

Stone Gradation. Typical stone column gradations used In the past were 
given in Chapters V and VI. The gradation selected for design should (1) 
follow a gradation that can be economically and readily supplied and (2) be 
coarse enough to settle out rapidly. In very soft soils intrusion of soil 
into the voids is also of some concern. 
a different gradation, 

Each specialty contractor prefers 
and has differing philosophies on handling special 

problems encountered during construction (refer to Chapters II and V). For 
soils having shear strengths greater than about 250 psf (12 kN/m2), grada- 
tions sim.ilar.to Alternate No. 1 or 3, Chapter VI, are recornnended. 

To reduce the possibility of intrusion, the gradation should 
be made finer with decreasing strength for very soft clays. For cohesive 
soils having strengths less than about 250 (12 kN/m2), the finer side of 
alternate gradations No. 2, 3, or 4 (Chapter V) or an even finer gradation 
such as sand should be used. The use of a fine gradation such as sand would 
require a bottom feed system of column construction (Chapter II) or the use 
of sand compaction piles. 
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Ultimate Capacity_. The theories presented in this report should be used as 
a general guide in estimating the ultimate capacity of stone columns. The 
selected design load, however, should take Into full consideration site 
conditions, past experience and sound engineering judgement. Design loads 
applied to each stone column typically vary depending on site conditions 
from about 15 to about 60 tons. Table 12 gives typical design loads for 
foundation support where settlement is of concern; for stability problems 
such as embankments, the design loads can be increased. The specialty con- 
tractors who construct stone columns are a valuable source of technical 
support information concerning typical design loads, past experience, and 
potential problems for each specific site. 

Area Replacement Ratio and Stone Column Pattern. Area replacement ratios 
used vary from 0.15 to 0.35; for most applications, the replacement,ratio is 
greater than 0.20. Stone colunms are usually constructed using the compact 
equilateral triangular pattern as compared to a square pattern (Fig. 13). 
Equilateral spacings used for stone columns vary from about 6 to 9 ft (1.8- 
2.7 m), with typical values being 7 to 8 ft (2.1-2.4 m). Spacings less 
than 5 ft' (1.5 m) are not in general recommended for the wet method. 

Stone Column Diameter. The diameter of the constructed stone column depends 
primarily upon the type of soil present. The diameter of the column also 
varies to a lesser extent upon (1) the quantity and velocity of water used 
in advancing the hole and (2) the number of times the hole is flushed out 
by raising and dropping the vibroflot a short distance. Table 13 gives a 
preliminary guide for use in estimating the constructed diameter of a stone 
colunm in cohesive soils of varying shear strength. 

Stone Density. The inplace density of the stone column effects both the 
estimated stone column diameter (refer to Chapter V) and also 0, and hence 
the shear stren 

f 
th of the column. An inplace density of 120 to 125 pcf 

(18.8-19.6 kN/m ) was measured at Santa Barbara, California [81]. The 
gradation of t.he constructed stone column, however, was significantly finer 
than the stone! delivered to t'le site because of intrusion of local sand 
(refer to Tabj.e 6, Chapter VI). This sand increases the density of the 
stone column bd would be expected to increase its shear strength. The 
local sand Apparently comes from strata penetrated by the stone column 
during construction. For the same compactive effort required to achieve the 
observed field density, a density of 102 to 105 pcf (16.0-16.5 kN/m3) was 
obtained for the stone using the gradation delivered to the site. 

ASTM Test Method D-2049 can be used to establish the maximum .and 
minimum relative densities of the stone used in stone column construction. 
A convenient alternative to D-2049 is ASTM C-29, which was developed for 
coarse concrete aggregate. Test C-29 is much simplier to run, but may give 
a slightly lower estimate of the maximum relative density than D-2049. 
ASTM C-29 test results for four selected stone column gradations are shown 
in Table 14. The dry densities shown in the table for these typical grada- 
tions vary from 92 to 109 pcf (14.4-17.1 kN/m3). 
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TABLE 12. APPROXIMATE RANGE IN DESIGN LOADS USED IN PRACTICE 
FOR STONE COLUMNS. 

Approximate Design Load (tons) 
Soil Type 

Fdn. Design(') Stability(l) 
. 

1. Cohesive Soil(') 400 psf c I 600 pef 15-30 20-45 s 
600 psf 1. c 2 1OOOpsf 25-45 30-60 
c > 1000 psf 35-60 40-70 

2. Cohesionless Soil 20-180 
(see Note 1) 

Notes: 1. In general, when stone column loads are given all 
the applied load Is considered carried by the 
stone column. 

2. Typical design loads for foundations on cohesive 
soils are'15 to 30 tons. 

3. Unit Conversions: 1 psf - 47.9 N/m2. 



TABLE 13. APPROXIMATE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN UNDRAINED SHEAR STRENGTH AND COMPLETED 
STONE COLUMN DIAMETEB(1). 

Variation in Diameter 

Mrained Shear 
itrength (paf) 

<200 

200-400 

400-600 

600- 800(2) 

800 - 1000 (2) 

Typical Approximate Completed 
I 

Probe Jetting Pressure 
Dia. Stone Colusm Diameter Dia. (psi) Couenents 

(ft ) (ft.1 (in ) 

I- 5.25 3.5 16- 18 75- 80 1 or 2 flushes 
3.5 - 4.0 18- 19 75-80 1 or 2 flushen 
3.75- 4.25 18-19 125 130 - 1 or 2 flushes 

3.50- 4.0 3.25 18-19 75-80 1 or 2 flushes 
3.5 - 3.75 18-19 125-130 1 or 2 flushes 

4.0 18- 19 125 - 130 3 or 4 flushes 

3.25- 3.75 3.0 18-19 75-80 1 or 2 flushes 
3.25 - 3.5 18- 19 125 - 130 1 or 2 flushes 
3.5 - 3.75 18- 19 125- 130 3 or 4 flushes 

3.0- 3.25 2.5 - 3.0 16-18 75-80 1 or 2 flushes 
2.15 - 3.6 18-19 125-130 1 or 2 flushes 
3.0- 3.25 18-19 125-130 3 or 4 flushes 

2.25- 3.0 2.25 - 3.0 18-20 125-130 1 or 2 flushes 

Note.: 1. The hole diameter formed by jetting is less than the diameter of the completed etone column. 
2. In firm to stiff soils the hole is sometimes augered at greatly increased expense to achieve 

the required diameter. Augering is sometimes done for slope stability applications. 
3. Unit Conversions: 1 psf - 47.9 N/m2; 1 ft - 0.305 8; 1 psi 6.89 - kN/m2. 



TABLE 14. DRY DENSITY OF SELECTED STONE GRADATIONS FOR USE IN STONE 
COLUMNS. 

Stone 
Gradation(‘) ’ 

Dens1 ty (pcf) Void Ratio 75% Relative 
Comsent (‘I 

Loose Dense Max. nit-t. Density (pcf) 
1 

Alternate 1 92 106 

Alternate 3 95 109 

Alternate 4 96 106 

Hampton [ 271 96 108 

0.83 0.59 102 ASl’?l c-29 Teat 

0.77 0.55 105 ASTM C-29 Test 

0.76 0.59 103 ASI’M C-29 Test 

0.73 0.56 105 ASTM C-29 Test 

Notes: 1. Gradations are given for each alternate in Chapter V and for the Hampton stone in 
Table 6. 

2. The stone teeted had a saturated, surface dry specific gravity of 2.70. 
3. Unit Conversion: 1 pcf - 0.157 kN/&. 



Columns constructed using stone having the gradations shown in Table 14 
would be expected to have densities varying between about 75 percent rela- 
tive density (also shown in the table) and the maximum relative density. 
For the gradations tested, this density range is from 102 to 109 pcf (16.0- 
17.1 kN/m3), with 105 pcf (15.5 kN/m3) being a typical value. These densi- 
ties agree very well with the 102 to 105 pcf (16.0-16.5 kN/m3) obtained for 
the Santa Barbara stone (without sand intrusion). 

Where native sands are present, a significant amount of intrusion of 
sand may occur into the stone column during construction. Therefore, the 
recommendation is made that the top of the stone column be carefully 
inspected after construction for intrusion of sand. Gradation and density 
tests should also be performed, particularly if the gradation appears to 
have changed. Admittedly, the density and gradation may be different at 
depth from that measured at the surface particularly when natural sands are 
present. 

'When sand intrusion is not observed, the stone can be assumed to have a 
dry density of about 105 pcf (16.5 kN/m3) provided its gradation is similar 
to one of the gradations given in Table 14. Use of higher in-place dry 
densities would result in calculated stone column diameters being smaller 
than actually exist in the field. For stability analyses, the saturated 
unit weight of the stone should be used in calculating total stress below 
the groundwater table. The saturated unit weight of an open-graded stone 
is significantly greater than the dry weight. For example, a stone having 
a dry unit weight of 105 pcf (16.5 kN/m3) has a saturated weight of 128 pcf 
(20.2 kN/m3) if the specific gravity of the solids is 2.7. 

Peat. Peat lenses are frequently encountered in soft compressible clay and 
silt deposits. A fibrous peat is preferable to a non-fibrous peat due to 
reinforcement given by the fibers. The presence of peat on several jobs 
has caused serious problems; refer to Chapt'er IV and VI for case histories 
involving peat. An adequate subsurface investigation must be performed 
to detect the presence of both peat and very soft zones. 

In general peat layers greater in thickness than one stone column 
diameter should be avoided. Where peat is encountered, two or more vibra- 
tors can be attached together to give large diameter stone columns to 
satisfy this criterion. If peat lenses or layers are encountered thicker 
than one pile diameter, it may be feasible to use a rigid (concrete) column 
(which requires a special construction process) within the peat layer, and 
a stone column through the remainder of the strata (refer to Chapter II and 
VI). 

Vibration. Construction of tibro-replacement stone columns causes some 
vibrations. A short distance from the vibrator, these vibrations are much 
less than the usually used maximum allowable peak particle velocity of 
2 in /HCC (51 mm/set) as shown in Fig. 79. 

Landslide Applications. The stone column theory and discussions presented 
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previously are applicable to landslide problems. In landslide applications 
getting sufficient normal stress on the stone columns to develop high shear 
resistance is sometimes a problem. A counterweight or berm can often be 
used to increase nonaal stress. Application of the berm also causes stress 
concentration in the column which further increases its effectiveness. 
Also, in problems involving landslide stabilization with stone columns, 
access to the area to be stabilized is often a problem. Finally, good 
field instrumentation is required to define in landslide problems the loca- 
tion and extent of the failure surface, and the role which water 
plays. 

Liquefaction Applications. Stone columns have been used, for example, at 
Santa Barbara, California [30,31] and Kavala, Greece [126] to prevent 
liquefaction from occurring during strong motion earthquakes. Stone columns 
can take lateral earthquake loads (Chapter VI), if some support is provided 
surrounding the columns. Coarse stone has been found to perform better than 
sands with respect to liquefaction. The installation of stone columns also 
significantly increases the relative density of surrounding reasonably clean, 
loose sands that could liquefy. Fig. 80 can be used as a preliminary aid in 
selecting maximum tributary areas (and hence column spacing) to insure a 
certain minimum relative density in sands to be reinforced with stone 
columns. The installation of stone columns will also often increase the 
strength of silty sands and some cohesive soils, although several months or 
more may be required before the beneficial effect is observed. 

Finally, stone columns act as drains helping to prevent a build-up in 
porewater pressure in cohesionless soils during an earthquake. Seed and 
Booker [128] have developed design curves for assessing the liquefaction 
potential of sands reinforced with stone columns. For nrost field conditions, 
water should f;low essentially radially toward the stone column drain. Stone 
columns wil$ act as ideal drains when the permeability of the drain is 200 
or more times :that of the soil [128]. For practical purposes, however, a 
permeability ratio of 50 is adequate. To insure vertical flow of water 
fromlthe column, a permeable granular blanket should be placed over the 
stone columns on the surface. 

Instrumentation. Finally, an important need exists for collecting'addi- 
tional information on stone column performance. Every available opportunity 
should be taken to install at least some field instrumentation and monitor 
perfornrance both during and after construction. The subsurface conditions 
and geotechnical properties of the soils should be adequately defined and 
compiled in assessible reports. A discussion of desirable field instrumen- 
tation was given in Chapter IV. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Design methodology and speciEic dcsigr recommendations have been pre- 
sented for predicting the ultimate capacity, settlement, and stability of 
ground improved using stone columns. The actual safety factor selected for 
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a specific site should depend upon many factors including (1) how well the 
site conditions are known, (2) the degree of conservatism used in selecting 
material parameters, (3) whether the potential increase in shear strength of 
the clay due to consolidation was considered, and (4) the amount and quality 
of field control during construction. Although the methodology presented 
gives important guidance in stone column design, past experience, and sound 
engineering judgement must also be heavily relied upon. Specialty contrac- 
tors are an important source of technical support and guidance in the design 
and construction of stone columns and should be consulted for each specific 
project. 

Stone columns can be used to improve both soft cohesive soils and 
slightly marginal silty sands. In general, sites having peat layers greater 
in thickness than about one stone column diameter should be considered 
unsuitable for improvement using conventional stone columns. For thicker 
peat layers construction of a rigid (concrete) column through the peat and 
conventional stone column elsewhere is possible. Stone columns can be used 
to improve 4&$&&j marginal sites for the support of bridge bents. Use of 
stone columns for bridge support is not,in general, recommended if peat 
layers of any significant thickness are encountered. 

When &bjected to an external load, stress concentration in the stone 
column is a very important factor which accounts for a large part of the 
increases stability and reduced settlement of stone column improved ground. 
Measured stress concentration factors typically vary from 2 to 3 for stone 
column improved ground. Stress concentration depends upon a number of vari- 
ables including relative stiffness of the stone column and tributary soil, 
applied stress level, and time. For very soft and soft cohesive soils, the 
interaction between the stone column and surrounding soil (composite action 
and local bearing failure) is also an important design consideration. 

For some projects an accurate prediction of the rate of primaky con- 
solidation may be important to properly assess design alternatives. To 
reliably predict primary consolidation settlement rates, the permeability 
should be evaluated by field testing. Even then, observed settlement rates 
may be significantly different from that predicted, with the actual rate 
often being faster than predicted. For organic soils and many soft clays, 
secondary settlements may be important and should be considered in design. 



CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL RESEARCH 

STONE COLUMNS 

The rapidly increasing cost of construction and numerous environmental 
constraints often placed on a project have greatly encouraged the in-situ 
improvement of marginal sites. Stone columns are one method of ground 
improvement that offers, under certain conditions, an alternative to conven- 
tional support methods in both weak cohesive soils and also loose silty 
sands. For each ground improvement problem, however, all feasible design 
alternatives must be thoroughly evaluated before selecting the most cost 
effective method. 

Applications 

Stone columns have been used for site improvement in Europe since the 
1950's and in the U.S. since 1972. Stone columns have a wide range of 
potential applications. The following indicate a few of these applications: 

1. Potential uses in highway construction include (a) embankment sup- 
port over soft cohesive soils, (b) bridge approach fills, (c) 
bridge abutments, (d) widening and reconstruction work, (3) reduc- 
tion in bridge length, (f) single span bridge support, (g) bridge 
bent and miscellaneous structural support. 

2. Important applications of stone columns also exist for landslide 
stabilization and liquefaction problems involving bridge foundation 
and embankment support during earthquakes. 

3. The use of stone columns for the support of bridge bent foundations 
and similar structures should in general be limited to slightly 
marginal sites. Such sites are defined as those where shallow 
foundations could be used without significant ground improvement 
except for slightly excessive settlements. For bridge bent founda- 
tions cohesive soils in general should have shear strengtlls greater 
than about 1 ksf (50 kN/m2). Silty sands having silt contents too 
great to be improved using vibroflotation, can also be improved 
with stone columns for bridge bent support. For bridge bent sup- 
port these silty sands should in general be loose to firm; silt 
contents would be greater than 15 percent. 

4. The support of a Reinforced Earth retaining wall or abutment on 
stone columns gives a very flexible, compatible type construction 
,capable of withstanding relatively Large movements. Reinforced 
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earth walls have been supported on cohesive soils having shear 
strengths as low as 200 to 400 psf (10-20 kN/m2). For these very 
soft to soft soils, wall settlement has been on the order of 1 to 
2 ft (0.3-0.6 m). 

Stone Column Construction 

Construction of stone columns was considered in detail in Chapters II, 
V, and VI. Stone columns are usually constructed using a vibrating probe 
often called a Vibroflot or Poker. Lateral vibration at the end of the 
probe is caused by rotating eccentric weights within the body of the probe. 
The eccentric weights are rotated using either electric or hydraulic power. 
Usually a fixed frequency vibrator is used operating at a frequency of about 
1800 or 3000 r?m depending upon the specialty contractor. 

In the wet process, the vibrator opens a hole by jetting using large 
quantities of water under high pressure. In the dry process, which may 
utilize air, the probe displaces the native soil laterally as it is advanced 
into ihe ground. Only the wet process has been used to date in the U.S. 
Because of the use of large quantities of water in the wet process, caution 
must be exercised to control from the environmental standpoint the water and 
silt from the construction process. The dry process is used primarily for 
environmental reasons and has been used in both Europe and Canada. Rammed 
stone columns are also sometimes used primarily in Belgium and India. 

Inspection 

Field inspection of stone columns is even more important than for con- 
ventional shallow or deep foundations. Important aspects of the vibro- 
replacement (wet) process requiring special attention during construction 
include (1) using a large quantity of water (about 3,000. to 4,000 gal/hr., 
lo-14 m3/hr. average) at all times to maintain a stable hole and give a 
clean column, (2) in soft soils leaving the probe in the hole at all times 
with the jets running, (3) constructing the stone column in lifts no greater 
than 4 ft (1.2 m), and (4) to insure good densification, repenetrating each 
new lift with the vibrator several times and also achieving the required 
ammeter reading. Rapid construction using the wet process is important in 
silts, sensitive clays, and peat. The discovery during construction of any 
peat layers should be brought to the immediate attention of both the project 
and design engineers. Finally, detailed construction records should be kept 
and analyzed for changes in quantity of stone consumption and time to both 
jet the hole and form the stone column. 

Subsurface Investigation and Testing 

A thorough subsurface investigation and evaluation of geotechnical pro- 
perties are essential for the design of stone columns and the selection of 
the most suitable design alternative. The potential for use of stone 
columns and other possible design alternatives should be identified as early 
as possible during the subsurface investigation so that the exploration and 
testing program can be tailored to the specific design alternatives. 
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For sites underlain by firm to soft cohesive soils, use of field vane 
shear testing is recommended in the subsurface investigation. If either 
densification or stone columns are being considered as an alternative for 
improving silty sands, a sufficient number of washed grain size tests should 
be performed to accurately define the variation in silt content. Care in 
the subsurface investigation should also be taken to identify organic and 
peat layers. ' 

The horizontal permeability of soft cohesive soils may be greater than 
3 to 5 times the vertical permeability. Consolidation tests on horizontally 
orientated specimens cannot be used to evaluate the horizontal coefficient 
of consolidation (or permeability) of an anisotropic soil. Field pumping 
tests should be performed where a reliable estimate of the time rate of 
settlement is required for the success of the project, or for reliable com- 
parisons of different design alternatives. To minimize smear effects, well 
points and wells should be installed by jetting if the vibro-replacement 
method of stone column construction is to be used. On routine projects 
laboratory perneability tests on vertical and horizontal samples can be used 
to evaluate the consolidation characteristics. The evaluation of the per- 
meability (an& hence consolidation characteristics) of a stratum is at best 
difficult to both perform and interpret; a high degree of accuracy of the 
estimated rate of primary consolidation settlement should therefore not be 
expected. 

Stone Column Design 

Stone column design to a large extent is still empirical, and past 
experience and practice plays an important role in design. Stone column 
design theories were given in Chapter III and design recommendations in 
Chapter VII. Specialty contractors are also an important source of techni- 
cal support and guidance in the design and construction of stone columns, 
and should be consulted for each project. Specific conclusions concerning 
the design of stone colunu~ are as follows: 

1. The design load of stone columns is generally between 15 and 60 
tons per column. For economic reasons, the thickness of the strata 
to be improved should in general be no greater than 30 ft (9 d 
and preferably about 20 ft (6 ml. Usually, the weak layer should 
be underlain by a competent bearing stratum to realize optimum 
utility and economy. 

2. Caution should be exercised in the design and construction of stone 
column supported embankments or other structures on cohesive soils 
having average shear strengths less than 400 psf (19 kN/m2); use of 
stone columns in soils having shear strengths less than 150 psf 
(7 kN/m') is not recommended. Also, construction of stone columns 
in soils having sensitivities greater than 5 is not recommended, 

3. For embankment support in cohesive soils having a,shear strength 
less than about 400 psf (19 kN/m'), coosideration‘should be given 
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to using sand as an alternative to the large stone traditionally 
used in stone colurms. Sand is often readily available near the 
site, and frequently is considerably less expensive than crushed 
stone which may have to be imported from a considerable distance. 
Either bottom feed stone coluum equipment or sand compaction pile 
equipment can be used to construct sand piles. Sand compaction 
piles are routinely used in Japan for embankment support in 
cohesive soils having shear,strengths as low as 100 psf (5 kN/m2). 

4. Conventional stone columns should not be used at sites having peat 
layers greater in thickness than 1 stone column 
diameter. A fibrous peat gives better support to a stone column 
than a non-fibrous peat. Rigid stone columns offer one solution 
to construction of stone columns in soils having peat layers or 
lenses. Two or more conventional vibrators can also be attached 
together to form a large diameter stone column to reduce the thick- 
ness to diameter ratio through the peat layer. 

5. Stone columns act as drains and under favorable conditions can 
significantly decrease the time for primary consolidation to occur. 
Because of rapid consolidation settlement secondary settlement 
becomes a more important consideration when stone columns are used. 
Finally, the columns reduce the build-up in pore pressure in 
granular layers during an earthquake, and hence decrease liquefac- 
tion potential. 

6. In general, a stress concentration factor n of 2 to 2.5 and angle 
of internal friction $s of the stone column of 38 to 45' should be 
used in theoretical analyses. 

ADDITIONAL RESEARCH 

Field performance information for stone column improved ground is 
needed for future design, and to develop a better understanding of the 
mechanistic behavior of stone columns. Some of the more important aspects 
of behavior needed from.an applied viewpoint are as follows: 

1. Improvement Factor. The actual reduction in settlement which is 
achieved when soft ground is reinforced with stone columns has not 
been well documented in the field. Full-scale embankment or group 
load tests need to be performed for varying soil conditions to 
establish the amount of improvement in terms of reduction in 
immediate and consolidation settlement. To develop improvement 
factors, settlement tests must be performed on both the unimproved 
and the stone column improved ground. These results should be used 
to verify existing theories for predicting settlewnt of stone 
column improved ground. Inductive coils (or other devices)should be used 
to measure the settlement of each compressible'layer. To properly 
interpret the results, a thorough subsurface investigation should 
be made at each test site. 
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If a long-term load test is performed to evaluate settlement in 
stone column reinforced ground, a similar load test should also be 
performed on the unimproved ground to permit calculating the 
improvement factor. With careful planning, it may even be possible 
to evaluate for an embankment the reduction in settlement in areas 
improved with stone columns compared to unimproved areas. For 
example, lower fills may not require ground improvement compared 
to higher fills underlain by similar soils. Construction could 
be planned whereas primary consolidation is allowed to occur under 
similar fill heights in each area to indicate the amount.of ground 
improvement. 

2 Test Embankment Failure/Composite Behavior. For certain conditions 
of stress level and soil and stone column strength, the composite 
strength of the stone column and tributary soil can be less than 
that of the individual materials (refer to the discussion on sta- 
bility in Chapter VII). To investigate composite type failures and 
overall strength of the composite mass, a section of an embankment 
should be constructed over a cohesive soil having a shear strength 
in the-range of about 200 to 300 psf (lo-17 kN/m2). The embankment 
height.should be increased until failure occurs to evaluate the 
actual beneficial effect on stability of improving the ground with 
stone columns. The actual failure surface should be accurately 
defined using a sufficient number of inclinometers. Double ring 
direct shear tests should be performed on the composite soil-stone 
column mass as discussed in Chapter VII. In general, the occur- 
rence, effect and prediction of local bearing failures within stone 
colunm groups shoulc also be studied in both the field and labora- 
tory. 

3. Stress Concentration and Stress Distribution. Use of stone columns 
for embankment stability problems will in the future continue to 
be an important application. Development of an economical design 
is dependent upon the use of realistic values of both stress con- 
centration and angle of internal friction of the stone column. 
Both these factors are dependent upon a complex interaction between 
the stone colurm, soil, and embankment. 

In both prototype and test embankments, pressure cells should be 
placed in the stone column and soil at the embankment interface. 
Pressure cells could also be placed at several levels beneath the 
surface to develop important information concerning the variation 
of stress distribution and stress concentration with depth and time. 
Both Vautrain [63] and the Japanese [24) have performed such field 
mea.surements. Field measurements could be nicely supplemented by 
finite element analyses to study stress concentration, stress 
distribution, and the effects of lateral spreading. 

4. Genergl. A description of field instrumentation for specialized 
research projects is beyond the scope of this discussion. The 
above discussion does, however, point out some response information 
that is quite badly needed to better utilize stone columns. With 
the exceptiou of intentionally inducing an embankment failure, this 



data can be obtained by monitoring routine stone column projects. 
Field instrumentation can, of course, be used to help answer many 
other questions involving stone column behavior. 

Important remaining unanswered questions that can be studied by a 
combination of full-scale field tests, model studies, and finite 
elemert studies include: (1) performance of stone columns not 
carried to end bearing, (2) stress distribution in large and small 
stone column groups, (3) effect of lateral soil movement on the 
settlement and general performance of both small and large stone 
column groups, (4) effect of method of construction, lateral 
stress, remolding and smear during stone column construction, and 
finally (5) interface slip and compatibility between stone column 
and ground settlenrent. Considerable additional research is needed 
to improve existing design methods and develop a complete under- 
standing of the mechanics of stone column behavior. Every 
opportunity should certainly be taken to instrument stone column 
projects. 

Lastly, an important need exists for a carefully planned field 
study to establish the effects of vibrator characteristics 
(such as horsepower, ampere draw, free vibration amplitude, 
operating frequency, and centrifugal force) on stone column 
performance. Also, a comparison of the performance of vibro- 
replacement stone columns, vibro sand columns (constructed 
using a bottom-feed system), sand compaction piles, and rammed 
stone and/or sand columns would acid valuable information needed 
in selecting the most cost-effective ground improvement method 
for each site. 
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